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THE LONGER
You LOOK AT

NEON, THE
BRIGHTER IT GETS.



Hi. To see what kind of bright thinking went into

Automobile Magazine's "Automobile of the Year,"

start in front.

The new Neon's headlights are more than cute. They're

halogen. With specially -designed reflectors. Their

lenses are made up of dozens of tiny prisms designed to concentrate and

better direct the light. And they're made of a durable polycarbonate

material like you'll find in motorcycle helmets.

Keep looking and you'll see lots of other things that make Neon shine.

From its six -layer paint job that resists fading and stone chips, to its

132 horsepower mu

tpassen,-

. From its standard driver and front

integrated child safety seat. And with

re interior room than you'd ever

ow about what went into it, the more

2,500 NICELY LOADED.
TH AND DODGE

NEON
SERVICE CARD

lotion charge Alwoys wear your seat belt.
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Music's come along way since the

days people sang about holding

hands and moonlit walks. It's often

hard to tell, however, considering

how most car stereos sound. Which

is why we suggest you install a

Pioneer CD player. Not only will.

you be able to enjoy your favorite

discs on the road, but all of our

players provide true four speaker

amplification for crystal clear CD

reproduction. Insuring you hear every

touching phrase the artist intended.

So call 1 -800 -Pioneer, ext. 202, for

a dealer. Then prepare yourself for

car audio that's really uncensored.

(ID PIONECII
Tne Art of Entertainment



It's the
little
things
that
keep
you
home.
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The MS SERIES

ALLISON ACOUSTICS
Home Theater Audio

478 Stanford Avenut For Yours.Danville, KY 40422
Call: (606) 236-8298
Fax: (606) 236-7476
Dealer Inquiries Welcome CIRCLE NO 40 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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array of sophisticated features and control options.
Sony's STR-G I ES VisionTouch, for example, dis-

plays menus on a TV screen (shown here, the
Panasonic 31 -inch CT-31XF50); a one -button remote

controls selections. See page 68 for more.
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BY WILLIAM LIVINGSTONE
AND BOB ANKOSKO

edosolp

TAPE MAKES "ENDANGERED SPECIES" LIST
Audio and video cassettes will be "as dead as a door nail"
within a decade, predicted magnetic -media expert Laurence
Lueck at a recent gathering of the International Tape/Disc
Association, an industry trade group. Both Lueck and AT&T
vice president John Bermingham declared that the trend in
recording media is toward large -capacity versions of the
solid-state memory chips now used in telephone answering
machines.

"I believe magnetic media is now an endangered species,"
Bermingham said, noting that even optical discs represent
only an interim solution before the onslaught of solid-state
devices with no moving parts. Smart cards containing a
fingernail -size IC capable of storing 30 minutes of digital
audio will be available in about fifteen years, he predicted.
But Norris Communications of Poway, California, which
plans to market the $200 Flashback solid-state voice recorder
in July, is working on a much shorter timetable: It hopes to
unveil a prototype device later this year that has no moving
parts and is capable of recording 75 minutes of music.

BOOKS
The 1994 edition of the
Consumer Electronics Product
Terminology Dictionary is
available for $4.50 from the
Electronic Industries Associa-
tion. Call 202-457-4986
between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00
p.m. Eastern time to order, or
write to the EIA/CEG at 2002
Pennsylvania Ave. NW,

Washington, DC 20001-1813.
... Pioneer is offering free
copies of Understanding
Audio and Video, a 180 -page
book written in 1989 by
Michael Riggs, now Execu-
tive Editor of STEREO REVIEW.

To get your copy, call (800)
746-6337.... Build Your Own
Home Theater, a 200 -page do-
it-yourself guide, is available

from Sams Publishing for
$16.95 plus shipping. Call
800-428-5331 to order....
George Jellinek, an esteemed
vocal critic and a STEREO

REVIEW contributor, has
published History Through
the Opera Glass, a view of
2,000 years of human history
and the lives of such figures
as Cleopatra, Attila the Hun,
Charlemagne, and Mary
Queen of Scots as depicted in
150 operas. Available for $35
(plus $2 postage) from
PRO/AM Music Resources, 63
Prospect St., White Plains, NY
10606.... The singer/song-
writer Marshall Crenshaw,
who played Buddy Holly in
the film La Bamba, has
written Hollywood Rock, A
Guide to Rock 'n' Roll in the
Movies (HarperPerennial, $15).

VIDEO CD UPDATE
Technics has announced
plans to introduce a mini -
component system this fall
that incorporates a Video CD
player. Dubbed the SC-VCIO,
the complete system recently
hit store shelves in Japan
with a price tag of about
$1,200. MCA Music Entertain-
ment said it will support the
new format. Technics and
MCA are both owned by
Matsushita.

TOGETHER AGAIN
The surviving Beatles may or
may not get together for new
concerts. Bruce Springsteen,
Reba McEntire, Billy Joel, and
Salt n' Pepa may or may not
appear jointly in a concert
honoring Elvis Presley this
year. But the three tenors-
Jose Carreras, Placido
Domingo, and Luciano
Pavarotti-and the conductor
Zubin Mehta, whose concert
in Rome in 1990 became the
best-selling classical audio
and video recording of all
time, are set to repeat that
success at Dodger Stadium in
Los Angeles on July 16, 1994,
the eve of the World Cup
soccer championship game.
Dodger Stadium seats a mere
56,000, but the event will be
carried on a global broadcast

expected to be the largest in
the history of television and
radio, reaching more than 1
billion people. The audio
recording of the concert will
be released in the U.S. on the
Atlantic label and the home
video on Teldec.

AUDIO NOTES
Two unusual -looking book-
shelf speakers that Canon
has been selling in Europe
for the past couple of years
will now be available here.
The mushroom -shaped
S-30 and S-35, which will sell
for about $350 and $450 a
pair, respectively, employ a
patented design that is said
to widen the stereo image....
Kenwood is working on a
moderately priced line
of THX-certified speakers.
The first model, the $399
SW -X1 subwoofer, should be
in stores by the time you
read this.

FEEL THE MUSIC
You don't necessarily need a
big subwoofer anymore to
feel the music. Aura Systems
of El Segundo, California,
has introduced the Interactor,
a $90 plastic vest with a built-
in electromagnetic actuator
that creates body -pulsating
vibrations when it's
connected to the audio output
of a video -game system, TV
set, or audio system. The
vibrations can be adjusted
from a "feather touch to
intense pounding," according
to Aura. Good news for fans
of Snoop Doggy Dogg and
Mortal Kombat II.

TALKING CAR
NAVIGATOR
Eclipse recently demon-
strated a prototype naviga-
tion system, called Voice
Activated Audio Navigation
(VAAN), that asks the driver
to spell aloud the name of his
destination, then calculates
the best route and provides
step-by-step oral instructions
on how to get there. The CD -
based in -dash system is
expected to be available late
this year for less than $600. E
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WE'D LIKE TO INTRODUCE

YOU TO YOUR NEXT

STEREO SYSTEM

The stereo system you buy for yourself (or someone
special) should be ready fo- the day when every recording
is digital and all video has surround sound. Optimus° Pro-
fessional Series components meet this challenge today.

Choose from high -power receivers with Dolby Pro
Logic' Surround for thrilling cinema sound at home. Add
a CD changer or player for flawless digital stereo, and a
high-speed dabbing deck for crystal-clear recording and
playback. Top it off with speakers in traditional or new
space -saving subwoofer / satellite designs.

Optimus components are top performers yet cost much
less than competitors'. And they're backed by warranties
honored at 6600 stores najonwidel Come in and we'll
help you get acquainted w th your next stereo today.

Optimus: Sound Value in Audio.
Exclusively at Radio Shack.
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LETTERS

Equipment Prices
sp he price of good stereo equipment has
I risen dramatically over the past decade.

In order to own an excellent system today,
you may have to spend more than $2,000.
To me this is a waste. New technology is
coming out as fast as we can buy the prod-
ucts. To keep up with the market, you may
have to spend $5,000 to $10,000 a year. Are
we paying too much just to listen to music?

MARK RISCHBIETER
Aiken, SC

Average prices have actually come down
some over the last decade, if you adjust for
inflation and base the comparison on the
amount of money required to achieve a giv-
en level of performance. (Look at what CD
players sold for in 1984.) The very best
equipment available is perhaps more costly,
hut in that case you're paying more for
higher performance. A surround -sound
home theater system also costs more than a
two -channel system of similar quality, hut
you're getting something that really wasn't
available ten years ago. Whether it's worth
the extra money is up to you. As for "keep-
ing up with the market," few people would
consider that necessary on an annual basis.
The technology moves quickly these days,
but not that quickly.

Compatibility
'am in the process of installing a home
theater in my basement, but after reading

Tomlinson Holman's article on Home THX
in April, I find myself on hold. I planned on
using the Pioneer Pro 107 rear -projection
TV, a Yamaha DSP-A2070 A/V amplifier, a
Pioneer CLD-D702 CD/laserdisc combi-
player, a smaller Yamaha amplifier for my
subwoofers, and a Sony CDP-CX100 CD
changer. I now feel it would be a waste of
money since none of that equipment will be
compatible with the new Dolby Surround
Digital system. Any suggestions before I
make a big mistake? CHARLES KEATING

Manchester, MD

Barring unforeseen complications, we ex-
pect that Dolby Surround Digital will be-
come available on laserdiscs sometime next
year, hut the timetable is not certain. Equip-
ment supporting the new .system will he
sparse at first and probably relatively ex-
pensive. HDTV will not he available before
1997 at the earliest. How long are you pre-
pared to delay gratification?

Probably the only piece you're planning
to buy that would not he adaptable for Dol-
by Surround Digital is the laserdisc player.
An external adaptor could he patched into
the Yamaha DSP-A2070, though you would

have to add external amplifiers for the sur-
round and front -effects speakers, since the
A2070 provides only preamp outputs for
those channels, not complete pre-out/main-
in loops as it does for the others. Every-
thing else in your system should make the
transition as is. Remember, too, that Dolby
Surround Digital laserdiscs will continue to
carry regular Dolby Surround encoding on
their stereo digital soundtracks, so it's not
an all -or -nothing proposition.

Will a new kind of input be required
or HDTV (high -definition TV) when

it comes out, forcing everyone without a
new television set to upgrade? If that is the
case, everyone will have to upgrade their
VCR's as well. And will HDTV be avail-
able only through cable? Sco'rr HUGHES

South Easton, MA

HDTV will be available over the air as well
as by cable, but it will require entirely new
TV receivers, VCR's, and so forth. It's not
clear whether an HDTV signal will pass
successfully through all A/V receiver and
amplifier inputs marked "video."

Stereo Review On -Line
"'hoes STEREO REVIEW have an e-mail ad-
NI/dress on any of the on-line services?
I'm sure that many of your technically mo-
tivated readers like myself would make ex-
cellent use of e-mail communication with
the magazine. Also, I have yet to see any
kind of "forum" or "newsgroup" for audio
or audio/video. Maybe you could look into
this possibility before someone else does?

BOB JENSEN

Bear, DE

STEREO REVIEW is now up on America On-
line. See you there!

Log On, Beethoven
Ken Pohlmann's "Log On, Beethoven"

(April "Signals") was very timely in-
deed. I do have problems finding my music
in record stores. Yes, let us make Beetho-
ven part of the Information Superhighway.
Pipe Beethoven through the Internet and
phone links! EBERHARD K. KUSCHEL

New Providence, NJ

Ken Pohlmann ponders why the music
industry has not moved toward conve-

nience and quality of music acquisition
through the Information Superhighway or
music on demand via CD recorders at
Blockbuster Video. In the past fifteen years,
the push toward convenience has led to the
horror of digital sound, including its harsh -
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Understanding why the
new 575x is a superior
surround speaker takes
some reflection.

Think about it: The 575x
from Boston Acoustics.

Call us crazy, but we think a

surround -sound speaker should

be designed to surround you with

sound. To make your ears think

they're inside a submarine. Or a

baseball park. Or a heavily armored

Petrusian galactic battle fortress.

No problem for the Boston 575x

dipolar surround speaker. It takes

full advantage of reflected sound

to create a realistic movie experi-

ence. Here's. how. In front of the

575x is a single woofer re-creating

low frequencies that the human

The 575x has n3 hono-
ur>s about where

it's hung, sounding
equally good on either

ceiling or wall.

ear can't localize. On either side is

a specially designed combination

tweeter/midrange-one firing

forward, the other back. These

drivers are dipolar, or "out of phase"

with each other (when one is push-

ing air out, the other is palling ai

In). As a result, sound from the 575x

reflects off several things-walls,

ceiling, floor, your prized swizzle

stick collection-before it reaches

your ears. When it gets there, it

sounds like it's coming from all

around you. Eureka. With conven-

Not since the Von Trapps
has a family sounded this good.
The Boston THX home theater

family, featuring 555x lett/center/
right speakers, 595x subwoofers

and 575. surrounds.

tional speakers pointed toward the

listener, sound is easily localized,

and this effect is lost. A few other

points on the 575x: One, it handles

125 watts of power cleanly, with

nearly zero distortion. Two, it comes

with a handy wall mounting brack-

et. And, three, it's available in two

popular designer colors: black and

Let's clear up the contusion. Use the 575x
in a TM X system, and it sounds great.

Use it in a Dolby Pro Logic setup, and it
also sounds great. Sound good? Great.

white. See for yourself at your

local Boston dealer. Once there,

your ears can witness firsthand

the impressive sound of the entire

line of Boston Acoustics home

theater components. We bet you've

never heard anything like it.

Unless you've actually been inside

a heavily armored Petrusian

galactic battle fortress before.

BostonAcoustics
Just what's important

CIRCLE NO 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD 1w ousel racomansme the poorly draw respects* sonars



Announcing a notable improvement
in digital sound for your

audio/video system
iii;( a( gbi a(kt

a(k The world's most
affordable outboard
D -to -A converter

 Supports any source
with "digital out"

 Two digital inputs:
optical and coaxial

 Complete with
separate power
supply

 Perfect upgrade
for any home
theater or audio/
video system

DMS DIGITAL MUSIC SYSTEMS

111111

DAC-in-the-Box
BY AUDIO ALCHEMY

under $200 msrp

Available DIRECT from DMS. call

800 262.8346 e.)Et. 7
A DIVISION OF AUDIO ALCHEMY. INC. (or see your local Audio Alchemy dealer)

CIRCLE NO 51 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Stereo Review
PRESENTS

THE BASIC REPERTORY ON COMPACT DISC
A CRITICAL DISCOGRAPHY

NEW 1994 EDITION

Noted critic Richard Freed
has chosen the best available CD
recordings of the most often
performed music in the classical
orchestral repertory. Hundreds of
recordings of symphonic works
from Bach to Wagner!

To receive your copy of
this useful pamphlet, send a self-
addressed business -size (#10)
envelope, stamped with 520
postage, and a check or money
order for $3 payable to Stereo
Review (no cash, please), to The
Basic Repertory, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY
10019. Orders from outside the
U.S.A. must be accompanied
by a self-addressed envelope
and $4 (payable in U.S. funds).

MIMS
netts in the upper midrange and lack of ton-
al ambience

Unless record and video stores are able
to instantly press 180 -gram vinyl records,
the music industry will continue to take the
cheap, profit -minded way out with formats
that will ruin the products of topnotch pro-
ducers and recording engineers. It's called
commerce vs. culture. PAUL. GORDON

San Diego, CA

Stereo AM
Jlack Benvent asked about AMAX -format

stereo AM in April "Letters." You said
that most stereo AM radios today are in
cars and trucks, and they all use the now -
standard Motorola C-Quam system. That is
correct, but there is one inexpensive AMAX
stereo AM radio that can be used as a tuner
in a home stereo system: the Sony SRF-42
Walkman. The audio signal from the ear-
phone jack is good enough that some radio
stations are using the SRF-42 as a demon-
stration tuner. It lists for about $38, and
I've seen it for sale for as little as $28. It's
an easy and cheap way to add high-fidelity
stereo AM. ERIC NORBERG

Portland. OR

H ome Computer Recording
read with interest David Ranada's "Re-

 cording on a Home Computer" (April
"Peripherals"), which covered IBM -type
computers. Digidesign offers Sound Tools,
with a DAT interface and Sound Designer
II digital editing software, for many models
of Macintosh computers, as well as the
newer Pro Tools. Both products are widely
acclaimed by recording professionals.

MARK A. BARNES
Cincinnati, OH

DAT vs. MD
For the lite 01 me. 1 don't understand why
you're reviewing MiniDisc and ignoring

DAT. I'm a musician, and I bought a DAT
deck last year for my home studio. Since
then I've bought another, for my stereo sys-
tem, and I love it. The recordings sound as
good as CD's, and I can get to the end of a
120 -minute tape very quickly. I buy DAT's
for $7 to $8; the decks can be had for $450
to $600. Tim CASEY

Roslindale, MA

We'd test more DAT machines if there were
more new consumer -level DAT machines
from different manufacturers. And many
good older models, such as all DAT porta-
bles, have been discontinued.

For
any recording format to be success-

ful, both the recorder and the recording
medium should be priced so that the masses



can afford it. I consider myself affluent, but
I did not buy into DAT mainly because of
the cost-$1,000 plus for the recorder and
$15 plus for a blank tape.

When Sony introduced the MiniDisc for-
mat last year, I could see history repeating
itself. Things changed a bit around Christ-
mas when a department store in our town
marked down the Sony MDS-101 to $550.
That's when I bought one, and I love it. It is
everything an audio cassette is, a CD is-
only better!

I love the ease with which I can make a
recording, erase a recording, move a re-
cording, access a recording, and even label
a recording. MiniDisc is a great format. But
for it to succeed, Sony and other companies
must offer it at prices the majority of people
are willing to pay. Remember, the competi-
tion is the analog cassette recorder!

YUDHVEER S. BAGGA
Gahanna, OH

While I would like to buy an MD re-
corder, I fear that the format may be

stillborn like DAT, that there may be no one

able to service MD equipment after it is
purchased and that there will be few prere-
corded MD's or even blank MD's available.

IRVING WALDORF
San Francisco, CA

Sinatra
nravo! to reviewer Steve Simels for hav-
Wing the guts to tell the truth about Frank
Sinatra's "Duets" (February reviews, April
letters). Of course "Duets" is "unlisten-
able." It's terrible. WALTER BOETTGER

Palm Desert, CA

Hum, Hum Again
 hope you can stand one more contribu-
 tion on hum reduction (February and
April "Letters") before you give the matter
a merciful death.

I had the same trouble with the signal
from my cable company as described in Pe-
ter Mitchell's "Getting the Hum Out" (No-
vember 1993, page 108). 1 cured it com-
pletely by installing a pair of 0.05 -micro -

farad capacitors in series with the signal
lead and shield from the cable before it
connected with my system. I believe the
double-balun cure illustrated in Mr. Mitch-
ell's article could work just as well if the
baluns happen to have DC isolation. The
four I checked didn't and would not block
the AC riding on the cable ground circuit.

DON BONHAM
Tarzana, CA

Correction
itkrch "New Products" incorrectly stat-
ed that the Technics SA-GX670 A/V

receiver has a subwoofer output. We apolo-
gize for any inconvenience this error may
have caused.

We we come your letters. Please address
correspondence to Editor, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You should include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.

Nature can put the Bosee 151'

environmental speaker to the test.

But not like our engineers. Consider

the following. The Salt Fog Test: the

151 speaker survived 66% longer

than the Marine Industry Standard

with hardly a paint chip. Then they

froze it. Thawed it. Immersed it in

water. It still played. And played on

at temperatures ranging from 140°

to -22°. Conditions on your boat

don't get any more grueling than that.

Of course, what really makes a

speaker worth its salt is the sound.

We invite you to put the 151 speak-

er to the ultimate test. And hear for

yourself the quality of sound you'd

expect when the name is Bose. Call

for the dealer nearest you.

1-800-444-BOSE Ext. 412

_EirA7ME"
Better sound through research.
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cuitting Smoking

Now Greatly Feduces Serious Risks to Your Health.
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fl little voice tells you to bug OUT.
Gun shots and screeching tires don't tell a story,

they're just the punctuation. Movies are mostly dialog.
So before you buy your home theater speakers, audition
NHT. Our critically acclaimed systems deliver the whole

story, from spoken word to subtle sound effect. And
when the script calls for a nuclear blast, you'll think
you're sitting at ground zero. NHT home theater - you
really should hear what people are saying.

USE YOUR HERO.
Now Hear This. Inc.. 535 Getty Court. Bldg. A. Benicia. CA 94510

For the NHT dealer nearest you: (U.S.) call 1-800-NHT-9993: (Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd.. (514) 631.6448
CIRCLE NO. 53 ON READER SERVICE CARD



NEW PRO rig
 ADCOM
Adcom's GTP-550 AN

tuner/preamp features a Dolby

Pro Logic decoder with automatic

input balancing and multiple

surround -delay settings, a

Cinema mode that mimics the

acoustics of a movie theater, and

three music surround modes.

Other highlights include switching

 SONY
Sony's MDR-IF210K wireless

headphone system uses an

infrared transmitter with an

operating range of more than 20

feet. The headset, which has a

switch to reduce static, turns on

automatically when you place

for four audio and four video

components. presets for forrteen

AM and FM stations. a higr-blend

tuner mode. and a mute button.

The 50 -dB quieting sensitivity for

FM is given as 40 dBf. Price:

$800. Adcom, Dept. SR. 11 Elkins

Rd.. East Brunswick. NJ 08316.

 Circle 120 on reader service card

it on your head and turns oft when

you remove it. Two AA alkaline

batteries are said to provide up to

80 hours of continuous operation.

Price:$100. Sony Accessory

Products. Dept. SR. 1 Sony Jr.,

Park Ridge. NJ 07656.

INFINITY A
Infinity's Epsilon is a hybrid

speaker that employs forward -

radiating (monopole) planar

drivers-two tweeters, one

midrange, and one "midbass"-

to reproduce frequencies above

150 Hz and a servo -controlled 12 -

inch cone woofer to handle

the bass. It has a built-in

electronic crossover with contour

A ADS
All S Class speakers from ADS

have acoustic -suspension

enclosures and 1 -inch soft -dome

tweeters. The line includes the

131 4 -inch -tall 5600 ($649 a pair)

with a 50-Hz-2apable 6 -inch

woofer. the 17 -inch S700 ($799 a

I'll

controls. Frequency response

is given as 25 Hz to 35 kHz ±1.5

dB. sensitivity as 87 dB, and

impedance as 4 ohms. The

5 -foot -tall cabinet is finished in

rosewojd. Price: $10.000 a

pair. Infinity Systems. Dept. SR,

9409 Owensmouth Ave..

Chatsworth, CA 91311.

 Circle 121 on reader service card

pair) with a 40 -Hz -capable 731 -

inch waiter, and the 103,8 -inch

S500 (SE29 a pair) with a 60 -Hz -

capable 5 -inch woofer. ADS.

Dept. SR. One Progress Way,

Wilming:on, MA 01887.

 Circle 122 on reader service card

STEREO REVIEW JUNE 1994 15



NEW PRODUCTS

FOX
At last. a remote that's easy to

spot under the couch. Designed

with children in mind, Fox

Electronics' kidney -shaped

FoXapper is preprogrammed to

operate most TV's and cable

boxes. The palm -size device has

buttons for power. volume, mute.

and channel tuning, and it is

available in neon orange, lime.

and plum. Price: $15. Fox

Electronics, 265 Eisenhower

Lane S., Lombard, IL 60148.

 Circle 123 on reader service card

 CARVER
Designed to power a five -channel

home theater system. Carver's

AV -405 amplifier is rated to

deliver 100 watts each to the left

and right front speakers. 110

watts to the center speaker. and

 MUSEATEX
The heart of Museatex's CDD1 CD

transport ($1,749) and Bidat 1 -bit

digital -to -analog converter

($1,999) is a proprietary C -Lock

circuit that's said to eliminate

digital jitter. The Bidat (for

"Baby" Intelligent Digital Audio

Translator) has both RCA and

50 watts to each surround

speaker. The rack handles

are removable. Price: $750.

Carver, Dept. SR. P.O. Box 1237,

Lynnwood, WA 98046.

 Circle 125 on reader service card

balanced outputs and can be

connected directly to an amplifier

(bypassing the preamp) when

an optional remote volume

control is installed. Museatex,

Dept. SR, One Progress Way,

Wilmington, MA 01887.

 Circle 126 on reader service card

 BIC AMERICA
BIC America's AV 2 may be the

only home theater cabinet you'll

find that includes speakers.

Three woofer/tweeter pairs and

two 10 -inch subwcofers are built

into its base, and 'wo free-

standing surround speakers come

with the package. The 521,2 x 5731

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
Acoustic Energy's 153 2 -inch -tall

Aegis Model 1 speaker is

magnetically shielded and

combines a 63/4 -inch metal -cone

woofer and a tweeter in a ported

enclosure. Its low -frequency

rating is -6 dB at 42 Hz. The black

ash cabinet has two sets of gold-

plated binding posts. Price: $795

a pair. Acoustic Energy.

distributed by Axiss, Dept. SR.

17800 S. Main St.. Suite 109.

Gardena, CA 90248.

 Circle 124 on reader service card

x 193'.i -inch cherry -laminate

cabinet can hold a 35 -inch TV and

four AN components and has

two side storage compartments.

Price: $999. BIC America,

Dept. SR. 883-E Hampshire Rd.,

Stow. Ohio 44224.

 Circle 127 on reader service card
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US3: Hand On The
Torch (Blue Note) 02362

Counting Crows:
August & Everything
After (DGC) 02409

R.E.M.: Automatic
For The People
(Warner Bros.) 00121

Billie Holiday: Billie's
Best (Verve) 00135

Garth Brooks: The
Chase (Liberty) 00141

Red Hot Chill Peppers:
What Hits!?
(EMI) 00144

Elton John: Greatest
Hits 1976-1986
(MCA) 00150

SWV: It's About Time
(RCA) 00151

AC/DC: Live
(Atlantic) 00201

Neil Young:
Harvest Moon
(Reprise) 00208

Frank Sinatra: The
Best Of The Capitol
Years (Capitol) 00242

Phil Collins:
Serious Hits...Liu&
(Atlantic) 00324

Steely Dan: Aja
(MCA) 00409

Reba McEntire: Pr's
Your Call (MCA) )0422

The Very Best Or
Cream: Strange Brew
(Polydor) 00468

Best Of Dire Straits:
Money For Nothing
(Warner Bros.) 00713

Fleetwood Mac:
Greatest Hits
(Warner Bros.) 00796

Brooks & Dunn:
Hard Workin' Man
(Arista) 00857

Bon Joy!: Keep The
Faith (Mercury) 00868

Richard Elliot:
Soul Embrace
(Manhattan) 00871

The Essential Charlie
Parker (Verve) 03902

Joe Henderson:
So Near, So Far
(Musings For MI es)
(Verve) 01200

Dr. Dre: The Chronic
(Interscope) 0124.1 .

Kate Bush: The `note
Story (EMI) 012,-4

Duran Duran
iCaptoli 01268

Moody Blues: A Night
At Red Rocks Wth The
Colorado Symphony
Orchestra
(Polvd,.r, 01339

James Brown: 2e An
Time Greatest His
(Polydor) 01342

Heartbreakers: Greatest
Hits (MCA) 02390

Stone Temple Pilots:
Core (Atlantic) 00981

Joe Sample:
Invitation
(Warner Bros.) 01358

Dwight Yoakam: This
Time (Reprise) 01360

Belly: Star
(Reprise/Sire) 01449

Creedence Clearwater
Revival: Chronicle:
20 Greatest Hits
(Fantasy) 01520

Judy Collins: Judy
Sings Dylan
Just Like A Woman
(Geffen) 01569

Guns IN'Roses: The
Spaghetti Incident
(Geffen) 01570

,A_Ppe !Mavis 8 Butt -Heed
nperience
(Geffe,. 01571

Culture Club: At Worst
The Best 01 Culture
Club And Boy George
(SBK) 01575

Cassandltoarer
Blue Light' awn
(Blue Note) 01577

Queen Latlfah: Black
Reign (Motown) 01592

Salt-N-Pepa: Very
Necessary (Next Plateau/
London) 01595

Nanci Griffith: The MCA
Years- A Retrospective
(MCA) 01606

Stevie Wonder: Songs
In The Key Of Lite
(Motown) 02104

Shat: Right Back
At Cha (Remix)
(Gasoline Alley,
MCA) 01610

Sting: Ten Summoner's
Tales iA8iMi 01334

obby Brown:
emixes In The Key 01 B

(MCA) 01611

Wu -Tang Clan:
Enter The Wu -Tang
(RCA( 01613

eorge Jones:
igh-Tech Redneck

MCAT 01614

Jodeci: Diary 01 A Mad
Band (Uptown) 01615

Ralph Tresvant:
it's Goin Down
(MCA) 01616

Lemonheads: Come On
Feel The Lemonheads
(Atlantic) 01621

Wayne's World 2/Sdtrk.
(Reprise) 01622

Madonna: The
Immaculate Collection
(Sire) 54164

George Gershwin.
Gershwin Plays Gershwin:
The Piano Rolls
(Elektra/Nonesuch) 01675

Haddaway
(Arista) 01766

Genesis: Live:
The Way We Walk,
Vol.1 (Atlantic) 02033

Tanya Tucker:
Collection (MCA) 02132

Pam Tillie: Collection
(Warner Bros.) 02379

Elton John: Duets
(MCA) 01609

Verve's Grammy.
Winners
(Verve) 02384

Romeo Is Bleeding
Sdtrk.-Music By Mark
!sham (Verve) 02387

Richard Marx:
Paid Vacation
(Capitol) 02537

Prince: The Hits 1
(WB/Paisley Park) 02228

Reality Bites Sdtrk.
(RCA) 02555

James: Laid
(Mercury) 02565

Crash Test
Dummies:
God Shuffled His Feet
(Arista) 02593

Grammy's
Greatest Moments
volt (Atlantic) 02594
Grammy's Greatest
Moments Vol.2
(Atlantic) 02595

Shadowfax:
A Windham Hill
Retrospective
(Windham Hill) 02629

Ray Lynch:
Deep Breakfast
(Windham Hill) 02634

Soundgarden:
Badmotorlinger
IA&M) 05637

Ace 01 Base: The Sign
(Arista) 02354

CeCe Peniston:
Thought Va Knew
(ABM) 10580

Pat Metheny Group:
The Road To You -Live
In Europe (Geffen) 11059

Peter Gabriel: Shaking
The Tree- 16 Golden
Greats (Geffen) 11089

Bon tie Raiff: Luck 01
The Draw Capitol( 155E7

John Michael
Montgomery: Klckin' It Up
(Atlantic Nashville) 02402

Done Id Fagen:
Kam ikiriad
(Reprise) 11330

Nirvana: Nevermind
(GOY,' 15600

Leasers Of The New
School: T.I.M.E.
(Electra) 15642

Paul Simon:
Negotiations And
Love Songs 1971-86
(Warier Bros.) 20461

Eurythmics: Greatest
Hits (Arista) 20611

ABBA: Gold -Greatest
Hits (Polydor) 20679

Ramsey Lewis: Sky
Islards (GRP) 20733

Vince Gill:
I Still Believe In You
(MCA) 21063

Randy Travis:
Greatest Hits Vol. I
Warier Bros.) 21091

Tort Amos: Under The
Pink (Atlantic) 02480

Smashing Pumpkins:
Siamese Dream
(Virgin) 15586

Eric Clapton:
Timepieces -Greatest Hits
(Polydor) 23385

The Eagles:
Greatest Hits 1971-1975
(Asylum) 23481

Eric Clapton: Unplugged
(Warner Bros.) 23690

The Best Of The Beach
Boys (Capitol) 23946

Santana: Sacred Fire:
Live In South America
(Polydor) 24892

Ri-ve a

So Good (Greatest
Hits) (A&M) 34771

Jackson Browne:
I'm Alive
(Electra) 25039

Tevin Campbell: I'm
Ready (Owest/Warner
Bros) 25112

U2: Achtung Baby
(Island) 25174

Classical Treasuret;

Zinrian: Gorecki.
Symphony No. 3
)No tesuchl 00110

Joln Williams:
Sclindler's List Sdtrk
(MCA) 00297

Per man: Encores
(EMI Classics) 01387

The London
Phitiarmonic Orchestra:
Symphonic Music Of
Yes (RCA Victor) 01685

Kiri Te Kanawa:
Kiri On Broadway
(London, 01705

James Galway:
Cor cartoi-Galway
Pleas Mozart ;RCA
V(cnt Red Seal) 01742

Mad About Mozart
iDC) 02492

Shedowlands Sdtrk.
(An jell 11820

Jose Carreras.
Witt A Song In My
He rt -A Tribute
To .lario Lanza
(Tedec) 21039

Carreras.
Domingc , Pavarotti:
3 Tenors
(London) 35078

Cecilia Bartoli:
The Impatient Lover
(London) 44664

Kathleen Battle:
Bel Canto
(DO) 44673

Luciano Pavarotti:
Ti Amo - Puccini's
Greatest Love Songs
(London) 60376

Bernsteii. On The
Town Tilson Thomas
conoucts (DG) 73784

Gershwin Plays Gershwin
The Pian) Rolls
(Electra Nonesuch) 01675

MG-

MUSIC
SERVICE

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
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Aerosmith: Get A Grip
(Geffen) 20814

Arrested Development:
3 Years. 5 Months And
2 Days In The Life Of...
(Chrysalis) 25357

Jimi Hendrix Experience:
Electric Ladyiand
'MCAT 25440

UB40: Promises And
Lies ,-)1 25454

Reba McEntire:
Greatest Hits Volume 2
(MCAJ 25466

George Strait:
Easy Come. Easy Go
:MCA) 25486

Guns N'Roses: Use Your
Illusion II (Geffen) 25534 a

George Benson
Love Remembers
:Warmer B' 33823

ney Houston: The
Bodyguard Soundtrack
(Arista) 54213

ZEIL 2.460. Gt.

Kenny tea ess
(A, 54317

Gin Blossoms: New
Miserable Experience
)ABM 24884

Ella Fitzgerald: The
Best of The Song
Books (Verve) 34616

Jazzy Jeff 8 The Fresh
Prince: Code Red
Jive, 34692

Lenny Kravitz. Are You
Gonna Go My Way?

rgmi 34834

Iles Davis 8 Quincy
ones: Live At Montreux

arner Bros. I 35011

ourplay:
etween The Sheets
arner Bros.) 35074

orelgner:
lassic Hits Live

Atlantic) 35152

Pet Shop Boys: Very
(EMI/ERG) 35187

Common Thread:
ongs Of The Eagles
lam 25071

d. fang:
Even Cowgirls Get

e Blues" Sdtrk.
arner Bros./Sire) 361x9

kl Howard: Mild '

Ings
o Billie Hol
ianVReprise) 35135

Ina Simone:
A Single Woman
(Elektral 35417

Guns N'Roses:
Use Your Illusion I
(Geffen) 35469 .

Melissa Etheridge:
Yes I Am (Island) 35501

The Rodgers 8
Hammerstein Collection
(MCA) 40015

Motley Crue:
Decade Of Decadence
Eiektra: 40298

David Bowie:
Changesbowle
(Rykodisc) 43693

The Best Of
The Dooble Brothers
(Warner Bros.) 43738

k.d. tang:
Ingenue -
(Warner Bros./Sire) 44370

TLC: O000000hhh...
On The TLC Tip
(LaFace) 50167

Blind Melon
(Capitol) 54234

Yes: Classic Yes
(Atlantic) 50248

Enya: Shepherd Moons
(Reprise) 53190

Emmylou Harris:
Cowgirl's Prayer
(Asyl,,no 53295

U2: The Joshua Tree
(Island) 53501

Bob Marley. Legend
(Island) 53521

4 Non Blondes: Bigger.
Bettor, Faster, More!
(Interscope) 53593

The Cars: Greatest Hits
(Elektra) 53702

Windham Hill:
The First Ten Years
(Windham Hill) 02628

Start with

Buy only

The Cranberries
Everybody Else Is
Doing It, So Why Can't
We? (Island) 80023

En Vogue: Funky Divas
(East West) 61717

Dave Koz: Lucky Man
(Capitol' 64060

4 FREE CDs now

1
at the regular ;lub price
within a year

Then get 3 choice. FREE
more CDs of your

joy 8 CDs for the pr ce of 1
A shipping and handling cnurge is Aga to each selection.

...Nothing more to buy, ever!

START SAVING! MAIL THIS POSTAGE -PAID CARD TODAY!

INSTANT

50% -OFF
BoNus

THE BMG MUSIC
SERVICE

DIFFERENCE

From day one,
you're entitled to
buy a CD at half
price every time

you buy one at the
regular Club price.
With other clubs,

usually you must first
buy 6 or more at full
price to qualify for

extra savings.

0 Please accept my membership in the BMG Music Service and send my 4 FREE CDs as indicat-
ed. Under the terms of this otter, I agree to buy IUSt one CD at the regular Club price within a
year. I will then receive 3 more choices FREE! That's 8 for the price of 1, with nothing more to
buy. ever! I understand that a shipping and handling charge will be billed for each selection.

@ RUSH ME THESE 4 CDs NOW
(Indicate by number). L.

A 2 -CD set (A) counts as 2 selections.

@ I am always tree to choose from any category, but I am most interested in the music category
checked here (check one only):

1 G LIGHT SOUNDS 2 L] COUNTRY 3 I HARD ROCK
Bette Midler George Strait Aerosmith
Frank Sinatra Reba McEntire ZZ Top

5 DI CLASSICAL" 6 JAZZ 7 HEAVY METAL
Luciano Pavarotti Pat Metheny Iron Maiden
Itzhak Perlman Spyro Gyra Anthrax

nMr.
01 Mrs.

__Ms.

Address

City

4 POP/SOFT ROCK
Elton John
Sting

8 R&B/DANCE
Tem Campbell
Boyz II Men

First Name Initial

Phone

Area code

Signature

@ Have you bought anything else by mail in the last:

Last Name (PLEASE PRINT)

Apt

State Zip

6 months year never

Members who choose CLASSICAL as their listening interest will be serviced by the BMG Classical Music Service.
Photocopies of this reply card are acceptable MAIL no: BMG Music Service, P 0 Box 91300. Indianapolis. IN 46291-0300
We reserve the right to request addRonal information, reject any application or cancel any membership. Limited to new members. Local taxes, if any, will oe adoed
Otter available in continental USA and under special arrangement in Alaska and Hawaii. Otter not available in Puerto Rico, APO or FPO.

DFOGO

AS

2

Meat Loaf: Bat Out Of
Hell II: Back Into Hell
(MCAT 83394

Chicago:
Greatest Hits 1982-1989
Repnse) 63363

Bette Midler:
Experience The Divine -
Greatest Hits
Atlantic) 64291

Shirley Horn: Light Out
Of Darkness (For Ray
Charles) (Verve) 64395

Van Morrison:
Moondance

arner Bros.) 64585

via Presley:
he Number One Hits
RCA) 72190

rince: The Hits 2
(VVB)Paisley Park) 72325 a

oshua Redman: Wish
arner Bros 173289

he John Lennon
Collection
'Capitol) 73627

Dave Grusin Presents
GRP All -Star Big Band
Live! IGRP, 73762

A Tribe Called Quest:
Midnight Marauders
(Jive) 73897

Nirvana: In Utero
(Geffen) 90124 a

Garth Brooks: In Pieces
(Liberty) 93710

The Judds:
Greatest Hits, Vol. 2
RCA 74054

Alan Jackson:
A Lot About Livin'
(And A Little 'Bout Lovel4 (Arista) 74074

Steely Dan: Gold
(MCA) 74339

ZZ Top: Greatest Hits
(Warner Bros I 83411

R. Kelly: 12 -Play
(Jive) 83815

Russ Freeman:
The Benoltfreeman
Project (GRP) 02481

John Mellencamp:
Human Wheels
(Mercury) 83522

Neil Diamond: 12
Greatest Hits )MCA) 84050

The Cure: Show
Eleyew 91646

Stone Free: A Tribute
To Jimi Hendrix
,Rece,sel 94155

The Who: Who's Better,
Who's Best :MCA' 00790

The Police: Every Judy Garland:
Breath You Take-The Judy At Carnegie Hall
Singles A&M) 73924 01782

HERE'S HOW YOUR CLUB WORKS:
The BMG Music Service 4-1-3 Formula. List, choose
4 FREE CDs from this ad. Then buy just 1 CD at the
regular Club price and you'll get 3 more choices FREE!
That's a total of 8 for the price of 1 (plus shipping and
handling for each selection). You have a full year to
buy your 1 selection, currently priced at $14.98 and
up. It's that easy!
10 -Day Free Trial! Enjoy your first 4 selections for
10 days. If you're not completely satisfied, you may
return them at our expense without further obligation
Complete Club details will arrive with your
introductory selections.
Club Mailings
 About every three weeks (19 times a year), you'll

receive our exclusive Club catalog filled with hun-
dreds of choices, plus a Featured Selection from
your preferred music category.
If you want the Featured Selection, do nothing. It will
be sent to you automatically.
If you prefer an alternate selection from the catalog.
or none at all, simply return the Notification Card.
enclosed with each issue of your catalog, by the
date specified.

 We give you at least 10 days to return the Notification
Card. If you end up with less time and, as a result,
receive an unwanted Featured Selection, you may
return it at our expense.

Save with Instant Bonuses. From day one, every time
you buy one CD at the regular Club price, you're
entitled to buy another one of equal or lesser value at
half price. And the savings don't stop there!
The longer you stay, the more you save. Sales
and discounts on your favorite music keep getting
better the longer you remain a member. But it's up to
;au. Atter you pay for your one regular -Club -price
selection, you may cancel your membership simply by
mating to us.
II the reply card is missing, please write to: BMG
Music Service, P.O. Box 91300, Indianapolis, IN
46291-0300

a Parental Advisory-Contains explicit lyrics and/or artwork.

2 -CD set (counts as 2 selections).

Dog and horn are trademarks of General Electric
Company, USA. The BMG Logo is a trademark of
BMG Music. Other trademarks used in the
advertisement are the property of
various trademark owners.
BMG Music Service
6550 E. 30th St., Indianapolis IN
46219-1194 ©1994 BMG Direct
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SONANCE 
While pivoting tweeters are

common in car stereo, they are

still rare in home speakers.

Sonance's 15 -inch -tall Director 20

has a magnetically shielded

61/2 -inch woofer and a coaxially

mounted tweeter that can be

aimed at any angle. Cabinet finish

is woodgrain vinyl. Price: $300

a pair. Sonance, Dept. SR,

961 Calle Negocio,

San Clemente, CA 92673.

 Circle 128 on reader service card

CELESTION 
Celestion's CSW powered

subwoofer combines an 8 -inch

dual -voice -coil driver, a 75 -watt

amplifier, and a two-way active

crossover in a 10 x 201/2 x 18 -inch

band-pass enclosure. It accepts

line- and speaker -level inputs,

and its rated output is -6 dB at

35 Hz. Price: $449. Celestion.

Dept. SR, 89 Doug Brown Way,

Holliston, MA 01746.

 Circle 131 on reader service card

A ROTEL
Rotel's RB956AX power amplifier

is rated to deliver 30 watts each

into six channels with no more

than 0.03 percent distortion. Each

pair of channels can be

independently bridged to deliver

90 watts continuous, yielding foul

4 TOSHIBA
Toshiba's TW56D90 rear-

projecti3n TV features a 56 -inch

(diagonal) screen with a movie -

theater -like 16:9 aspect ratio.

three picture -expansion modes, a

vertical image adjustor, and two

TV tuners. It also packs a Dolby

Pro Logic decoder and 68 watts of

power to drive its built-in

speakers and a supplied pair cf

surrounds. Cabinet dimensions

are 55 a 59 x 25 inches. Price:

$4,999. Toshiba, Dept. SR, 82

Totowa Rd., Wayne, NJ 07470.

 Circle 130 on reader service card

possible power configurations.

The amp has front -panel level

controls for its three stereo

inputs. Price: $500. Rotel, Dept.

SR, P.O. Box 8, North Reading,

MA 01864-0008.

 Circle 129 on reader service card

A ROCKFORD FOSGATE
Rockford Fosgate's new car

signal -processor lineup stars the

Symmetry EPX ($824 with remote

control), which combines a

preamp, an adjustable three-way

crossover with ten discrete

outputs, and a fourteen -band

equalizer in one box. Also in

the lineup are two active

crossovers, the three-way

Punch 3x ($164) and the five -way

Punch 5x ($219). Rockford

Fosgate, Dept. SR, 546 S.

Rockford Dr., Tempe, AZ 85281.

 Circle 132 on reader service card
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NEW PRODUCTS
SEGA

Sega's Genesis CDX portable

game console plays both Sega

CD's and Genesis cartridges. and

it doubles as a basic CD player.

It measures 734 x 51/2 x 13/4 inches

and weighs less than 11/2 pounds.

v SEFIDCO
You can use any TV remote

control to operate Sefidco's

TurnVision motorized TV

turntable. The platter. which

rotates 90 degrees to either side.

is available in a standard table-

top version or in elevated, wall -

mount. and ceiling -mount

versions for TV's with screen sizes

Price: $400, including a

six -button Arcade Pad and three

Sega CD's. Sega of America,

Dept. SR. 255 Shoreline Dr.. 2nd

floor. Redwood City. CA 94065.

 Circle 133 on reader service card

WATERWORKS

The all-weather Waterworks

Soundrock uses an 8 -inch dual -

voice -coil woofer and two

wide -dispersion tweeters to

produce stereo sound. Price: $499

(includes 50 feet of outdoor

wire). Waterworks Acoustics,

Dept. SR, 3365 Fernside Blvd.,

Alameda, CA 94501.

 Circle 135 on reader service card

ranging from 13 to 50 inches.

"Teaching" the stand to respond

to a remote is a simple procedure.

Prices range from $139 to $299.

Available factory -direct from

Sefidco Control Systems. Dept.

SR. 2950 Sombrosa St.,

Carlsbad, CA 92009.

 Circle 136 on reader service card

L.A. CONCEPTS
The Model 2302-2 CD lamp

($79.50) from L.A. Concepts is

made of sturdy steel and holds

sixty CD's in its base. The white

72 -inch -tall accent lamp uses a

300 -watt halogen bulb and

has a rotary dimmer switch. The

MTX
Part of MTX's new Black Gold

series. the BGA2125 car amplifier

is rated to deliver 125 watts per

channel into 4 ohms jr 250 watts

into 2 ohms with less than 0.03

percent distortion. In bridged -

mono mode, its rated output is

500 watts into 4 ohms. The 16 x 8

company also otters a black

26 -inch -tall table -top lamp, the

Model 1606-2 ($55), which holds

sixteen CD's. L.A. Concepts,

Dept. SR, 19500 S. Vermont Ave..

Torrance. CA 90502.

 Circle 134 on reader service card

x 214 -inch amplifier uses a

separate synchronized power

supply to feed each output section

and has an 18 -dB -per -octave

infrasonic filter. Price: $649.

MTX. Dept. SR, 4545 E. Baseline

Rd.. Phoenix, AZ 85044.

 Circle 137 on reader service card



WHAT'S BUMPY OUTSIDE AND SMOOTH INSIDE?



PERIPHERALS

PRODUCTS AND TRENDS

THAT GO BEYOND

MAINSTREAM AUDIO/VIDEO

Audiophile Sound From Your PC? BY CRAIG

Are any of the plug-in sound
boards for the IBM-compatible
PC worthy of an audiophile's
consideration? In the few years
since "multimedia" became a
buzzword among computer

users, sound cards have progressed
from 8 -bit game enhancements to 16 -
bit claimants of "true CD quality." But
do any of the available cards live up to
that billing?

I recently had an opportunity to test
some two dozen of these boards, all
operating at the 16-bit/44.1-kHz sam-
pling rate used by CD's. On the basis
of the same performance tests that I
would apply to CD players and DAT
recorders, I can recommend only
one-the Turtle Beach Monterey (or
its predecessor model, the Turtle
Beach MultiSound)-to the serious
listener.

The Monterey board has two basic
parts. One is the sound card itself,
called the Tahiti, which is basically a
DAT recorder that uses the computer's
hard disk instead of tape as its storage
medium. The other is an attached
daughterboard, the Rio, which is a
full -featured wave -table MIDI synthe-
sizer that enables you to create music
and sound effects electronically. In ad-
dition to supporting the General MIDI
(Musical Instrument Digital Interface)
patch standards with 128 digitally
recorded instrumental sounds, or
"samples," the Rio supplies a wide va-
riety of presets for reverb and allows
you to turn any file you create in the
.WAV format (the MPC multimedia
standard) into a preset. The Mon-
terey's new Wavefront synthesizer
supports up to thirty-two voices simul-
taneously (twenty-four for full -band-
width audio) and is a marked improve-
ment over the Proteus synthesizer
used in previous models.

The hardware is controlled by the
industry's most sophisticated software,
WAVE 2.1, which is also sold sepa-

STARK

Turtle Beach's MultiSound card, predecessor of the new Monterey card.

rately for $199 for use with other au-
dio boards. It contains a software -con-
trolled stereo mixer with inputs for
two line -level sources, including
.WAV-format digital signals and on-
board or external MIDI sources.

The WAVE graphic editor lets you
splice two takes together in such a
way as to prevent tell -tale clicks and

FEW PC SOUND -CARD

MAKERS EVEN PUBLISH

SPECIFICATIONS -

AND WITH GOOD REASON.

pops. It can keep three sound files
open at once and permits mixing,
cross -fading, gain equalizing, and
muting. You can play files backwards,
if you like, or invert the phase of an
out -of -phase channel. You can apply
up to 300 percent of time compression
or expansion. You can also correct the
shape character of a file, using a four -

band parametric/graphic equalizer that
draws its response curve right on the
screen. You can even display a three-
dimensional FFT frequency analysis.

The Monterey is the only PC sound
card I have found whose software -
based digital recorder permits you to
preview the record level before you ac-
tually start recording. Moreover, its
calibration is exact and readable. The
recorder supports mono or stereo, 8- or
16 -bit resolution, and 11.025-, 22.05-,
and 44.1 -kHz sampling rates. The
board uses 64 -times oversampling with
16/18 -bit analog -to -digital (A/D) con-
verters and 8 -times oversampling with
interpolating filters and sigma -delta
digital -to -analog (D/A) converters.

Few PC sound -card makers even
publish specifications-and with good
reason. Turtle Beach proclaims its
specs right on the box. On more than
half the boards I tested, for example,
the frequency response was down by
more than 6 dB at 20 Hz, and response
above 10 kHz usually dropped by 2 to
3 dB. The bass rolloff was at least par-
tially due to the extensive use of grit-
ty -sounding, undersized electrolytic
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PERIPHERALS
capacitors to couple one audio stage to
the next. The Monterey, in contrast,
eliminates all electrolytics from the
signal path. Its direct -coupled design
and use of audiophile -quality IC's
gave it a frequency response within
0.3 dB from 0 to 19 kHz. (As with
DAT recorders, a sharp anti-aliasing
filter drops response at 20 kHz by 2 to
3 dB.) I measured its A -weighted sig-
nal-to-noise ratio as 86.7 dB and its
total harmonic distortion as 0.007
percent-both impressive numbers,
sound card or not.

Like most of today's cassette decks,
the Monterey lacks a microphone in-
put. If you intend to use the board for
narrated presentations or to create your
own audio samples, you'll need a pre -
amp to bring mike signals up to line
level. Similarly, while the Monterey
contains a standard four -pin on -board
connector for an internally mounted
CD-ROM drive, it contains no SCSI

or other controller interface for the
drive. In most cases, that means using
up a second slot in the PC.

System Requirements
Handling digital audio files with 16-

bit/44.7-kHz sampling requires a great
deal in terms of computer resources. A
25 -MHz 386 -based machine with 2
megabytes of RAM is the recom-
mended minimum starting point,
along with Windows 3.1.

Turtle Beach does what it can to
minimize the load placed on the com-
puter by replacing the DMA (direct
memory access) design used by al-
most all sound boards with a propri-
etary architecture ("Hurricane") that is
said to be at least five times as fast.
Additionally, it off -loads much of the
work to an on -board signal processor
that can handle 20 million instructions
per second.

Until Microsoft approves a high-fi-

delity audio compression system like
the ones used by the DCC and MD
formats, however, no one can ease the
heavy hard -disk storage requirement.
Recording or playing back CD -quality
stereo sound requires transferring
some 176 kilobytes of data per sec-
ond-or about 10.6 megabytes of disk
storage per minute. While seasoned
Windows users have become accus-
tomed to considering hard -disk sizes
of 300 megabytes or more, users of
older machines may find that their
available disk space will hold only a
minute or so of full -fidelity sound.
And the transfer rate of a number of
older CD-ROM drives may prove in-
adequate, requiring an upgrade to a
double -speed model.

The whole Turtle Beach Monterey
package, every part of which is de-
signed by audio professionals for stu-
dio -quality results, is priced at $399.
The sound is worth it.

MUSIC WITHOUT WALLS. Expand your musical horizons with the clear,

wide-open performance of TimeFrame 600 speakers. Call 1 -800 -878 -TIME. CM. Loudspeakers
CIRCLE NO. 26 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Cinema DSP blurs the line between
watching a movie and actually being in one.

Yamaha Cinema DSP gives dialogue more definition. Only Yamaha

Music, more dimension. And sound effects, far greater
Cinema DSP
creates phantom

realism, more graphic detail and superior placement. speakers that fully

This breakthrough in realism is no small feat. replicate the erperi-

It's accomplished by multiplying the effects of
ence

i-speakeryou

get in
mult

Digital Sound Field Processing and Dolby Pro Logics movie theaters. It
soudsDigital Sound Field Processing is Yamaha's unique n so rea4
you'll swear you

technology that electronically recreates some of the hear sounds from

finest performance spaces in the world. places you don't

While Dolby Pro Logic places sound around the
0 Phantom Speakers even have speakers

room, precisely matching the dialogue and sound effects with the action on the screen.
Together, these two technologies allow Yamaha to offer a complete line of home

theater components that outperform other comparatively priced products on the market.
After reading this ad, if you get the feeling that watching a movie with Cinema DSP

makes a world of difference, you're absolutely right.
But don't just take our word for it. Hear it for yourself Stop by your local Yamaha

dealer for a demonstration today. It's one demo that's bound to change the way you look
at movies forever. Or at least for a very, very long time. For the dealer
nearest you, call 1-800-4YAMAHA. YAMAHA®

4: 1994 Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA. Cinema DSP is a trademark of Yamaha Electronics Corporation, Dolby Pro Logic is a registered trademark of Dolby LaboratoriesLicensing Corporation.
Yamaha Electronics Corm ation. USA. P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park. CA 90622.



Bass for the Space
°Recently I was auditioning a subwoofer
in a local stereo store, and the bass was
not as earthshaking as I had expected.

The salesman said that bass wavelengths
are very long and the bass would actually
be stronger in a larger room. If that's true,
how do car stereo systems reproduce such
deep bass in the confines of an automobile?

TODD R. URMANIC
Elyria, OH

A,, not so much the size of the room as
the relationship between its dimensions
and the wavelength of the sound the

speaker is trying to reproduce. If there's a
simple arithmetic relationship between the
two, standing waves may result, and those
can selectively boost or cancel certain fre-
quencies depending on where the speakers
and listeners are in the room. Because the
wavelengths are long at low frequencies,
large spaces may, in fact, be worse than
small ones-or cars, for that matter.

But it may simply be that the speaker
you heard was not meant to be earthshak-
ing. One of the jobs of a subwoofer is to re-
produce frequencies below those your regu-
lar speakers can easily handle, not to pound
out enough bass to rattle your teeth; ideally,
you should hear no difference except when
a really low note comes along. Or it may be
that the speaker you heard was not really a
subwoofer: In so-called satellite/subwoofer
systems, the bass unit is usually just the
woofer for the system, not very "sub" at all.

Level Differences

111

When I play CD's in my carousel chang-
er. / notice considerable differences in
level from disc to disc. With random or

shuffle play it can he quite annoying, as a
comfortable level for one disc may not he
comfortable for another. Is there any sort of
compressor/limiter that could solve this
problem? JONATHAN WARD

Durham, NC

ASuch devices do exist, but their effect
would not be limited to overall balance
between one selection and the next.

Instead, they would continue to work
throughout the music itself. That may be
desirable in some circumstances, but it
would mean a decrease in dynamic range,
thus defeating one of the compact disc's
main strengths.

I agree, however, that such level differ-
ences are very annoying, and probably un-
necessary. My own experience is that un-
usually high- or 19w -level CD's are the ex-
ception, however, and that most match fairly

AUDIO El
BY IAN G. MASTERS

well. So I have learned simply to avoid cer-
tain discs when I load up the ol' changer.

Turn -On Pops
°When I turn on my equipment, I hear
loud pops through my speakers. All com-
ponents are fused, the voltage in the

house is normal, and I use a line condition-
er. Is it because I am using zip cord between
the amplifiers and the speakers (the runs
are short)? If not, how do I eliminate the
noise? JIM RAYMOND

Califon, NJ

AThe fuses and speaker wires have ab-
solutely no effect on the pops you de-
scribe. Most electronic equipment has a

tendency to make such turn -on noises, and
most hi-fi amplifiers delay connecting their
outputs for a second or so after powering up
so that the pops are not fed to the speakers.
Apparently your equipment doesn't provide
that feature, but you can do much the same
thing manually.

Make sure you turn the amplifier on last,
so that noises generated earlier in the chain
are not amplified. If the amp itself is the cul-
prit, you might consider switching the
speakers off when you apply power. Many
amplifiers have appropriate switches for
that; if not, adding an on -off switch is a sim-
ple matter. In any event, although the pops
may be annoying, they are not likely to
cause damage unless they are really loud.

Speaker Sensitivity
OIn ina:;a_ene le.,1 Iwo, IA and other plac-
es where speaker characteristics are dis-
cussed. I have often read that the sensi-

tivity of a particular model is, say. 90 dB.
What does that mean? W. H. Granger

Decatur, GA

AIt's audio shorthand for a procedure that
comes as close as anything to a standard
for measuring speaker output. First of

all, it should really be "90 dB SPL" (for
sound -pressure level)-that is, 90 dB great-
er than a standard reference that corres-
ponds roughly to the lowest level most peo-
ple can hear. To get the measurement, the
speaker is fed a signal of 2.83 volts, which
would equal I watt if the speaker had a per-
fectly resistive impedance of 8 ohms. The
output is measured at a distance of I meter
directly in front of the speaker, ideally in an
anechoic (echo -free) chamber. Since there
are relatively few such chambers around,
sensitivity is often measured in a live acous-
tic environment, which usually produces a
slightly higher number but might, in fact,

come closer to representing what a speaker
is capable of in a real room.

Equipment Warmup
QI have heard that reproduced music
sounds better when the amplifier has been
on for a while and has had a chance to

warm up. Is that true? If so, what would be
the advantages or disadvantages of leaving
an amplifier on all the time? Could it be a
fire hazard? PAUL MILLER

Nashville, TN

AI've never heard of anyone burning down
his house by leaving the stereo on, but I
suppose it's possible if the amplifier be-

came hot enough or had a serious malfunc-
tion. On the other hand, leaving any elec-
trical device on permanently wastes energy.

That said, I should point out that there is a
body of thought that suggests the compo-
nents in your amplifier (and other equip-
ment) don't really stabilize until they reach
their normal operating temperatures. Thus,
there might be a tiny change in performance
over the first minutes of operation. It would
be very small indeed, however, and not like-
ly to be audible except in pathological cases.

Tape Counters

0

! do a lot of copying from one three -head
cassette deck to another. Even when I
start the decks at exactly the same time.

the real-time counters may he off by as much
as 2 minutes when I reach the end of the
side. At other times, the difference will he
only a few seconds. Is this just a problem
with the counters, or should I have the decks'
speeds calibrated? ERIC DOHERTY

Roseville, MN

AI'd vote for a problem with the counters.
Although time indicators on tape decks
can be useful in a rough sort of way,

most of them are not particularly accurate or
consistent, which may account for the dis-
crepancy. If you're worried that one or both
of your machines may have a speed prob-
lem, you can check that by playing duplicate
tapes simultaneously in both machines,
swapping them back and forth occasionally.
If the musical pitch is always the same on
both, you don't have a problem. If it varies,
a service trip is a good idea.

If you have a question about audio,
send it to O&A, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
Sorry, only questions chosen
for publication can be answered.
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KEF

WHERE DOES THE TWEETER
OF A HIGH FIDELITY

LOUDSPEAKER BELONG?

Q -S ER I ES
This question may confuse those who believe that the measure of a loudspeaker is the number of its

drivers. It will also elude those who have never bothered to question conventional driver placement,

which always separates the woofer from the tweeter.

In fact, the most acoustically correct location for the tweeter is precisely at the center of the woofer.

This strategic placement creates a single sound source, allowing high and low frequencies to reach your

ears at the proper time, regardless of where the speakers are placed or where you are sitting. (No wonder

KEF's patented Uni-Q° is the technology of choice for advanced Home Theater applications.)

Perhaps the greatest benefit of the KEF Q Series speakers is that they sound as good in your home

as they do in the showroom.

KEF EleLegreco or America .Inc. 89 Doug BTowe We, molllston MA 01746 Tel .41B 429.3600 Fax 508 429 3699

CIRCLE NO. 13 ON READER SERVICE CARD



At Bose, we believe the truest measure

of an audio system is how much it

increases your enjoyment of music.

To that end, the Lifestyle' music

system uses advanced Bose tech-

nology to achieve a new standard

of performance.

To reproduce sound with lifelike

clarity and definition, without the

complexities of conventional systems.

Small enough that your home

won't look like a recording studio,

although it may sound like a concert

hall. And uncomplicated enough for

the least technically interested. For

example, even the remote has fewer

buttons. And it works right through

walls so you control the system from

anywhere in your home.

Granted, it's easy for us to believe

all of this represents a new standard.

But apparently others believe it as well.

That's why Time magazine selected

the Lifestyle' system as one of the Ten



two musical reviews of DL speakers:K_
ki-ot-srics

from SOUND & IMAGE (Spring 1994)

own space. At times, the B -I s even
achieved the ideal: The actual speaker
boxes seemed to disappear, leaving only
two violins, a viola, a violoncello, and the

that they're sold via mail order with a 30 -
day moneyback guarantee makes them a
risk -free proposition-and, very likely, a
rewarding one. -Marc Horowitz

from the LOSAngelesReader

RDL Acoustics' New Line of Speakers Can Bring
an Orchestra Into Your Living Room

By Laurence Vittes

apealters' quiet ele-
gance and amazing ability to reproduce
demanding full orchestral sound with wide
dynamic range and magnificent size, without a
trace of digital harshness, I had enthusiastically
110111.111.1101111.1.°.. ---

Circuit City: They are available only by mail-
order from the Bellingham, Mass., factory,
with a thirty -day, no -strings return policy (you

and a technical one, which explains why they sound
the way they do:

from THE BAS SPEAKER
THE PUBLICATION OF THE BOSTON AUDIO SOCIETY (David R. Moran)

.01

All furthermore still use Allison's unsurpassed, I

strangely unimitated convex tweeter. (It is now called
the RDL tweeter and can't be called the Allison

yet been on. Therefore its ultrawide radiation and airy
imaging may be even more uniform than in previous
implementations. In any case, in over a dozen meas-
urements, the RDL tweeter consistently ran ±2dB from
1 -2k1 -1z to around 18kHz.

glate4&

FACTORY -DIRECT SALES RDL speakers are sold directly from our factory on a
30 -day trial basis. Since there is no retail markup, prices are substantially lower than
they would be at retail. We also sell Philips, Sherwood, and other brands of electronic
products, as well as complete systems.

FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG
Call 1-800-227-0390

L Acousncs
Exclusive Designs by Roy Allison
26 Pearl Street No. 15, Bellingham, MA 02019 CIRCLE NO. 43 ON READER SERVICE CARD



CAR SHIN

MEASUREMENTS
Measurements given are for the worse of the
two channels.

DCC PLAYBACK
Frequency response

+0.1. -0.71 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
Signal-to-noise ratio
A -weighted 87.3 dB
unweighted 86.1 dB
Dynamic range (A-wtd.) 84.2 dB
Distortion (THD+N at 1 kHz)
at 0 dB 0.011%
at -20 dB 0.074%
Channel separation
1 kHz 82.3 dB
20 kHz 74.3 dB
Linearity error (at -90 dB) +3.1 dB
Interchannel phase shift (at 20 kHz) ....0.6°
Fast -wind time (DCC-60) 89 seconds

Maximum output level 1.4 volts

ANALOG CASSETTE PLAYBACK
Standard IEC high -bias test tapes were used
for all measurements.

Frequency response
+3.1. -2.4 dB, 31.5 Hz to 18 kHz

Signal-to-noise ratio
no noise reduction (A -weighted)
no noise, reduction (unweighted)
Dolby B (unweighted)
Distortion (THD+N at 1 kHz)
Crosstalk (at I kHz) 49.2 dB
Channel separation (at I kHz) 41.3 dB
Speed error 0.40%

56.3 dB
51.2 dB

53.8 dB

1 2%

Wow and flutter
weighted rms 0.08%
IEC/DIN peak -weighted 0.17%

TUNER SECTION
All figures are for FM only except frequency
response.

Maximum output
(100q modulation) 0.70 volt
50 -dB quieting sensitivity
(mono) 20.2 dBf
Distortion (THD+N at 65 dBf)
mono 0.38%
stereo 1.21%

Signal-to-noise ratio (at 65 dBf)
mono 48.5 dB
stereo 46.6 dB
Channel separation
(1 kHz, 65 dBf)
AM rejection (at 65 dBf)
Capture ratio (at 65 dBf)
Selectivity
alternate -channel 78.2 dB
adjacent -channel 16.8 dB

Image rejection 81.1 dB
Frequency response
FM 30 Hz to 15 kHz +0.6, -1.9 dB
AM 30 Hz to 3 kHz +0, -8.1 dB

41.2 dB

52.7 dB

2.5 dB

PREAMPLIFIER SECTION
Tone -control range
100 Hz ±10.6 dB
10 kHz ±10.3 dB

provides faster access to the desired
track. The B.Skip button (Preset 5)
lets you skip over blank tape (DCC's
may contain fast -wind markers that
automatically engage fast forward).
The repeat button (Preset 6) lets you
repeat a track. The deck automatically
distinguishes between normal, high -
bias, and metal analog tapes and can
spot a DCC tape a mile away.

The CQ-DC1 also provides control
of an optional pair of six -disc Pana-
sonic CD changers. The CD button se-
lects a changer, the PRG/P.SET button
selects discs, and the up/down buttons
let you select tracks and search for-
ward or back. The scan button (Preset
1) plays the beginnings of discs or
tracks on a disc, the random button
(Preset 3) provides random playback

from the current disc or the entire
magazine, and the repeat button (Pre-
set 6) selects track or disc repeat.

To help keep everything intelligible,
a number of buttons control the LCD
readout. The display button switches it
between station frequency, tape count-
er, track times, and alphanumeric ti-
tles. When the button is held down, it
engages a title -input mode in which
alphanumeric characters can be select-
ed with the up/down buttons to make
titles of up to twelve characters each.
The titles, which can be assigned to
six FM and six AM stations, the auxil-
iary input, and up to thirty CD's, ap-
pear whenever a station is tuned, the
auxiliary input is selected, or a titled
disc is played. Titles can be reviewed
by pressing the T.Recall (Dolby) but-

ton. The C.RST button resets the tape -
counter display. A clock button is used
to enter and recall the time of day, the
date, and the year. (What? No BC/AD
indicator?)

The large LCD panel provides a
wealth of other information, including
station frequency, the settings of such
audio parameters as volume and bass,
user -programmed titles, and title infor-
mation encoded on prerecorded DCC
tapes. The display also shows elapsed
tape and track times for prerecorded
DCC's and has a counter for analog
tapes and user -recorded DCC's. Final-
ly, the display has icons for loudness,
mute, stereo reception, tape direction,
metal tape, and so on.

Lab Tests
The tape and tuner sections of the

CQ-DC1 performed well on the test
bench. For DCC playback, its frequen-
cy response erred by only 0.71 dB at
20 kHz, its signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
was high, and its total harmonic dis-
tortion plus noise (THD+N) was low.
Other characteristics, such as channel
separation and dynamic range, were
also quite good. Low-level linearity of
the player's digital -to -analog (D/A)
converter was okay but not great. Of
course, the PASC perceptual coding
system on which DCC is based must
ultimately be judged by ear.

Analog tape performance measured
about as well as any car tape deck.
Frequency response was reasonably
flat, S/N was reasonably good, and
speed accuracy was decent. On the
down side, THD+N measured some-
what higher than usual.

The FM tuner was quite good. Sen-
sitivity was very good, adjacent- and
alternate -channel selectivity were ex-
cellent, and image rejection was super.
As with the tape deck, however, the
superlatives were tempered by one
mild weakness. In this case, it was
higher than average THD+N in stereo,
caused mainly by 19 -kHz pilot -tone
leakage rather than actual distortion -
a common flaw in car tuners, and one
that will vanish when digital radios
appear.

Installation
Mounting the CQ-DC1 in the dash-

board was as uneventful as any head -
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SURROUND
YOURSELF
with thunderous realism and
crystalline clarity, rendered with
remarkable imaging and true-

to -screen sound placement.
Choose to surround yourself

gradually, or all at once with the
identically matched Venturi V52
Plus dedicated center -channel

speaker aid V52 front -channel/
rear -charnel speakers. And for
astounding yet impeccably clean
bass of the V12 powered
subwoofer with separate compo-
nent amplifier.

Each a superb individual
audio performer, they combine to
unleash the full potential of
videocassette, CD and laserdisc
recordings-on video systems

from modest to big -screen with
Pro -Logic* surround decoder.

To surround yourself as you
see it, and for surprisingly less
than most pre-packaged systems,
ask your audio/video dealer for
a personalized demonstration.

Home Theater Speaker Systems by 003 America

*Dolby Laboratories Inc.

CIRCLE NO. CN READER SERVICE CARD



AIM
I CAN SE
HOUSE FROM HERE
marks a milestone in music, the
fist time these two stunningly
original masters of their instruments
s-eoped into a recordirg studio
together.

The rapport was instant. The
music, a delight. Scofield, w th
h s earthy attack and bluesy feel.
Wietreny, with his etnereal
improvising and glorious tone.
But quickly, the differences
d sappeared. The challenge of
p eying with each other seemed
to unleash every instinct, emotion
aid influence they share.

The album features Steve
Siva low on oass and Bill Stewart
oi drums.

Don't miss the album that's
destinec to be an instart classic.

The Finest in Jazz is available cn
Blue Note Cassettes and Compac: Discs

Fcr a -ree catalog. write to
TrJe Clue %Nile.
35 Melrose. Place.
Stamfdrd. CT 06902

0 1954 Capitol Records. Inc

CAR ME
unit installation I have performed. I
secured the sleeve into the opening by
bending tabs and screwing in a rear
strap. After removing a pair of trans-
port screws, I slid in the head and
checked to see that the cooling fan in-
side its chassis had sufficient clear-
ance to draw in fresh air. I made the
usual assortment of electrical connec-
tions, wiring the head's front and rear
stereo preamp outputs to an outboard
power amplifier and hooking up the
antenna lead and remote -amplifier
turn -on lead. Finally, I secured the
chassis ground strap and the battery
and ignition power leads, both of
which are fused and filtered.

Road Tests
Installation chores completed, I hit

the byways and highways of South
Florida, first cruising all of my favo-
rite tuner torture spots. I was immedi-
ately impressed with the CQ-DC I 's
radio reception. Even under adverse
conditions, it did an excellent job of
locking onto weak signals and holding
on through interference while reject-
ing noise. Moreover, when the signal
was strong it provided very good fi-
delity and was not bothered by signal
overload. Features such as automatic
preset -station programming worked
flawlessly.

Next I auditioned the DCC deck
with both prerecorded and home-made
tapes. After living with CD for a dec-
ade, I quickly grow frustrated by the
tortoise -like access speeds typical of
tape. Although DCC access times are
nothing close to those for CD (or
MiniDisc), they are somewhat faster
than for analog cassette. Essentially,
the DCC transport operates like a very
fast analog deck; if tape doesn't bother
you, you'll like DCC's access speed,
but if you're hooked on CD, DCC will
drive you crazy.

I drove along a number of bumpy
roads to test the deck's shock resis-
tance. Playback was smooth even un-
der very rugged conditions that might
have caused a CD player to skip. If
you are an off -road kind of person,
DCC is a more stable playback medi-
um than CD. On the other hand, if you
stick to city roads, properly installed
CD head units rarely skip.

Pulling off to the side of the road, I
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spent some time simply listening to
the CQ-DCC's sound quality. As with
other DCC products I have tested, I
didn't detect any problems in fidelity.
The PASC perceptual -coding algo-
rithm performs excellently, and I have
not found any listener who can reli-
ably hear the difference between a CD
and a DCC copy of it. Like CD head
units, the CQ-DC 1 performed with ze-
ro wow and flutter, absolute speed ac-
curacy, extended frequency response,
and very low distortion, making it
clearly superior to any analog cassette
head unit.

Speaking of analog, I loaded in a
conventional cassette and verified that
the CQ-DC I can play analog tapes
with style. The sound was quite good,
and the transport was very smooth
compared with those of most analog -
only decks I've tested. If you've got a
huge investment in analog cassettes,
you might consider a DCC deck sim-
ply because it will treat them with
great respect while providing the op-
portunity to upgrade easily to DCC.

Ultimately, the success of any new
format depends on the availability of
prerecorded software. Few people buy
hardware for the sake of hardware.
They buy it so they can listen to the
music they like, hoping the new hard-
ware will enhance fidelity or conve-
nience or both. Although the catalog
of prerecorded DCC tapes is reason-
ably big, it has grown slowly over the
first year. Chances are, unless your
tastes are extremely mainstream, you
will have trouble finding the music
you want on DCC. On the other hand,
you could always buy a DCC recorder
and a pile of blank tapes. That solves
the selection problem, but only at con-
siderable cost and time. Or you could
just stick to analog playback much of
the time, gradually switching over to
DCC as more tapes become available.

If you are committed to tape as your
primary playback medium (with the
option of adding a CD changer), the
CQ-DC I is attractive. But it is clearly
a tradeoff. DCC's compatibility with
the analog cassette is its greatest
strength and its greatest weakness. It
gives you continued access to the
world's largest library of recordings,
but can you live with the frustrations
of a tape transport?
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"Nothing less than a steal."
-Robert Harley, Stereophile

There's something in this review of our

GDA-600 digital -to -analog converter that the

competition doesn't want you to see. Maybe

it's the fact that the GDA-600 makes digital

formats sound richer and more musical. Or that

it has advanced 20 bit conversion architecture

and a Class "A" analog output stage. But

what they really don't want you to see is that

the GDA-600 costs much less than you might

expect. For the full review see Stereophile,

Volume 17, No. 3, (March '94). Or, if your

copy has been stolen, give us a call.

ADCOM®
details you can hear

CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390 -1130  Fax: (908) 390-9152
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC., Montreal, Quebec (514) 344-1226



We also design
disc player t

"It yielded tight, well -controlled

sound whose overall balance

and imaging was beyond

reproach."

ADCOM

all Class A analog circuitry dual 16 -bit D/A converters 176.4 kH

model GCD-600 disc 1 disc 2 disc 3 disc track tim

disc 4 disc 5 repeat

"Th

- this track

- this disc

- all discs

Adcom's compact disc players have always turned the heads of industry critics. Recer
comments when reviewing the GCD-600 in High Performance Review. Stop by you]
the best heads in the business are saying about Adcom's components.
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"The pian9 concerto was

impressively reproduced and
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prompted us to listen to it over

and over again."

ly, Martin Forrest wrote the above
ocal Adcom dealer and listen to what

II Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130
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Even Orson Welles
did sound s real.

-.

/ / / \
A new reason to be afraid of the dark.

. . . . . .

)
, 1,3;

Crunching footsteps behind you. Laser beams shooting
over your head. Just a typical night at home with Adcom's
home theater GTP-600 tuner/preamplifier. At Adcom's
level of critically acclaimed performance it doesn't just
produce surround
sound. It creates effects
that are out of this
world.

The award -winning
GTP-600 and an Adcom
power amplifier give
you the control to create a sonic experience that surpasses
anything you've ever heard in a movie theater.

Award -winning technology takes
you to the outer limits.

Providing switching for up to four video sources
and four audio sources, the GTP-600 gives you

the flexibility to customize your audio/video
system for years to come. Composite or

S -video connections provide a high definition
signal path for maximum video quality. And with

features like Adcom's exclusive Cinema Surround
circuitry and Dolby Pro Logic® decoding, the GTP-600

t
A

brings the drama of hOme theater to your fingertips.
Preprogrammed DSP(Digital Signal Processing) modes
such as Concert Hall, Nightclub, Stadium and Five-

Channel Stereo surround, let you create a variety of cus-
tom-tailored, psychoacoustically correct listening environ-

ments.
These features cou-

ple ideally with the
GTP-600's advanced,
programmable remote
which lets you com-
mand up to eight addi-

tional system components for complete home theater
control.

Surround yourself now at your Adcom dealer.
Preview the new GTP-600 tuner/preamplifier at your

authorized Adcom dealer today. But be careful, you might
want to leave the lights on.
"Dolby" and "Pm hip(' are registered trade mark, of Donne Inborn:ones Licensing Corporation

details you can hear
11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130. Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Montreal. Quebec (514) 344- I 226
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Testing CD Players

The testing of CD players involves
several paradoxical considerations.
For one thing, any properly function-
ing CD player is likely to have per-
formance characteristics that far sur-
pass those of any other part of a mu-

sic system. When the CD first appeared
on the hi-fi scene, measurements were
helpful for demonstrating that it com-
pletely transcended the existing perfor-
mance criteria for tape and disc sources
and their playback hardware. Although
that issue has long since been settled, the
audible significance of other characteris-
tics of the medium continues to be a sub-
ject of controversy.

In our tests for STEREO REVIEW, we are
primarily concerned with the process of
establishing the key measurable charac-
teristics of a CD player. The process is
made possible by several test CD's. Al-
most all our measurements are made
with either the CBS CD -1 or the Tech-
nics disc (a few others are used for spe-
cific tests).

We first use the CBS disc to measure
the player's output voltage from a 0 -dB
(maximum level) 1 -kHz signal. CD stan-
dards require this output to be 2 volts (or
close to that), and most players measure
between 1.9 and 2.1 volts. The same disc
has a frequency -response test signal that
sweeps, in about 1 minute, from 5 Hz to
22 kHz. Our Audio Precision System One
plots the frequency response of both
channels in that time, and the graph
scales can be set to match any range of
levels (usually well within ±0.1 dB from
20 Hz to 20 kHz).

We use the Technics disc to measure
channel separation. It has left- and right -
channel tracks recorded separately at four
frequencies from 100 Hz to 20 kHz. Play-
ing these tracks plots the channel separa-
tion in both directions (left to right and
right to left). The readings vary with di-
rection and frequency, but we have never
found a CD player whose crosstalk be-
tween channels approaches audible levels
(such as -30 dB or less). More often it
runs -90 dB or better.

We also use the Technics disc to mea-
sure 1 -kHz harmonic distortion at levels
from maximum to -90 dB and at 0 dB
over a frequency range of 20 Hz to 20

TOTE
BY JULIAN HIRSCH

kHz. Readings typically range between
-60 dB (0.1%) and -90 dB (0.003%).

Some CD's are recorded with a mild
high -frequency boost, or pre -emphasis,
analogous to the pre -emphasis used in LP
recording (although its noise -reducing
function is not really necessary with CD's
as it was with LP's). We do measure the
accuracy of the player's de -emphasis cir-
cuit, although it is unimportant for play-
back of the great majority of discs. We al-
so measure the A -weighted noise level in
the player's output relative to the 0 -dB
maximum output. Like most of the other
unwanted outputs (crosstalk, distortion.
etc.), noise is almost invariably far below
audibility, in the -90 -dB range or lower.

Because it has received much attention
since the development of so-called I -bit
digital -to -analog (D/A) converters, we
measure the linearity error of the player's
converters down to -90 dB. A few years
ago, it was not uncommon to find errors

ACD player should

be able to correct

for a momentary

loss of data caused by

a disc defect.

of several decibels (in other words, a sig-
nal recorded at a -90 -dB level might be
played back at -95 or -85 dB). In practi-
cal terms, such discrepancies are not a se-
rious problem, since few listening rooms
are quiet enough to permit such levels to
be heard. Still, it is easy enough to mea-
sure, which has led to the surprising dis-
covery that almost any inexpensive 1 -bit
system will have perhaps 0.5 dB of error
at -90 dB, while some much costlier units
with more elaborate D/A converters may
show a 2- or 3 -dB error.

Some other measurements that are not
necessarily important to most users are
easy to make and occasionally reveal an
unsuspected weakness. A good example
is "speed" accuracy, referring to the crys-
tal -controlled clock frequency that times
the digital operations within the player.
Normally the error is well under 0.01 per-

cent (often a tenth of that), which is en-
tirely negligible. But I have found one
case where the error was many times
larger (not even meeting turntable stan-
dards), so I continue to make this test.

An important requirement for a CD
player is that it be able to correct for a
momentary loss of information, perhaps
caused by a disc defect. One of the Pierre
Verany test discs has a series of calibrated
"errors" (loss of signal) ranging in size
from 50 to 4,000 micrometers (0.05 to 4
millimeters). We note the largest error
size that can be played successfully. Loss
of data may merely produce a click, or in
severe cases it may cause the player to
hang up ("stutter") or shut down entirely.
In general, ability to track through a 750 -
micrometer error is acceptable, through a
1,250 -micrometer error typical; some
players can cope with even a 2,000 -mi-
crometer gap.

Finally, we also establish the player's
ability to track through external physical
impact. While playing a disc, we tap the
player on the top and sides of its case, in-
creasing the severity of the impact until it
audibly mistracks. If drumming with the
fingers causes mistracking, we give it a C
or D rating. Withstanding a slap with the
palm earns a C or B, and if it takes a hard
blow of the fist to cause mistracking, the
player rates an A (few earn that rating!).

What do these tests have to do with
how a player sounds or how long it will
continue to function properly? Usually
nothing at all. In the first case, every mea-
surable distortion or imperfection of a
well designed, properly functioning CD
player (as opposed to a cheaply made or
defective unit) is totally insignificant. In
the second case, as with everything we
(or anyone else) tests, nothing based on a
test of a single unit (not even a cata-
strophic failure) tells us much about the
reliability of other units of the same de-
sign. You have to base that judgment on
the reputation of the manufacturer.

Finally, although some people claim to
hear all sorts of differences between pre-
sumably high -quality CD players (even
though they may measure virtually alike),
I know of no case of a true double-blind
listening test verifying the audibility of
anything other than extremely small and
inconsequential differences. Personally, I
don't hear the big differences some claim
to, and I don't know anyone who can
prove that he does. Listen for yourself
and make up your own mind.
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In The Mid 70s We
Now We've created

The people who work at Cambridge
SoundWorks - including our cofounder
Henry Kloss (who also founded AR,
KLH and Advent) - have been involved
with the concept of home theater from
the beginning. In 1969 (years before
VCRs and cable TV), Henry Kloss
founded Advent, the company that
introduced the first home theater audio/
video systems - complete with big-

screen TVs and digital surround sound.
We have had an ongoing relationship
with the people at Dolby Laboratories,
creators of Dolby Surround Sound, since
Henry Kloss introduced the first
consumer products with Dolby noise
reduction over 20 years ago. And now
at Cambridge
SoundWorks
we believe

systems factory -direct,
with no expen-
sive middlemen,
you can save
hundreds of
dollars. We
believe the
products on these
pages represent the
country's best values in high
performance home theater
components. Audio critics, and thou-
sands of satisfied customers, agree.
Stereo Review said "Cambridge
SoundWorks manufactures loudspeak-
ers that provide exceptional sound
quality at affordable prices." Audio
suggested that we "may have the best
value in the world."

Our Center Channel Speakers

we have set a new price -to -performance
standard for home theater components.

Because we sell carefully matched
and tested home theater speaker

4
I ,

Our
Popcorn

at

Center Channel Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures
three speakers for use as center channel

speakers in Dolby Pro Logic home
theater systems. All three are mag-

netically shielded so they can be
placed near a TV or computer

monitor. Model Ten -A is a
small, affordable two-

way speaker.
$75. Center
Channel is
identical to a

Our Surround Speakers

Cambridge SoundWorks Ensemble
satellite (but with magnetic shielding).
$149. Center Channel Plus uses an
ultra -low, ultra -wide design that is ideal
for placement above (or, with optional
support stand, below) a TV monitor.
$219.

Surround Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks makes two
"dipole radiator" surround sound
speakers. Dolby Laboratories recom-
mends dipole radiator speakers for use
as surround speakers. The Surround has
a very high power handling capacity
and is often selected for "high end"
surround sound systems. Audio,
describing a system that included The
Surround said "In many ways the
surround sensation was every bit as
good as far more expensive installa-
tions." $399 pr. The smaller The
Surround II is arguably the country's
best value in a dipole radiator speaker.
$249 pr.

Our EXO-1 Electronic Crossover



Cleated HomeTheater.
A New Way To Buy It.

Powered Subwoofers
The original Powered Subwoofer by
Cambridge SoundWorks consists of a
heavy-duty 12" woofer housed in an
acoustic suspension cabinet with a 140 -
watt amplifier and a built-in electronic
crossover. Stereo Review said it pro-
vides "deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz
bass output was obtainable at a room -
shaking level... they open the way to
having a 'killer' system for an afford-
able price." $599. Our Slave Subwoofer

Our Powered Subwoofers

uses the same woofer driver and
cabinet, but does not include the
amplifier or crossover. It can only be
used in conjunction with the Powered
Subwoofer. $299. The new Powered
Subwoofer II uses a 120 -watt amplifier
with an 8" woofer. $399.

Our EXO-1 electronic crossover can
be used with either of our powered
subwoofer systems, or with powered
subwoofers mute by other companies.
Its high pass filters keep strong, low
bass signals out of the main stereo
speakers, and directs them to the
powered subwoofer. $299.

Home
Theater
Speaker
Systems

We have assembled a
number of home
theater speaker sys-
tems that consist of
center channel,

surround and main

CAMBRIDGE
!`P\749!

Our most popular Home Theater
Speaker System.

stereo speakers. The combination we
show here is our best seller. It includes
our critically acclaimed Ensemble
subwoofer satellite speaker system
(with dual subwoofers), our Center
Channel Plus and a pair of our best
surround speakers, The Surround. You
could spend hundreds more than its
$1,117 price without improving
performance.

For information on other home
theater speaker systems - or on any of
the products we make and sell - call
1-800-FOR-HIFI for your free color
catalog. Thanks.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How

To Make Loudspeakers

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

154 California Street, Suite 102J, Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Ouside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

61994 Cambridge Sound Works. REnsemble is a registered trademark of
Cambridge Sound Works, Inc. KLH is a trademark of Inc. AR and

Advent are trademarks of International lensen Inc.
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TEST REPORTS

Carver C1 -29v A/V Tuner/Preamplifier
JULIAN HIRSCH HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

Afull -featured audio/video re-
ceiver can be a formidably
bulky and heavy component,
especially if its amplifiers are
fairly powerful. Until recently,
there has been little interest in

separating the component parts of an
A/V receiver into low-level (tuner,
control, preamp, and surround -sound
sections) and power -amplifier units, as
is commonly done with stereo compo-
nents. Only a handful of such products
are listed in the latest Stereo Buyer's
Guide. But such a division, exempli-
fied in Carver's CT -29v tuner/pream-
plifier, enables you to choose freely
among amplifiers with much more
power than is practical in even the
largest A/V receivers.

The CT -29v heads the lineup of five
Carver A/V preamplifiers. It includes
Dolby Pro Logic circuits based on dig-
ital signal processing (DSP), a Movie
Surround mode, Hall 1 and Hall 2 am-
bience -generation modes for music
signals, and a Matrix mode for adding
a spatial dimension to monophonic
signals. The surround -channel signal

delay is adjustable between 0 and 90
milliseconds (ms) except in Dolby Pro
Logic, where Dolby Labs restricts it to
a range of 15 to 30 ms. Movie Sur-
round provides the same sound -steer-
ing processing as Pro Logic but with
the full delay range. There is also a
three -channel surround mode (Dolby 3
Stereo, labeled "3 Logic") that en-
hances stereo signals without requir-
ing surround speakers.

As a preamp and control center the
CT -29v is very fully equipped: It has
seven audio inputs, three video inputs
(for a laserdisc player and two VCR's,
each equipped with both composite-

DIMINFIONS
19 INCHES WIDE, 4% INCHES HIGH,

15 INCHES DEEP (INCLUDING HANDLES)

SI JRNI

MANUFACTURER
CARVER CORP.. DEPT. SR. P.O. Box 1237,

LYNWOOD, WA 98036

and S -video connectors), and an exter-
nal -processor loop. The outputs in-
clude line -level signals for left and
right front speakers, two surround
speakers, and a center speaker, as well
as S -video and composite -video out-
puts for a video monitor. There is also
a line -level subwoofer output with
an internal 80 -Hz, 18 -dB -per -octave
crossover and a small rear -panel level
control. Tape-recording inputs and
outputs permit dubbing any audio
source to a tape deck and a video sig-
nal to either of two VCR's (without
conversion between composite- and S -
video formats, however). Other rear -
panel connections enable the CT -29v
to control a multiroom audio system-
playing a different source in another
room with independent volume con-
trol-but that requires an optional ac-
cessory (the Carver IR-R7 multiroom
infrared receiver). The digital frequen-
cy -synthesis AM/FM tuner in the CT -
29v has auto -scan and manual tuning
modes and can store up to thirty preset
station frequencies.

The supplied RH-29v infrared hand-
set is of the "learning" variety, de-
signed to memorize the control in-
structions for a CD player, analog and
DCC tape decks, two VCR's, a TV
set, and a laserdisc player. Although
its seventy buttons appear formidable,
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Your Road Map For The
reformation Superhighway.

Internet Center

nternet Center."

l What is the Internet?
About the Internet Center

Electronic Frontier Foundation
3 Consortium for Schoo Networking

J Wired Magazine
tJ Mac Communications Forum
C'3 PC Communications Forum
er Cruise of the Internet

11:3 Internet Center Message Board

Internet

r

America Online
Introduces

The Easiest Way
To Reach The

Internet.

Med Gateway

USENET Gopher to WAIS
Newsgroups

_Ists

a

Databases

Expert
Connection

Yes! I'd Like To Try America Online-FREE.
Send me the free software and trial membership. I understand there's no isk-
if I'm not completely satisfied, I may cancel without further obligation.
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Select DsE. Type and Size- HOME PHONE

Windows*: 0 5.25 0 3.5
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TEST REPORTS
only twenty of them are required to
operate the CT -29v. The preamp's vol-
ume knob is motor -driven when oper-
ated from the handset.

More than sixty horizontally ar-
rayed signal jacks populate the CT-
29v's rear apron, including separate
CATV and FM antenna inputs (both F -
connectors) and terminals for an AM
antenna. There are two AC outlets,
one of them switched. The manual
warns that the switched outlet should
be used only for line -level compo-
nents (like tape decks or CD players)
and not for a power amplifier, the tra-
ditional use for such an outlet. The
unswitched outlet can be used for a
power amp so long as its power con-
sumption (not the same as its power
rating) does not exceed the 100 -watt
rating of the outlet.

The CT-29v's front -panel display
window shows the usual information:
the selected audio source and tuner
frequency, signal strength and tuning
mode, selected video source, etc. Al-
though this display provides all neces-
sary information on the unit's operat-
ing status, most of it can also be dis-
played on -screen, over the video pro-
gram. To the window's right are two
rows of small buttons, each about 1/4
inch in diameter. The lower row se-
lects the program source, both audio
and video, and the upper row selects
the audio source for recording as well
as the multiroom output. A row of but-
tons below the display is used for set-
ting the tuner frequency and tuning
mode and for storing station frequen-
cies in memory. Ten closely spaced
buttons select the memorized stations.

Along the bottom of the panel are
four small knobs for tone control and
balance adjustment. One of them, Vo-
cal Zoom, adjusts the center -channel
frequency response in the vicinity of 2
kHz in order to modify the sense of
presence in vocals or dialogue. To the
left are three small buttons (Auto,
DSP mode, Delay time) and a row of
ten tiny red LED's. The buttons select
the DSP mode and the center -channel
mode (normal, wide, or phantom). The
power button and headphone jack are
also located at the left side of the pan-
el. Plugging a headphone into the jack
mutes the main preamp outputs. The
right section of the panel contains the

MEASUREMENTS
TUNER SECTION

All figures for FM only except frequency
response

50 -dB quieting sensitivity
mono 15 dBf
stereo 35 dBf
Signal-to-noise ratio (at 65 dBf)
mono 77 dB
stereo 68.5 dB
Distortion (THD+N at 65 dBf)
mono 0.31%
stereo 0.46%
Capture ratio (at 65 dBf) 2.2 dB
AM rejection 65 dB
Selectivity
alternate -channel 65 dB
adjacent -channel (asymmetrical) 11 dB

Pilot -carrier leakage
19 -kHz -73 dB
38-141/ -80 dB
Hum -76 dB
Channel separation
100 HL 32 dB
1 kHz 43.5 dB
10 kHz 42 dB
Frequency response
FM 20 Hz to 15 kHz +0, -0.65 dB
AM 45 Hz to 3.5 kHz +0, -6 dB

PREAMPLIFIER SECTION
All figures for main front channels only
except as noted

Output at clipping (1 kHz) 6 5 volts
Distortion (at 3.5 volts output) 0.01%
Sensitivity (for a 0.5 -volt output)
CD 55 mV
phono 0.9 mV
A -weighted noise (re 0.5 volt output)
CD -90 dB
phono -86.5 dB
Phone -input overload
(1 -kHz -equivalent levels)
20 Hz 71 mV
1 kHz 71 mV
20 kHz 71 mV
Phono-input impedance

48,000 ohms in parallel with 120 pF
RIAA phono-equalization error
(20 Hz to 20 kHz) ±I dB

Frequency response (with tone controls
centered) 20 Hz to 20 kHz 3-0.4 dB
Tone -control range
100 Hz ±11 dB
10 kHz ±10 dB

large volume knob, which carries a
green marker LED, a control that ad-
justs the volume in the remote room in
multiroom mode, and a loudness -com-
pensation button.

We measured the CT-29v's tuner
and basic preamplifier functions in the
conventional manner and judged its
surround and DSP characteristics by
listening to FM broadcasts and CD's.
The preamplifier's frequency response
from its CD inputs to the tape outputs
was ruler -flat (within perhaps 0.01
dB) from 200 Hz to 20 kHz and down
a mere 0.7 dB at 20 Hz. At the line
outputs there was a slightly greater
variation, probably caused by the tone -
control circuits, but the overall re-
sponse was still excellent.

Like the basic amplifier frequency
response, the RIAA phono equaliza-
tion was very accurate. The Vocal
Zoom control varied the center -chan-
nel output at 2 kHz over a +6, -5 dB
range at 2 kHz, with negligible effect
below 500 or above 5 kHz. The other
tone controls' characteristics were con-
ventional, with a sliding bass turnover
frequency and a hinged treble re-
sponse. Most of the control action
took place in the second half of the
knob rotation. Following modern re-
search, the loudness compensation
boosted only the low frequencies (be-
low about 200 Hz), by a maximum of
about 11 dB at reduced volume -con-
trol settings.

The CT-29v's rated maximum out-
put is 7 volts, which is several times
what would be needed to drive any
consumer power amplifier to its rated
output. We were not unduly con-
cerned, then, to find that the preamp
output began to clip at 6.5 volts, since
its total harmonic distortion plus noise
(THD+N) was only about 0.01 percent
at a still more than ample 3.5 volts
output.

In general, the FM tuner section has
adequate, though not outstanding, per-
formance specifications, which our
measurements confirmed. The AM
tuner's audio bandwidth was restrict-
ed, rolling off to -6 dB at 3.5 kHz and
at 45 Hz (which is considerably better
than most others we have tested re-
cently). The FM capture ratio was
merely adequate, but the AM rejec-
tion, image rejection, and selectivity
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TEST REPORTS
were good. Stereo pilot -carrier leakage
into the audio was very low, as was
the power -line hum. The stereo FM
distortion, though below audibility,
was relatively high (distortion was
lower in mono).

Although we used the CT -29v only
as a stereo tuner/preamplifier, its oper-
ation was easy and straightforward. Its
compact dimensions (about half the
volume of a typical medium -power
A/V receiver) and correspondingly
manageable weight make it a space -
saving alternative to a conventional
AN receiver with comparable fea-
tures. There are a number of good
multichannel power amplifiers on the
market that would complement the
CT -29v very well. Of course, it could
also be used with two or three separate

stereo power amplifiers, which could
be placed out of sight, leaving this
compact and attractive control unit
and any source components as the
only visible parts of the system. You
would, however, have to find a way to
switch the power amps on and off in-
dependently instead of using the CT-
29v's switched AC outlet.

The CT -29v is not inexpensive, and
the necessary complement of power
amplifiers would raise the total cost of
a system built around it to that of a
top -grade A/V receiver, but it is an at-
tractive alternative. Not least among
its advantages is a subjective simplici-
ty to its operation that should make it
more comfortable for most people to
use than many of today's complex
A/V receivers.

The Carver CT-29v's Dolby Pro Logic
performance, both measured and heard,
was very good. Noise and distortion
were very low, and steering was accurate
and sure. Measured separation was in all
cases more than adequate. And, taking
into account the level -calibration errors,
our test unit happened to have an unusu-
ally accurate decoded surround -channel
frequency response. As for those level -
calibration errors, they seem to have
split the difference between Dolby Labs'
specifications and those of Lucasfilm's
Home THX, and errors of this magni-
tude don't create gross surround -channel
decoding problems.

I was less happy with some of the
other surround -sound modes. The Movie
setting, with its potential 90 -millisecond
delay to the surround speakers, is just an
invitation to screw up a carefully
balanced soundtrack with a distinct
surround -speaker echo.

The two Hall modes both sounded
rather boxy, especially with pop music.
I would attribute that either to an insuffi-
cient number of artificial reflections or
to their too -regular intervals. (Hall 1 is
supposed to simulate a "circular"
concert hall of medium size, probably
the worst possible shape to model for
classical music.) Matrix is easily the best
general-purpose music -enhancement
mode the CT -29v provides, although,

SECOND OPINION
Carver CI -2911 A/V Tuner/Preamplifier

since it sends only a delayed difference
(L - R) signal to the surrounds, it is also
the least ambitious.

The remote handset was easy to use,
with the preamp-oriented buttons clus-
tered near the bottom, the master volume
buttons larger and prominently placed.
My chief complaint is that you have to
cycle through several surround modes to
get to the one you want or to plain two -
channel stereo, which makes direct
pre/post-processing comparisons impos-

sible. I would have gladly given up the
remote's center -mode button in order to
have that capability. Finally, even my
small fmgers found the tuner -preset
buttons on the front panel too small and
closely spaced for reliable operation.

On the whole, despite its minor ergo-
nomic glitches-which you may not
even fmd objectionable-I liked the
Carver CT -29v, not least for its readable
manual and its subtle but unforbidding
high-tech appearance. -David Ranada

DOLBY PRO LOGIC PERFORMANCE

All measurements were made with the
normal center -channel setting except frequency

response and channel separation, which
were made with the wideband setting using
MLS techniques.

Frequency response
lett. right 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.4, -1.4 dB
center 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0, -1.3 dB
surround 35 Hz to 7 kHz, ±3 dB
A -weighted noise (re 0.5 volt output)
left, right -83 dB
center -81 dB
surround -75 dB
Distortion (THD+N at 1 kHz)
left. right 0.02%
center 0.03%
surround 0.23%

Surround decoder input -overload levels
(re 0.5 volt output ai I kHz)
left, right +19.7 dB
center +18.5 dB
surround +18.4 dB
Surround -channel noise -reduction
calibration error
re Dolby spec (247.5 mV) -1.9 dB
re Home THX spec (141.4 mV) +3 dB
Channel separation (100 Hz to 7 kHz)
left output, right driven >51 dB
left output, center driven >31 dB
left output, surround driven >45 dB
center output, left driven >50 dB
center output, surround driven >42 dB
surround output, left driven >58 dB
surround output, center driven >61 dB
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As virtually every Speaker manufacturer
rushes to deliver 'bonne theater" speak-
ers to the marketplace, M&K amasses
nearly twenty years of experience in the
field-dating back to Hollywood screen-
ing -room installations in the 197Js.

M&K engineers have
spent well
over a
decade
studying
the varied
aspects of

surround
sound-including encod-

ing and decoding; soundtrack recording;
and the differences between reproducing
sound in theaters and in homes.

M&K speakers excel in the reproduc-
tion of a// source material Accuracy, low
coloration, pinpoirt imaging, wide
dynamic range, and deep -bass repro-
duction are all critical for music as well
as film soundtracks. M&K Satellites and
Subwoofers have been acclaimed for
these attributes since the '70s.

And this is why M&K knows that any
speaker that claims to be optimized for
either music or film sound, one at the
expense of the other, will never repro-
duce either one properly.

M&K Home Theater Systems
Conventional speakers make :he

music and effects on film sound-
tracks compressed and dull. But
M&K's exciting dynamics and
"quick" transients give you precise
3-D imaging and a lifelike presence.

M&K Satellites are timbre -
matched, using virtually identica
speaker drivers, c-ossovers, and fre-
quency response, for a seamless 360
surround -sound performance. With
an all-M&K home :heater system,
voices and effects do not change char-

ac:er when their sound moves from left
to right or front to back in your room.

Even if you are just adding an M&K
suowoofer, front/center, or surround

M&K
COMPONENT

SPEAKERS
FOR THE

HOME
THEATER

speaker to your present system, M&K's
un que timbre controls allow you to
"fine-tune" the sound of your new M&K
speakers to achieve the closest possi-

ble timbre -match wan your existing
speakers-ever if they are not M&Ks.

M&K Center Channel Speakers
Beware of inexpensive "center chan-

nel" speakers. In Pro -Logic, the center
channel speake- is criven the
hardest, and often
reproduces
as much
sound as the
left anc right
speakers
combined.

Each one of M&K's
six individually -available Satellites
has exceptional dynamic range and high
output *.o meet and exceed the tremen-
dous demands of the center channel.

M&K Powered Subwoofers
Legendary for they massive output,

exceptional detail, and articulation,
M&K's thirteen interr ally -powered Sub -
woofers set the ndustry's standards for
high-performance deep bass.

M&K's innovative Push -Pull Dual
Driver subwoof ars deliver a major
improvement by virtually eliminating
even -order harmonic distortion, and
doubling efficiency (same as doubling
amplifier power) with four times the
output of sirgle driver subwoofers.

Whether you choose our state-of-
the-art Home THX Audio speaker
system, ar add-on set of surround
speakers, or anything in between,
nc other speakers will give you the

exciting per-ormance, sound quality,
flexibility and compatibility of M&K's
home theater component speakers.

hdCMILER KREISEL
SOUND CORPORATION

10391 Jefferson 131.(d., Culver City, CA 90232

(310) 204-2854  Fax: (TO) 202-8782
THX ,s a negistered track mark d LucasArts Entertainment Co
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TEST REPORTS

Iliaranti CD -63 Compact Disc Player
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

./. he Marantz CD -63 is a versatile,
moderate -price CD player featur-
ing a number of technical inno-
vations that contribute to its per-
formance. These involve devel-
opments that affect both disc

tracking and basic audio quality.
The CD -63's newly designed trans-

port mechanism puts the laser -diode
and detector units into the same hous-
ing for more precise tracking, and it
has a precision glass lens for improved
disc -reading ability. The laser assem-
bly is focused on the microscopic re-
corded pattern by a digital servo sys-
tem that is said to provide better track-
ing than conventional analog systems,
especially with old CD's that may
have accumulated surface scratches.

The player also has an output ampli-
fier made of discrete parts instead of
the usual integrated circuit, a depar-
ture from convention that is claimed to
provide improved analog signal repro-
duction by virtue of its high slew rate
and low noise. Dual Bitstream 1 -bit
digital -to -analog (D/A) converters to-
gether with eight-times-oversampling
digital filters drive the output amps to
minimize low-level nonlinearity (rated
at less than 0.5 dB at -90 dB). The
player's other audio specifications are
equally impressive.

but they are implemented in a user-
friendly manner, without a cluttered
front panel or any confusing control
functions. The basic transport opera-
tion is conventional, with three large
square buttons for stop, play, and
pause and two thin rocker -type buttons
for fast scan and track skip in either
direction. Ten buttons in a row below
the display give direct numerical ac-
cess to any track and can select or de-
lete tracks for programmed operation.

The disc drawer at the left of the
panel glides out and in on alternate
touches of the adjacent open/close
button. When a disc is first loaded,
large numerals in the central display
window show its total number of
tracks and playing time. A horizontal
row of smaller numerals along the bot-

DIMENSIONS
163/4 INCHES WIDE, 31/2 INCHES HIGH,

121/4 INCHES DEEP

PRICE

MANUFACTURER
MARANTZ AMERICA, INC., DEPT. SR.

440 MEDINAH RD., ROSELLE, IL 60172

tom of the display shows the available
track numbers (up to No. 20), and
words or numbers appear as required
to show the operating status of fea-
tures such as track programming.

Six small gold -colored buttons to
the right of the display window oper-
ate the CD -63's special features. The
time button toggles the display be-
tween elapsed and remaining time in
the current track or on the disc as a
whole. A dimmer button changes the
level of display illumination through
four steps between maximum (normal)
and barely visible. The program but-
ton is used to select specific tracks (to
a maximum of thirty) to be played in
any order or omitted from playback.

The edit button has several func-
tions. It can fit tracks onto a specified
tape length while maintaining their
original order, or it can be used in con-
junction with the programming func-
tions to fit tracks (in any order) on a
tape side. The edit button also aids in
recording to cassette by making a
high-speed search of an entire disc (or
any portion to be taped) to locate the
peak signal levels. The CD -63 then
plays four repetitions of a 4 -second
portion of the CD centered on the
peak -level passage, during which time
you can set the tape deck for the de-
sired maximum recording level. The
operation of the CD player and a com-
patible Marantz tape recorder can also
be synchronized by a cable connection
between them.

The CD -63's rear apron contains the
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Can you find the $30,000
in this picture?

Sdoes the soldier on the left. In fact, a the so diers in this picture Ilavethe
opportunity to earn $2.11,000,, $25,000,

or up to $30,300 for cdlege, for a two,

three or feur year enlistment respectively.

Y3u can -_oo. All you have to do is qually. The Montgomery GI Bill plus the Army

Co:lege Fund are great ways the Army helps you save for college. Alcr.g the way, you'll

also learn things like confidence, teamwcrk, and self-discipline. The &lop that will

rr_a_<e ycu better prepared for college. And fix life.

Sze your Army Recruiter. Or call 1 -800 -USA -ARMY. ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.



TEST 11[1111TS
analog audio output jacks, both a co-
axial and an optical (Toslink) digital
output, and connectors for operation
with other Marantz components hav-
ing their own infrared remote controls.
A small slide switch disables the CD
player's remote -control system when
an external control is selected.

The player's remote has no power
switch, but it duplicates all of the oth-
er front -panel controls and adds repeat
(one track, the entire disc, or any se-
lected segment), random -order play-
back of all tracks on the disc, and Au-
tomatic Music Scan (AMS), which
plays the first 10 seconds of every
track on the disc.

The remote control also has up/
down volume buttons that vary the
level at the line and headphone out-
puts over a 30 -dB range, from the
maximum level downward. Without a
deliberate change from the remote
control, the maximum level appears at
both outputs and could be undesirably
loud for headphone listening.

Our measurements of the Marantz
CD -63 confirmed its excellent perfor-
mance. Frequency response was very
flat (within ±0.05 dB) from 12 Hz to
11 kHz and down a mere 0.25 dB at
20 kHz. Channel separation, though
somewhat different for the left/right
and right/left directions, exceeded 100
d13 up to 2 kHz in one direction and
up to 20 kHz in the other, more than
sufficient for audibly complete separa-
tion. The D/A linearity error and dis-
tortion results also were excellent.

Other measurements were equally
noteworthy. Power -line hum (almost
entirely 60 Hz) was 100 to 110 dB be-
low maximum signal level. The play-
er's analog output from a 0 -dB test
recording was 2.35 volts, slightly (1.4
dB) more than the conventional 2
volts. Of course, that level can be re-
duced by as much as 30 dB (to about
80 millivolts) by the remote level -ad-
justment feature.

Marantz makes a point of the im-
proved tracking stability afforded by
the CD -63's new transport mecha-
nism. We confirmed its resistance to
impact on the exterior of the cabinet,
finding that rather hard slaps on the
top or sides were needed to cause au-
dible mistracking. The player did not
fare quite as well, however, with the
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MEASUREMENTS
Maximum output level 2.35 volts
Frequency response

+0.05, -0.25 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
Channel separation (worst case)
10011, 102 dB

1 kHz 102 dB

20 kHz 90 dB
Dynamic range 98 dB
Quantization noise -92 dB
Distortion (THD+N)
1 kHz (-70 to -10 dB) 0.0025%
20 Hz to 2 kHz (0 dB) 0.003%
20 kHz 0.03%
Linearity error (at -90 cifil 0.5 dB
Max. interchannel phase shift 0.25°

Defect tracking
(Pierre Ver,in #2 disc) see text

Impact resistance (top and sides) A
Cueing time (track to track) 3 seconds

calibrated information -layer errors of
the Pierre Verany #2 test disc. Begin-
ning at the 500 -micrometer level, oc-
casional soft "ticks" indicated momen-
tary loss of tracking, which probably
would not be audible with most music
(the test uses a steady high-level tone).
The soft ticks continued, with no ap-
parent increase in audible severity, up
to and including the 1,500 -micrometer
level. But at 2,000 micrometers (a se-
rious information gap), the tracking
failed entirely, causing the laser to
"hang up" and remain at one point on
the disc, not an uncommon occurrence
with that amount of disc damage.

All in all, Marantz's CD -63 is cer-
tainly a fine value, with a rare combi-
nation of state-of-the-art performance,
a high degree of versatility and ease of
use, readable and complete instruc-
tions, handsome styling, and an attrac-
tively moderate price. We found little
to fault in its operation or perfor-
mance.

Definitive Technology®
Authorized Dealers
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fa- Contempary Sounds: Oklahoma City. K Labs Premium
Audio: Tulsa.
Qii Audio Cie: Akron, Cleveland, Maytiekl Hts., Westlake*
Audio Etc.: Dayton
QM- Bradford's HIFI Eugene. Chelsea AN Portland,
Beaverton. Keltt's Home Ctr.: Salem. Stereo Plant Bend.
Es- Gary's Electronics: Stale College. GNT Stereo Lancast-
er. Hart Electronics: Blakey, Kingston. Listening Post Pitts-
burgh 6 suburbs. Sassafras: Bryn Mawr, Montgomeryville,
Whitehall. Stareoland. Natrona Heights. Studio One Erie
$2,.- Dashboard Charleston. Upstairs Audio: Columbia.
Di- Hi Fi Buys: Nashville. Lindsey Ward: Knoxville. Modern
Music: Memphis. New Ways Elect' Jackson. Sound Room:
Johnson City.
IX- Audio Tech: Temple, Waco* Audio Video: College
Station. Brock AN: Beaumont. Bunkley's Sd. Systems. Abi-
lene. Bjorn'. San Antonio. Hi Fidelity: Austin. Home Enter-
tainment' Dallas, Houston. 'Crystal Clear Dallas. Marvin
Electronics: '1 Worth. Sound Quest: El Paso. Sound Sys-
tems: Amarillo. Sound Towne: Texarkana.

AudioWerkz: Salt Lake City. Stokes Bros Logan.
YA- Audio Buys: Arlington, Fairlax, Falls Church, Manassas.
Audio Connection: Virginia Beach. Audiotronics Roanoke.
Stereotypes:Clarlottesville.

Audio Video Authority: S. Burlington.
AA- Audio Waves: Everett. Definitive Audio Bellevue, Seat-
tle. DESCO Electronics: Olympia. Evergreen Audio Sil-
verdale. Pacific St. 8 Sd.: Wenatchee. Tin Eir Kennewick.
W..VA- Sound Post: Princeton.
Ai- Absolute Sound A Vision* Sheboygan. Audio Empori-
um: Milwaukee. Sound World Wausau.
Puerto R'cg- Precision Audio Rio Piedras
Canada- Advance Electronics Winnipeg. Audio Ctr.: Mon-
treal, Ottawa,, Quebec City. Audio Designs: Edmonton. Bay
Bloor Radio' Toronto. Digital Dynamics: Clearbrook B C.
Great West Audio London. Lipton's: New Market Onta no.
Peak Audio. Halifax- Sound Hounds: Victoria B.C.. Sound
Room: Vancouver. Sound Station* Courtenay B.C.
Mexico- Contact Grupo Volumen Mexico City

Definitive Technology®



"Bipolar Systems are
as Close as We've
Come to Finding

the Holy Grail
of Home Theater."

- Video Magazine

Experience the Miracle of Bipolar Technology
with Definitive's Revolutionary BP8,10 & 20!
"Truly Outstanding"

- Stereo Review
Experts agree that Definitive's

revolutionary bipolar BP8, BP10
and BP20 are three of the world's
finest speakers and are sonically
superior to any conventional
speaker regardless of cost.

These American -made,
advanced technology bipolar
(front and rear radiating) sys-
tems combine lush spacious
soundstaging, lifelike depth -of -
field, razor-sharp resolution and
pinpoint 3-D imaging with power-
ful subwoofer-like bass (to below
20 Hz), high efficiency, wide
dynamic range and easy -to -posi-
tion convenience. The dramatic
result is superb music and movie
reproduction so real that it has
been called, "a sonic miracle!"

1;l'Ii) - k.1 BPS -.4399 co.

The Ultimate Home Theater
Combine the BP8s,10s, or 20s
with our C/L/R 1000 or Cl cen-
ter channel and BP2 bipolar
surround speakers for the ulti-
mate in home theater sound.

Visit your nearest Definitive
dealer and experience the
absolute sonic superiority of
these truly extraordinary ViVA
Gold Product -of -the -Year, Audio
Video Grand Prix and CES
Design & Engineering Award
winning loudspeakers.
Definitive's remarkable new
PowerFieldTM 1500 250 -watt
powered 15" subwoofer is
now available ($995).

DefinitiveTechnolo
11105 Valley Heights Dnse  Baltimore, MD 21117
See our dealer list on racing page (410) 363-7148

0
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TEST REPORTS

Audio Alchemy DAC-in-the-Box

Digital -to -Analog Converter
DAVID RANADA  TECHNICAL EDITOR

f you have doubts about the perfor-
mance of the digital -to -analog con-
verters (DAC's) in your CD or la-
serdisc player-because they are
too old to have benefited from re-
cent improvements in DAC design,

or because they incorporate some sig-
nal processing of dubious value-you
might consider replacing them with
Audio Alchemy's DAC-in-the-Box
(DITB, for short). It's a neat, even
cute little device that hooks up to a
standard digital output with either a
coaxial cable or an optical connector.
And it is by far the least expensive
outboard D/A converter we have en-
countered.

Actually, "DAC-in-the-Box" is
somewhat of a misnomer, since the
device contains two separate 18 -bit in-
tegrated -circuit D/A converters, one
for each channel. These chips are of

g the traditional "ladder" or "R -2R" va-
riety, not the newfangled 1 -bit type. A
single dual -channel eight -times -over -

0 sampling digital filter drives both
i DAC's with 18 -bit data. The filter gets

its input from a standard digital -inter-
face chip. And that's about it, apart
from miscellaneous chips and other
parts tying together the principal inte-
grated circuits (known in the business
as "glue" circuitry), the analog output
amplifiers, and the de -emphasis net-
work (for playback of digital record-
ings made with pre -emphasis).

Hookup is as simple as the circuitry.
The audio outputs are standard gold-
plated phono jacks, as is the coaxial
digital connection. The optical con-
nector is of the standard Toslink vari-
ety. Audio Alchemy says that the
DAC-in-the-Box will accept digital

DIMENSIONS
51/2 INCHES WIDE, I1/2 INCHES HIGH. 4 INCHES DEEF

PRICE
$199

MANUFACTURER
AUDIO ALCHEMY, DEPT. SR, 31133 VIA COLINAS

#111, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362

signals with sampling rates between
30 and 50 kHz, a range that covers all
consumer digital formats. A front -pan-
el LED lights when the circuitry has
locked onto the incoming data. Power
enters the unit from a small modular
power supply through a triple -conduc-
tor mini -phone connector.

The distancing of the power module
from the converter circuitry made pos-
sible by its 6 -foot cord is probably
partly responsible for the DAC-in-the-
Box's extremely low hum output. Us-
ing the optical input, our spectrum
analysis showed absolutely no power -
line components above the unit's in-
herent noise level, which itself was ex-
tremely low. To keep hum and other
spurious signals from contaminating
the audio, I'd recommend using the
optical connector instead of the coaxi-
al (if you can find the necessary fiber-
optic cable); a coaxial hookup can
pick up or radiate noise that may then
leak into the audio outputs.

Nearly all the other conventional
measurements we made with 16 -bit
signals showed very good to excellent
performance. Frequency response, for
example, was extremely flat, and the
device had a superbly smooth de-em-
phasized response (with an inaudible
+0.06 dB rise at 10 kHz followed by
an equally inaudible fall to just -0.22
dB at 20 kHz). Signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N) and dynamic range, as measured
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"Definitive's
Subwoofers

Deliver
Ultimate Bass
Performance!"

The extraordinary new PowerField' 1500 features
a 250 -watt amp, fully adjustable electronic crossover

and massive 15 -inch driver for only $995.
"A Show Stopper"

- Stereo Review
When Definitive set out to build

the world's finest sounding sub -
woofers, our goal was to achieve
the perfect synergy of powerful
earth -shaking bass (for home the-
ater) combined with a refined and
expressive musicality.

First we developed our propri-
etary PowerField Technology which
ensures superior high power coupling
and unexcelled transient detail. Next
we engineered the PF 1500's beauti-
ful rock solid monocoque cabinet
which houses our high current 250 -
watt RMS amplifier, fully adjustable
electronic crossover and massive
15" cast -basket driver. The result is
unsurpassed bass which thunders

The PowerField 1500 ($995) has been honored by winning
Sound & Vision's highly coveted 1994 Critic's Choice Award.

down below 15 Hz, yet retains total
musical accuracy.

Perfect for Your System
To ensure optimum performance, the
PF 1500 has high and low level inputs
and outputs plus adjustable high
pass, low pass, volume and phase
controls to allow perfect blending
with any system and ultimate bass
response in any room.

Before you buy new speakers, you
owe it to yourself to visit a Definitive
dealer and experience the sonic supe-
riority of our complete line of award -
winning loudspeakers.

Definitive Technology®
11105 Valley Heights Drive  Baltimore, MD 21117
See our dealer list on page 46 (410) 363-7148
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TEST RENTS
by standard techniques, were also very
good. Any noise you might hear on
music will come from the recording,
not the DAC-in-the-Box.

The only conventional -measurement
anomaly-and a minor one, at that-
was the low-level converter nonlinear-
ity, which exceeded +1 dB at -79.3
and -84.2 dB in the left and right
channels, respectively. Compared with
results for other DAC circuitry we
have measured recently (mainly 1 -bit
converters in CD and laserdisc play-
ers), those are relatively high signal
levels for a deviation of that magni-
tude to occur. The linearity measure-
ment probably could have been im-
proved if Audio Alchemy had utilized
the DAC chips' trimming provisions
(which are left unconnected in the
DAC-in-the-Box).

Then again, the linearity errors oc-
curred at what are, in absolute terms,
very low levels, and they were not au-
dible as such. One byproduct of the
nonlinearity was slightly higher than
average distortion, but spectrum anal-
ysis showed that the distortion prod-
ucts were also so low in absolute level
as to be inaudible even with test tones,
let alone music, when reproduced at
reasonable listening levels.

We also ran several nonstandard
tests using signals not found on com-
mercial CD test recordings (see "Mea-
surements"). Signal -to -dither ratio
represents the true background noise
of a digital -to -analog converter. The
traditional S/N measurement is based
on an all -zero digital test signal that is
not representative of the minimum
noise of a theoretically perfect record-
ing (which must contain distortion -
eliminating dither noise). The DAC-
in-the-Box's performance in this test
was very good.

Another nonstandard test involved
feeding DC (a constant numerical val-
ue) to the DAC-in-the-Box's input to
see whether it would respond with a
constant DC output voltage. It did, up
to a maximum of about 3.5 volts out-
put at maximum digital input level. If
a recorded digital signal contains a DC
offset or other such constant -value da-
ta, DAC-in-the-Box will faithfully re-
produce it. That suggests DAC-in-the-
Box is perhaps best not used with the
rare preamp or amplifier having di -

MEASUREMENTS
All measurements were made with digitally
generated 16 -bit signals at a sampling ram
of 44.1 kHz fed to the optical input.
Maximum output level 2.45 volts
Frequency response (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
normal +0, -0.16 d3
de-emphasized +0.06, -0.22 d3
Channel separation
100 Hz 72 d3
1 kHz 72 d3
20 kHz 61 d3
Signal-to-noise ratio ( A-wtd.) 110 d3
Signal -to -dither ratio (A-wtd.) 95.8 d3
Dynamic range 107.5 d3

Distortion (THD+N at 0 dB)
20 Hz to 20 kHz 0.007%
Linearity error +I dB at -79.3 d3
Max. interchannel phase shift
at 18 1(1-1, -1.4°
Max. unclipped square wave -2 d3

rect-coupled inputs (that is, no DC -
blocking capacitor at the input).

More workaday was the converter's
performance on the square -wave clip-
ping test, which reveals the maximum
square -wave amplitude that can be

dB. This quirk probably arises from
the particular digital filter chip used in
the DAC-in-the-Box. Although it will
put out 18 -bit data, it will accept only
16 -bit signals; 18 -bit input data is ap-
parently truncated to 16 bits before be-
ing processed. Although numerical
truncation is one of the worst things
you can do to a digital audio signal,
this behavior need not concern you
unless you have access to 18 -bit digi-
tal data. So far the only consumer
sources capable of putting out 18 -bit
digital signals are DCC decks.

I enjoyed using the DAC-in-the-
Box. It's about as easy to hook up and
operate as a piece of audio equipment
can get. I also know that it's solidly
built and rather rugged, our test sam-
ple having survived a couple of acci-
dental falls from my desk to the (car-
peted) floor with no change of perfor-
mance. The circuit itself contains no
adjustments to slip.

Furthermore, try as I might, I could
hear no difference between its sound
(reproducing music at normal -to -loud
levels) and the sound produced by a
CD player incorporating topnotch 1 -

bit D/A converters-that is, no differ-
ence not attributable to the DAC-in-

The distortion products were so low in level that

they were inaudible even with test tones, let alone

music, when played at reasonable volumes.

reproduced without clipping of the
"ringing" in the waveform (yes, cor-
rect reproduction of the test signal
should contain ringing). Such clipping
is extremely common in devices with
digital filters, but unless it's severe I
don't think it has any significant musi-
cal consequences.

Although Audio Alchemy rates the
DAC-in-a-Box's "resolution" as 18
bits, measurements using 18 -bit sig-
nals (digitally generated by our Audio
Precision System One test set) demon-
strated poorer linearity than those with
16 -bit signals. At -100 dB the lineari-
ty error for a 16 -bit signal was still a
good +2.5 dB, but for an 18 -bit signal
it almost quadrupled, reaching +9.25

the -Box's higher output level. With a
2.45 -volt maximum output, the DAC-
in-the-Box plays some 1.75 dB louder
than a typical 2 -volt -output CD player
with the same input data, a difference
that, if not compensated for, would
tend to throw any listening compari-
son in its favor. Not to worry, though
-the DAC-in-the-Box doesn't need
such assistance to come off well in a
listening test. The performance of this
compact and refreshingly economical
digital -to -analog converter leaves little
to be desired. For almost anyone need-
ing a high -quality external D/A con-
verter at a reasonable price, Audio
Alchemy's DAC-in-the-Box is going
to be hard to beat.
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[No compromise in a GMC Truck. Industrial strength or

handy take-home size, you get full strength. As it has

been through nearly a centrry: GMC Tru:k, delivering

the strengths of trucks.

[What have we done for you lately? The 1994 GMC

Sierra. It's got something you probably Gon't expect

from a truck-refined road manners.

[Skeptical? Understood. But put Sierra through its paces.

OFFICIAL SPONSOR

WorldCupUSA94
All Rights Resenrd Buckle up. Amema,

011194 GM Corp

"I got
the
take

home
size'

A vibration -eating balance shaft in Sierra's standard

engine quiets your fears.

[Independent front suspension smotiers road shock

before it can reach you. While a commanding view of the

road makes Sierra decidedly uncar-like.

[When you look into your next trick, look into luxuri-

ous, take -home -sized industrial strength. To learn more

about GMC Sierra, call 1-800-GMC TRUCK.

CIRCLE NO 20 ON READER SERVICE CARD

GMC
TRUCK

GM. GMC 2MC Truck Sierra and the GMC Truck logo are registered trademarks of General Motors Corporation
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GREAT SOUND
FOR THE GREAT OUTDOORS.

THE POLK AWM3

The Polk All Weather M3 is truly a speaker for all seasons. It's at home in the great out-

doors. The heat won't warp, fade or damage it. Rain won't rust or corrode it.

Go ahead, turn up the volume! It's just as rugged in opera-

tion and extremely efficient which means it will be easiy pow-

ered by your existing equipment. And thanks to Polk Audio's

Dynamic Balance®Technology, you and your friends will be

impressed by its great sound.

You won't be at a loss for where to mount it. The AWM3's

compact design*, unique shape and integrated mounting

bracket enable it to fit anywhere. The possibilities are

endless. And its sleek, low profile com-

plements any architectural style.

Check it out at any authorized Polk Audio dealer or call us for

more information at 1-800-377-POLK. Better hurry, summer's just around

the corner.

The AWM3's compact design,
unique shape and integrated
mounting bracket enable it

to fit anywhere.

THE ALL WEATHER M3. FROM THE SPEAKER SPECIALISTS OF
*AWM3 dimensions: 11.25" H x 6.5" W x 8.25" D Polk

The Speaker Specialists

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA, In Canada call 1-905-8478888.
Polk Audio, The Speaker Specialists and Dynamic Balance are registered trademarks of Polk Audio, Inc.
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A
FERRARI!

For details
see the current

issue of
CAR and DRIVER
or ROAD & TRACK
at your newsstand

now.

You could be
driving your
very own
RED HOT

FERRARI 348ts
this summer!

No purchase
is necessary,

and you'll also
qualify for special

BONUS

GIVEAWAYS
if you enter early.

ENTER TODAY!

TEST REPORTS

Phase Technology 71 loudspeaker System
JULIAN HIRSCH HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

base Technology's 7T loud-
speaker was specifically de-
signed for use in home theater
installations. The company says
that in such a setting the 7T's
precise imaging and soundstage

allow it to be used, at least initially,
without a center -channel speaker (nor-
mally an important component of a
good home theater system).

A two-way system, the 7T has an 8 -
inch polypropylene -cone woofer oper-
ating in a ported enclosure and cross-
ing over (at an unspecified frequency)
to a 1 -inch soft -dome tweeter. The
tweeter rim is surrounded by an ab-
sorbent ring to minimize diffraction
and enhance imaging accuracy. The
system's impedance is given as 8 ohms
and its overall frequency response as
40 Hz to 20 kHz ±3 dB. With a rated
bass response down only 3 dB at 40

Hz, the system is said to be usable
without a subwoofer. For optimum re-
sults, of course, both a center -channel
speaker and a subwoofer are desirable
in a home theater installation (Phase
Technology manufactures compatible
speakers of both types). The 7T's sen-
sitivity is rated as 90 dB, slightly high-
er than the average speaker.

The speaker's cabinet weighs about

DIMENSIONS
361/2 INCHES HIGH, 10 INCHES WIDE,

12 INCHES DEEP

PRICE
$550 A PAIR IN BLACK, $590 IN OAK

MANUFACTURER
PHASE TECHNOLOGY CORP. DEPT. SR, 6400

YOUNGERMAN CIRCLE, JACKSONVILLE, FL 32244
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TEST REPORTS
45 pounds and has rounded edges,
presumably to reduce edge diffraction.
The tweeter is near the top of the front
panel, with the woofer just below it
and the port near the bottom. A black
cloth sleeve covers the entire exterior
of the cabinet except for its wooden
base and top plate, which are finished
in black or oak. The top plate is easily
removed in order to roll down the
sleeve, which is retained by Velcro
snaps. The input connectors-multi-
way binding posts that accept dual ba-
nana plugs, stripped wires, or lugs-
are recessed into the bottom of the
speaker so that the cabinet presents a
finished appearance on all visible sur-
faces.

The measured room response of the
Phase Technology 7T, using a sweep-
ing warble -frequency sine wave, was
impressively uniform, with an overall
level variation of ±4 dB from 60 Hz to
20 kHz. The close-miked woofer re-
sponse was equally noteworthy, within
±3 dB overall from 40 Hz to 1.1 kHz.
The port's contribution was dominant
below 45 Hz and extended to our 20 -
Hz lower measurement limit.

The speaker's composite frequency
response (an artificial construct from
the room and close-miked bass -re-
sponse measurements that indicates
the potential frequency -response capa-
bility of a speaker rather than its actual
performance in any specific room)
was among the widest we have mea-
sured, ±3 dB from 20 Hz to 17 kHz
except for a 4 -dB dip in the 10 -kHz
region. Measurements with a swept
one -third -octave random -noise signal
made on the speaker's axis and 45 de-
grees off -axis showed a divergence
between the two above 4 kHz, with
the off -axis response down by 6 dB at
10 kHz and 15 dB at 20 kHz relative
to the on -axis response. Quasi-ane-
choic MLS frequency -response mea-
surements confirmed the essential fea-
tures of the room measurements.

The speaker's impedance reached
its minimum of 5.5 ohms at 28 and
140 Hz. There was a bass peak of 16.7
ohms at 53 Hz and a broad treble peak
of 21 ohms at 1.8 kHz. Above 400 Hz
the impedance remained well over 8
ohms.

Sensitivity measured 89 dB sound -
pressure level (SPL) at 1 meter with a

2.83 -volt input, close to the rated 90
dB. With a drive level of 3.18 volts
(equivalent to a 90 -dB SPL), the
woofer distortion from 50 Hz to 2 kHz
ranged between 0.6 and 1.4 percent,
averaging about 1 percent. It increased
to 5 percent between 20 and 30 Hz.
These are rather low distortion levels.

The speaker also had ample power -
handling ability. Driven by a single -
cycle sine -wave burst at 100 Hz, the
woofer was able to absorb 920 watts
(the clipping point of the test amplifi-
er) without damage or audible indica-
tions that its woofer's suspension lim-
its were being exceeded. At that level,
the output waveform was distorted but
not severely clipped. At 1 and 10 kHz
the amplifier clipped (at respective
power levels of 360 and 730 watts)
before the speaker showed signs of
distress.

In listening tests, the Phase Tech-
nology 7T lived up to the manufactur-
er's claims in full measure. The sound -
stage and spatial imaging were as
good as we have heard in our listening
room, and the system's frequency bal-
ance was exceptional. The absence of
unnatural boom or chestiness in the
upper bass and lower midrange was
striking, especially in view of the
speaker's claimed (and measured) ex-
tended bass response.

When listening for enjoyment (as
opposed to evaluation) to most com-
pact or moderately priced speakers,
we normally use a pair of subwoofers
to fill in the (usually) missing deep -
bass range below 40 Hz. But with the
Phase Technology 7T, the only times
the subwoofers made an audible im-
provement were when we played a
few CD's of pipe organs and pure -tone
test discs at frequencies below 32 Hz.
For listening to most music adding a
subwoofer to a pair of 7T's would be
gilding the lily.

There are a number of very good
speakers in the 7T's price range, but
few can challenge its combination of
spatial accuracy, wide -range response,
and attractive appearance. We agree
with Phase Technology that it could
do a fine job all by itself in a home
theater system, and in a music -only
system as well. Phase Technology's
7T is one of the best buys in today's
speaker market.

CAMBRIDGE
(31513.1"('S'

Audio Catalog
Our 64 -page catalog is loaded with component
and music systems from Cambridge SoundWitics,

Pioneer. Philips, Denon, Sony and others.
Because you buy factory -direct, with no expen-

sive middle -men, you can save hundreds of
dollars. For example, a Dolby Surround system
with Ensemble ll speakers, rear speakers, Philips

Dolby Surround receiver; CD player and system

remote is less than $1,000. Call today and find out

wiry Audio magazine said we "may have the best

value in the world."

 Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.
 Save hundreds on components and systems

from Cambridge Sounftbrics, Pioneer,
Phi ips, Denon, Sony and more.

 Audio experts will answer your questions
before and after you buy 8AM-midnight,
365 days a year -even holidays.

 30 Day lbtal satisfaction Guarantee on all
Cambridge SoundlAbrIcs products.

The critically acclaimed
Ensemble II
speaker
system
by
Henry
Kloss.
$439

1-800-FOR-HIFI
1.14.' Know How lb Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

151 California St. Suite 1021, Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
C 1992 CanixidgSoundvibrks.
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TEST REPORTS

Snell Type D Loudspeaker System
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

Although it is not Snell's most
expensive speaker, the Type D
has been designed and manu-
factured to the same exacting
standards as the company's
most costly models. For exam-

ple, the response of each driver is
matched-by adjusting the crossover -
circuit parts values-to that of a mas-
ter reference speaker to within 1 dB.

Part of the Type D's low cost and
small size compared to other Snell
speakers comes from its using "only"
an 8 -inch woofer in a bass -reflex en -

DIMENSIONS
101/2 inc ies wide, 43 inches high,

121/2 inches deep

FINISH
WALNUT, LIGET-OAK, OR DARK -OAK VENEER,

OR BLACK

PRICI
$1,699 A PAIR

MANUFACTURER
SNELL Acousrics, DEPT. SR. 143 ESSEX Si.,

HAVERILL, MA 01832

closure. The woofer is located at the
midpoint of the front panel, with its
vent opening near the bottom of the
rear panel. At 350 Hz there is a cross-
over to a 5 -inch midrange driver locat-
ed just above the woofer. Both drivers
have powerful magnetic systems and
polypropylene cones. The second
crossover, to a 1 -inch titanium -dome
tweeter near the top of the speaker
panel, is at 2.8 kHz.

For all practical purposes the Snell
Type D is a three-way system, but
there is a fourth driver. Located near
the top of the back panel is a 1 -inch
rear -facing soft -dome "supertweeter"
that helps to maintain a uniform
acoustic power response throughout
the listening room. Such rear -radiating
tweeters are something of a trademark
of Snell speakers.

Near the bottom of the rear panel
are two pairs-separate for the woofer
and tweeter sections-of recessed, in-
sulated, five -way binding -post input
connectors. The binding posts are nor-
mally parallel -connected by gold-plat-
ed jumpers. Removing the jumpers en-
ables the system to be operated in a bi-
wired or biamplified mode. Near the
input connectors are a tweeter -protec-
tion fuse, a level adjustment for the
front tweeter (with an indicated flat
setting), and a switch to turn the rear
tweeter on or off.

Snell rates the system's impedance
as 5 ohms and its frequency response
as 36 Hz to 20 kHz ±1.75 dB, an un-
usually narrow deviation spec. The
rated sensitivity is 87 dB SPL (sound -
pressure level) at 1 meter with a 2.83 -
volt input.

The Type D's cabinet is finished on
the top and sides in matched -grain,
hand -sanded and hand -oiled wood ve-
neer or plain black. The front and rear
panels are finished in flat black, and a
removable black cloth grille covers
the entire front of the system. The
panel section containing the midrange
and high -frequency drivers is sur-
rounded by 3A -inch -thick felt to mini-
mize edge diffraction that could de-
grade the uniformity of sound distrib-
ution in the room. The Snell Type D
comes with optional spiked feet to
form a positive contact with the floor.
Each speaker weighs 65 pounds.

Averaged for the two speakers, the
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FREE
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Remember when shopping for a
stereo was fun? So do we. Get
our catalog and get excited again!

 Hundreds of components

 Dozens of top brands

 Packed with buying tips

 Low discount prices

 Computers and video, too

 It's free! Call now. You'll be
glad you did.

Call Now!
1-800-955-9009

or mail this coupon
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State

\pt #

CRUTCHFIELD

TEST REPORT
room response was exceptionally uni-
form over most of the audio range,
within ±3 dB from 100 Hz to 20 kHz
(and better than ±1.5 dB from 100 Hz
to 6.5 kHz). The close-miked woofer
response spliced easily to the room
curve, resulting in a composite fre-
quency response of ±3.5 dB from 20
Hz to 20 kHz (including a slight rise at
about 15 kHz, perhaps due to the rear -
firing supertweeter).

The quasi-anechoic MLS frequency
response confirmed the system's ex-
traordinarily uniform output, with on-
ly a ±1 -dB variation from 550 Hz to
11.5 kHz. The rear -mounted tweeter's
output was limited to the uppermost
octave, between 10 and 20 kHz, with
its maximum at about 12 kHz.

The speaker's impedance reached
its minimum of about 3.7 ohms at 90
Hz and 10 kHz, with peaks of 14
ohms at 50 Hz and 13 ohms at 5 kHz.
The measured sensitivity of 88 dB
closely matched the 87 -dB rating. At a
constant input of 3.5 volts, corre-
sponding to a 90 -dB reference -output
SPL, the woofer's distortion was a
minimum of 0.4 percent at 250 Hz,
under 1 percent from 90 to 370 Hz,
and only 7 percent at 20 Hz. The mid-
range driver's distortion at the same
input level was about 0.5 percent over
most of its operating range, reaching 1
percent at 200 Hz and 3 kHz.

Horizontal dispersion over a ±45 -
degree angle off the speaker's forward
axis was exceptional: Off -axis output
was down less than 1 dB up to 6 kHz,
2.5 dB at 10 kHz, and only 5 dB at 20

kHz. Phase linearity was notable, too,
with a group -delay variation of only
±100 microseconds from 2 to 20 kHz.

The Snell Type D also proved to be
more than a match for our pulse -power
tests. Single -cycle sine -wave bursts
clipped the driving amplifier (at out-
puts from 685 watts at 100 Hz to 1,650
watts at 10 kHz) before the speaker
showed any significant signs of audi-
ble distress (or, of course, damage).

Listening tests, including side -by -
side comparisons with other high -
quality speakers in the same general
price range, showed that the Snell
Type D sounded every bit as good as it
measured. Not surprisingly, in view of
its exceptionally flat response, the
Type D had a very neutral and uncol-
ored sound, especially through the
lower midrange, with a surprisingly
deep bass extension considering its
single 8 -inch woofer. Its 31.5 -Hz out-
put (from a CD test disc) was clean
and room -shaking, and even a 20 -Hz
signal produced a slight sense of deep
bass without the cone -rattling or other
evidence of distortion that occurs with
many other speakers.

Some other speakers may have a
slightly brighter high treble than the
Snell Type D, or a stronger low bass
(below 30 Hz), but it would be hard to
find one anywhere near its price that
can deliver a less colored or a cleaner
and smoother overall sound. While it
is not exactly cheap, it is nevertheless
an excellent value and not easily sur-
passed without spending well above
$2,000.

7-7-/AP,N Rf[tYCO

ALWAYS

915
DIFFERENT
SPEAKERS
ON DEMO.

1 Crutchfield Park, Dept. SR. Charlottesville, VA 2291li,
L J
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Most loudspeakers touted for "Home Theater" are

little more than patched up audio model That's because v4

mostmost speaker manufacturers don't build their own drivers, the components

that produce the sound. Instead, they buy off -the -shelf parts and struggle to

reconfigure them for Home Theater.

Celestion's Shield Series was created specifically to suit Home Theater

applications, both acoustically ail aesthetically. They employ Celestial]

designed, magnetically shielded drivers, integrated into elegant cabinets

using proprietary construction technologies.

Compare each Celestion Shield model with any comparably

priced so-called Home Theater speaker. Immediately, you will realize

C ELEST1011

CIRCLE NO 24 ON READER SERVICE CARD



PUT US ON THE STAND RND WE'LL TELL THE WHOLE TRUTH

Ask any othei company what they're
doing about loudspeaker distortion and
they'll take the fifth. But we object.

That's why Velodyne's
engineered the new DF-661,
a remarkable loudspeaker
that reduces distortion by a
factor of ten.

Designed from So what's reproduced is
the ground up, Velodyne's
DF-661 drivers eliminate purely music, with all the

many of the sources
of unwanted discoetion. integrity and beauty the

artists intended you to hear.
Check out the evidence. Audition a pair

today. Call 800-VELODYNE for the
location of a convenient Velodyne dealer.

Velodyne
1070 Commercial St., Suite 101 Sun Jose, CA 95112 (408) 436-7270

CIRCLE NO. 41 ON READER SERVICE CARD



SAMPLING SPEAKERS

I
t's more than just a cliché: Loudspeakers

do have more influence over how you- sys-

tem sounds than any ether element in the

audio chain. Not only that, but deciding

what's good or bad about a speaker's sonic

character is the most subjective judgment you're

likely to make in choosing components. So the

methods you use in shopping for speakers are

both crucial to the overall quality of your system

and radically different from those you may have

used successfully in selecting other components.

For one thing, speaker lite-ature is often diffi-

cult to understand and doesn't necessarily tell

you much about how a given model will sound.

In the case of a CD player, a flat response .-:urve

is both desirable and directly related to what you

hear. And it's believable. But if the brochure for

Speaker X shows a ruler -flat response curve, you

would be entirely justified in questioning the

company's veracity. And no matter how fat or

mountainous a curve may be, you wou d be

equally correct to question how it was measured:

in what sort of environment, with what sort of

to put some method

in the madness of

loudspeaker, shopping

in noun' Lois.

Magrepan's 5 -foot -tall

MG 10 dipole speaker

($1.175 a pair) employs

a quasi -ribbon tweeter

and a planar -magnetic

woofer that plays down

to 80 Hz. Cabinet depth

is on y 11,4 inches.



Cambridge SoundWorks' Ambiance

In -Wall speaker (below, $329 a pair)

teams a 6'2 -inch woofer

and a wide -dispersion tweeter in

a 334 -inch -deep enclosure.

Thiel's new 33 -inch -tall CS1.5

(above, $1.990 a pair) has an

aluminum tweeter and woofer

as well as a passive radiator

to enhance bass performance.

Its sloping baffle is said to

position the drivers for proper

time alignment. Bandwidth is

given as 42 Hz to 22 kHz. The

cabinet finish is walnut.

Definitive Technology's

38 -inch -tall BP8 (above.

$798 a pair) is a two-way

bipole speaker with

front- and rear -radiating

driver pairs to enhance

spaciousness. Finish

is black lacquer (shown)

or light oak.

An alternative to the

traditional speaker pair.

Bose's three-piece

Acoustimass-5 system

(center. $799) assigns

bass duties to a

hideaway module and

uses two 638 x 318 X 43,4 -

inch "cube" speakers to

reproduce middle and

high frequencies.

Suitable for bookshelf

use, Polk Audio's S6

(left. $399 a pair) teams

a tweeter, a 6'2 -inch

woofer. and a passive

radiator in a 21'4 -inch -

tall vinyl -clad

cabinet. It's said to play

down to 45 Hz.
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microphone placement, and so on.
There simply aren't any loudspeaker
measurement standards with the near -
universal acceptance of those for, say,
CD players and receivers.

Even when all the questions are an-
swered, you're still left with informa-
tion that can only suggest how a par-
ticular speaker might sound. That's
not to say you should avoid speaker
reviews published in STEREO REVIEW
and other magazines. On the contrary,
a competent report will point out
which measurements are significant
and which are not, and it will give you
an experienced listener's subjective
impressions of what's "good" and
"bad" about the sonic character of a
particular speaker.

In the end, however, only you can
answer the most important question:
Do von like the way it sounds? And
evaluating speakers is no simple task.
Every listening session is influenced,
often profoundly, by a number of fac-
tors, including the acoustic properties
of the listening room, the type of mu-
sic you ask the speaker to reproduce,
the listening volume, and, of course,
the condition of your hearing. Less
obvious, but sometimes just as impor-
tant, are the predispositions and out-
right prejudices that you can bring, un-
knowingly, to the task of evaluating
speakers.

Tr) to he open-

minded about irhal

sort of loudspeaker

is "best."

Try to be open-minded about what
sort of loudspeaker is "best." For ex-
ample, don't rule out vented speakers
just because you have a leaning to-
ward acoustic -suspension (sealed) de-
signs. Likewise, if you or a trusted
friend has owned excellent -sounding
two-way speakers (with a woofer and
a tweeter) in the past, don't dismiss

three-way designs (with a woofer, a
midrange driver, and a tweeter).
There's no rule that says one type of
speaker always sounds better than an-
other. And don't get too caught up in
technical details like voice -coil con-
struction, cone material, diffraction
control, and so on. They're important
concerns for the designer, to be sure,
but the bottom line for you is how the
speaker sounds.

Perk Up Those Ears
By now it should be obvious-if

you didn't already know-that you
must be prepared to listen when you
go speaker shopping. And the central
problem in doing that is the disparity
between store demo rooms and your
home listening environment. In a per-
fect world, all speaker auditions would
be done at home. In the real world, on-
ly a very few high -end dealers are
willing to lend speakers out, and those
who do usually offer this service only
to established customers. So how do
you cope?

The first step is to locate dealers in
your area who have demo rooms simi-
lar in size and acoustic treatment to
your listening space and who carry a
decent selection of speakers in your
price range. Unless you're on an ex-
tremely tight budget, the second part
shouldn't be a problem. It also pays to
seek out dealers who have a return
policy, so in the event that you can't
get the speakers you buy to sound
"right" at home, you can at least ex-
change them for another pair.

Once you've found a couple of
stores that you're comfortable with,
the next step is to come up with a
handful of CD's you know extremely
well. Think of them as your personal
test discs. If you have diverse listening
tastes, be sure to select recordings that
cover the primary bases. A speaker
that sounds great with classical music,
for example. may not quite cut it when
it comes to rock, and vice versa. Also,
if there is a particular musical passage
that you feel is essential to your evalu-
ation-perhaps you don't want to lose
the delicious sonics for which you
treasure the recording, or maybe the
passage never sounded quite right on
your present system-make a note of
its "address' on a slip of paper stowed
with the disc so that you can locate it
quickly.

Pick up one of those small, soft fab-
ric or vinyl CD carrying cases or wal-
lets to hold your audition discs. I
know it's an extra expense, but you

CLOSE YOUR EYES...
AND LISTEN

Alhat, precisely. should you be listening

'or? Here's a quick checklist of qualities

o pay attention to while you're

auditioring speakers:

Ambience. Do the speakers convey a

sense of spaciousness that goes beyond

heir physical boundaries? Or does the

music sound "boxy" or confined?

Stereo imagino. Can you pinpoint the

()cation of the vocalist (if there is ane)

and individual instruments? Or do the

musical elements sound muddled, or

seem to emanate from only one or two

spots? A good reccrding of a live

performance played over first-rate

speakers should evoke a "you are there"

feeling.

Tonal balance. Does the music sound

e atural'; Or are the highs shrill, the

midrance nasal. tre lows boomy? Pay

particular attentior to vocals and

individual instruments-especially the

o nes yoi're most familiar with.

Speztral balance. Does the music

sound balanced-tat is, does it have a

N atural mixture of sigh. midddle, and low

frequencies? Or ara certain parts of the

frequency range subdued or exaggerated?

Common flaws include over -prominent

highs. heavy bass, and weak midrange.

Clarity. Does the music sound clear?

Or do vocals and irstrumentals sound

 muddy ' or distorted? Pay particular

attention to musical clarity at high

listening levels. Drums and other

percuss on instruments should sound

crisp. not like mini explosions!

Dynamics. Does the speaker render

cuiet musical passages with finesse and

crescendos with authority? Or do soft

Passages lack detail and musical

climaxes sound wimpy? -Bob Ankosko
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B&W's 33 -inch -tall DM 630i ($1.100 a

pair) shines when the grille is removed.

exposing its metal tweeter and T3'4 -inch

woofers. Frequency response in given

as 53 Hz to 20 kHz ±2 dB.

Cerwin-Vega's AT -12 ($690 a pair) is a three-

way system with a 12 -inch woofer and a 5 -

inch midrange driver. It's rated to handle 200

watts of power and has treble and midrange

level controls. The 30 -inch -tall cabinet is

finished in woodgrain vinyl.

Boston Acoustics' HD8 bookshelf speaker

($250 a pair) packs an 8 -inch woofer and a

soft -dome tweeter in an 181,4 -inch -tall

cabinet. Frequency response is given as 50

Hz to 20 kHz ±3 dB, maximum power handling

as 75 watts. Finish is woodgrain vinyl.

PSB's new Alpha Subsonic

subwoofer ($299) was conceived

as "the perfect companion" for

the popular Alpha two-way

satellite ($199 a pair), which

doesn't play much below 90 Hz.

The 15'/2 x 20 x 17 -inch bass

module is said to extend

response to 45 Hz (-3 dB). The

cabinets are finished in black

woodgrain vinyl.

can slip the case into a pocket and
leave the jewel boxes behind when
you go on a listening jaunt.

If the dealer you visit sells a speaker
you already own, by all means begin
your trials with that model to "cali-
brate" the listening room. Does the
sound differ significantly from what
you're used to in your own room? If
so, try to put your finger on the incon-
sistencies. Do you hear, for example,
more or less bass? Duller or brighter
highs? Once you have a pretty good
idea of how the room is influencing
the sound of the speakers, be sure to
take these sonic differences into ac-
count while you're evaluating the per-
formance of other speakers in that lis-
tening space.

Don't Be Shy
While you're on the audition trail,

it's also important to remain true to
your own listening habits. Ask the
salesperson to play the speakers that
you're evaluating at least as loudly as
you would at home, preferably using
the same amplifier you plan to use.
That's the only way to tell whether au-
dible distortion will be a problem. If
you must use another amplifier, try to
choose one that is comparable in terms
of design, overall quality, and rated
power output. It doesn't have to match
watt for watt, but it should at least be
in the same ballpark. Also make sure
that the levels of the speakers you're
comparing are matched as closely as
possible, and limit your comparison to
two models at a time to avoid confu-
sion. Some speakers are more efficient
than others, meaning that they'll put
out more acoustic energy (play louder)
when fed a given input. Despite what
anyone tells you, your ear will be nat-
urally drawn to the louder speaker,
making the comparison unfair.

Remember that a given pair of
speakers will seem louder when they
are played in a small, acoustically
"live" (reverberant) room than they
will when played at the same volume
in a larger, acoustically "dead" room
-and vice versa. Be sure to take these
effects into account while conducting
your evaluation.

Make notes as you go. It's very easy
to hear what you expect to-or what
the salesperson has told you to expect.
Keeping a log of your impressions
will help you avoid the trap of fixating
on a single sonic consideration. Start
each listening session as though it
were the first, with no preconceptions,
and compare the notes afterward.
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When enthusiasm in one session is
contradicted by bothersome qualities
in another, go back for a third listen
or as many as it takes. The adage
"Marry in haste, repent at leisure" ap-
plies here, too.

Little things can make a big differ-
ence in listening trials. So if you're se-
riously considering a speaker, ask to
have it moved to a different location
among the demo models. If the move
makes a substantial difference in the
sound quality, ask yourself which po-
sition is closer to where you would put
it at home. And if you're test driving a
three-piece satellite/subwoofer sys-
tem, ask the salesperson to move the
subwoofer to a position, relative to the
satellites, that it's likely to occupy at
home.

Also keep in mind that some speak-
ers are designed to perform optimally
for a specific placement. A model de-
signed to go against a wall won't work
as well if it's placed several feet out
into the room. A small speaker intend-
ed for placement on a bookshelf or
table will probably sound bass -heavy
if it's plunked down on the floor. And
so on. If at all possible, consult the
owner's manual to see what the manu-
facturer has to say about placement of
its speakers.

Any audio dealer worthy of the
name will heed a manufac-
turer's placement recommen-
dations and, at the same time,
take steps to insure that the
position of one demo model
does not inhibit performance
of another. That's not always

easily managed, however, so bear in
mind that some sonic shortcomings-
say, muted treble or a ragged mid-
range-may be the byproduct of stuff-
ing a speaker in between and slightly
behind its neighbors. Or perhaps the
vaunted "spaciousness" of a particular
model is diluted by the lack of appro-
priate reflecting surfaces. Move 'em
around.

In the final analysis, trust your in-
stincts and, of course, your own ears.
If one message is to take precedence
over all others, let it be this: Don't
permit yourself to be mesmerized by
anything. If one model immediately
appears to be a far better buy than
anything else, walk away from it. You
may wind up coming back to it in the
end, but that kind of night -and -day ex-
perience just might be a warning sig-
nal that you have suffered a lapse in
objectivity. Don't worry, it's usually
temporary. o

NOME THEATER HINTS

Whether you re listening to a surround

system that employs a simple left -minus -

right ambience -synthesis circuit. a Dolby

Pro Logic dcoder for movie soundtracks.

or a digital ambience processor. nothing is

more distracting than sound that seems to

bounce around the room. But that's

precisely what happens when you combine

speakers that have different tonal clarac-

teristics. Whether the sound source is a

trombone or a tornado, a change in tone or

pitch can make it appear to jump from one

speaker to another or to some point in

between.

Two -channel stereo systems avo d that

sonic indignity by using two identical

speakers. But when it comes to home

theater setups. which typically have three

full -range speakers up front and two

surround speakers toward the rear. it's not

always practical to use identical speakers

throughout, nor is it absolutely necessary

(or even des rable in some cases). The

speakers shculd be tonally consistent with

one another. though. especially across the

front.

The safes' approach is to go with a

home theate speaker collection from a

single company. in which the

speakers may in fact be iden-

tical (except for a standalone

subwoofer) cr at least use

mostly the same drivers.

Audiophiles 3flen balk at this

option. however: their favorite

speakers may come from a

company that doesn't offer

home theate- ensembles. or

they may want to include

beloved speakers in a larger

setup rather than replacing

them with the ones that come

in a surround package.

If you find yourself in either

situation. by all means use

your favorite speakers (and the

amplifier you have chosen for

them) for the left and right front channels.

In a home theater setting. these "anchor"

channels will be called on to reprocuce

both background and foreground music as

well as many of the sounds and sound

effects of on -screen drama. The trick then

becomes one of finding a new center

speaker fiat sounds similar to the main

pa it so that when the action moves across

the screei (and its sonic counterpart

through the center speaker) there are no

distracting shifts in tone. While the center

speaker coesn't have to extend as deep

into the bass or have as great a power -

handling capacity ac the main pair. it must

reproduce voices clearly and naturally.

The surround speakers. typically placed

at the sides or toward the back of the

room, nomally don't need to reproduce

deep bas.3 or handle peak levels as high as

those reproduced by the main speakers.

Their prinary job is simply to convey

sraciousoess. or ambience.

Once again, listening is the only true

test. For speakers other than the main

front pair concentrate on how they repro-

duce vocals and micrange instruments like

clarinet and saxophone. If a small speaker

produces a harsh sound at your normal

listening level but inproves when you turn

down the volume, it may still make a

perfectly good surround speaker. -R.L.

KLH's Video Series includes two V-41

towers ($700 a pair), the V-354 center

speaker (foreground, $250), the V-01

dipole surround (with angled sides, $200),

and the V-210 powered subwoofer ($499).
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BASSI INSTINCT
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5 ome folks believe that audio and
"audio -for -video" sound systems
are at cross purposes. A home

theater system that's capable of repro-
ducing the Terminator 2 soundtrack in
all of its sonic glory won't do justice
to Mozart's Clarinet Concerto, they
claim-the imaging will suffer.
Whether or not you subscribe to that
theory, one thing's for sure: Few peo-
ple have the money or the space to put
together a "dual" system with one set
of speakers and components for music
playback and another for movies. It's
just not practical.

With that real -world consideration
in mind, we asked Noah Herschman,
director of marketing for New Eng-
land's Tweeter Etc. chain, to recom-
mend an A/V sound system that per-
forms equally well in audio and video
settings. Specifically, we asked him to
gear his proposal toward a hypotheti-
cal customer willing to spend $2,500
on a basic high -quality system to com-
plement the 27 -inch stereo TV and hi-
fi VCR in his family room.

As far as Herschman is concerned,
the difference between a good system
and a great one comes down to one
word-bass. "Whether you're watch-
ing Raiders of the Lost Ark or listening
to Beethoven's Fifth, bass is the key to
exciting sound," he says. So his deci-
sion to start with a nice beefy sub -
woofer should come as no surprise.
His choice was Mirage's PS -12-180, a
powered sub that packs a 180 -watt
amplifier, a two-way crossover with an
adjustable low-pass filter, and a 12 -
inch woofer in a black -vinyl -clad en-
closure that's only about 18 inches
square. In addition to bringing depth to
any kind of music, the Mirage delivers
"that elusive boom that makes you

g duck when a bomb explodes in Pla-
toon," Herschman says, noting that it
plays down to 25 Hz.

a
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For primary speakers, the Tweeter
exec turned to a pair of two-way
Klipsch KG -2.2 bookshelf speakers.
Good dynamics and smooth, accurate
highs, he says, make them suitable for
both Hollywood soundtracks and mu-
sic. Rated down to 50 Hz, the 19 -inch -
tall vented speaker uses two 61/2 -inch
woofers and-in the Klipsch tradition
-a horn tweeter. To keep the sound
tonally matched across the front,
which is especially important for video
soundtracks, Herschman added the
Klipsch KV-2 center -channel speaker
to the lineup. The 20 -inch -wide TV -
top speaker, which has two 51/4 -inch
woofers and a horn tweeter similar to
the one in the KG -2.2, is a natural for
dialogue reproduction, he says. "Every
whisper can be heard with the intensi-
ty the director originally intended."

Besides matching each other sonic-
ally and in appearance-all sport a
handsome wood -veneer finish-the
Klipsch speakers boast higher -than -
average efficiency, which makes them
a good match for the modestly pow-
ered receiver Herschman has in mind.
Klipsch rates the KG -2.2's sensitivity
at 93 dB and the KV-2's at 92 dB.

Citing the importance of placement
flexibility, Herschman chose a couple
of Polk Audio's distinctive wedge-
shaped M3 speakers for surround duty.

2 , 5 0 0 SYSTEM
Rveeter Boston. Massachusetts

Denon AVR-800 receiver ($500i .'1111

Yamaha CDC -745 CD changer ($430)

Klipsch KG -2.2 speakers ($450 a pair) 4
Klipsch KV-2 :enter -channel speaker ;$249)

Polk M; speakers ($240 a pair) 4
Mirage PS -12-180 powered subwoofer ($750)

-0

The 111/4 -inch -tall two -ways, available
in black or white, feature integral
mounting brackets. "You can mount
them upside down on the ceiling or an-
gled toward the rear wall, set them on
the floor so they fire up, or simply
place them on a bookshelf or speaker
stands," he says. And despite their rel-
atively small size, he adds, they can
handle surround effects with authority.

At the core of Herschman's system
is Denon's modestly priced AVR-800
receiver, featuring Dolby Pro Logic
surround decoding and rated to deliver
60 watts each to the front speakers and
15 watts each to the surrounds. Given
the receiver's high -current amplifier
design and the high efficiency of the
primary speakers, he considers that
plenty of power to fill a typical family
room with reasonable sound levels.

Yamaha's new CDC -745 five -disc
carousel CD changer rounds out the
system. Herschman chose that model
for its technical prowess and conve-
nience features: You can change four
discs while one is playing and store re-
ordered track sequences for up to 100
discs in the player's memory. On the
technical side, the CDC -745 uses
Yamaha's Pro -Bit digital -to -analog
converter and S -bit Plus technology to
squeeze as much fidelity as possible
out of the 16 -bit CD format.

Using the manufacturers' suggested
retail prices, the component tally
squeaks past our budget by $89. Not to
worry, Herschman says. The package
can actually be bought for less than
$2,300 when Tweeter's discounts are
factored in. In the end, though, he be-
lieves that the true selling point of this
system is not its price but its broad ap-
peal. "You don't have to enjoy any one
type of music or movie to appreciate
it." But you'd better be prepared for a
jolt when that subwoofer kicks in dur-
ing Terminator 2.
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A GUIDE TO

AU 10/11I E0

RECEIVERS
Today's A/V receivers

will do just about anything you
want -except pop the oorn.

The audio/video receiver combines

three essential home theater compo-

nents in one remote -controllable box

-a Dolby Pro Logic surround -sound decoder, a

multichannel power amplifier, and a preamp with

switching facilities for several audio and A/V

components. Of course, you also get an AM/FM

tuner with more presets than most of us know

what to do with and perhaps even an ambience

processor. Add a VCR or laserdisc player, the req-

uisite speakers, and some popcorn, and you're off

to the movies-at home.

When you consider the A/V receiver's extraor-

dinary utility, it's no wonder the category has bal-

looned to the point where there are now dozens of

fully featured models from which to choose. If you

can't find one that meets your needs and comple-

BY DANI

ments your tastes, you're probably not looking

very hard. But you are going to have to do a little

homework to get a handle on the staggering array

of possibilities.

The first quiz is easy: What do you want? Do

you want top surround -sound performance for mu-

sic as well as movies? Or do you prefer standard

stereo playback for everything but video sound-

tracks? Are extra features like synchronized CD -

to -tape-recording or an on -board equalizer impor-

tant to you? Or do you prefer a "plain vanilla"

model that sticks to the basics? Does state-of-the-

art FM sound matter to you? Or is your radio lis-

tening strictly a casual affair? These questions and

more should pass through your mind before you

visit the first dealer on your hit list. The following

areas of interest are arranged as I value things-
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Control options are displayed en a TV screen by

Sony's STR-G1ES VisionTouch AN receiver ($1,700).

and selected with an egg -shaped one -button remote

control. (The TV is Panasonic's 31 -inch CT-31XF50.)
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Carver's HR -895 ($1,250) delivers 110 watts each to the main front

speakers, 75 watts to the center, and 35 watts to each surround. It has S -video

inputs, a subwoofer output, and five pre-out/main-in loops and comes with

two remote controls and an infrared receiver for use in a second room.

111 lb 1M Id . NI=--

wk. 1021V

=

0 0 .7

vain

- -

Sherwood's RV -5030R (S370) has five audio and three video inputs, including a set on the

front panel, and front -channel pre-out/main-in loops. Power output is 65 watts for each front

speaker and 20 watts for each surround, or 105 watts per channel in two -channel mode.

Harman Kardon's AVR30 ($1,149) features thirty-six user -adjustable sound -field settings.

on -screen graphics, and two remote controls. Power output is 50 watts per speaker across the

front plus 20 watts to each surround, or 60 watts each in two -channel mode.

Nakamichi's AV -1 ($1,200) delivers 100 watts each to the front left and

right speakers, 50 watts to the center speaker, and 30 watts to each

surround. It features four user -adjustable surround presets, a line -level

mono output, five pre-out/main-in loops, and a learning remote control.

but I encourage you to re -order them
to follow your own priorities.

Theater in the Round
Surround sound with multichannel

amplification is what separates A/V
receivers from the garden variety. To-
day, virtually all new A/V models in-
clude Dolby Pro Logic decoding, an
enhancement of the original Dolby
Surround scheme that adds a center
channel (for a speaker that usually
winds up on top of or underneath the
TV) and five speaker outputs: left,
center, right, and left and right sur-
round-though the last two carry iden-
tical monaural signals.

There is little if any price
advantage in purchasing an
A/V receiver without Pro
Logic - you may even

have trouble finding one. And Pro
Logic is a worthwhile improvement
since it encourages you to add a cen-
ter -channel speaker, one of the keys
to good home theater sound. Though
any Pro Logic decoder carrying the
Dolby Labs seal of approval will de-
liver fine performance, there are dif-
ferences. To check them out, discon-
nect the center speaker and listen for
dialogue "leakage" to the front left and
right channels and the surrounds.
(Make sure the receiver is in the Pro
Logic mode!) Ideally, there should be
almost none-provided, of course, that
the dialogue is supposed to be cen-
tered on the TV screen. Also listen for
decoder and amplifier noise (hiss), es-
pecially from the surround speakers,
during very quiet scenes played at
movie -theater levels. A noisy surround
channel may seem petty now, but it
will gnaw at you a few months down
the road.

Pro Logic extras you should expect
include a Dolby 3 Stereo mode, for
systems that have a center speaker but
no surround speakers (this mode mix-
es the surround signals into the front
left and right speakers), and a choice
of center -channel modes: narrow for
systems with a limited -range center
speaker, wide for those with a full -
range center speaker, and phantom for
those with no center speaker. Another
useful feature is automatic input bal-
ance, which corrects left/right imbal-
ances in some soundtracks (more com-
mon than you might guess).

Some A/V receivers include "en-
hanced" movie surround modes de-
signed to improve on Pro Logic's per-
formance. Yamaha's Cinema-DSP is
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among the best known. Film purists
may eschew such enhanced modes in
favor of standard Pro Logic (for which
movie soundtracks are usually mixed),
but many people like the feeling of
spaciousness most of them provide.
They're certainly worth a demo, at
least, to help you make a decision.

The latest wrinkle in A/V receivers
is Home THX certification, which un-
til recently was available only for
stand-alone surround processors, am-
plifiers, and speakers. So far two
THX-certified receivers have been
announced: The $2,000 Onkyo TX-
SV919THX should be in stores by
now, and the Technics SA-TX1000 is
slated to go on sale this fall for about
$1,200. Both incorporate Lucasfilm's
proprietary Home THX surround set-
ting, which embellishes normal Pro
Logic decoding with custom equaliza-
tion and "decorrelation," a process that
creates two quasi -distinct channels
from the mono surround channel to
improve the enveloping effect. The
THX label also insures that a receiver
has enough clean power for real -world
listening conditions.

Many A/V receivers also bring sev-
eral music surround modes to the par-
ty. Designed to simulate the ambience
of different -sized spaces, these modes
are typically labeled Concert Hall,
Jazz Club, Cathedral, and the like.
Some models go a step further and let
you adjust parameters like reverb time
and depth to modify the factory -set
sound fields or invent your own. If the
idea of music surround sound appeals
to you, be sure to run through the vari-
ous modes and listen very carefully-
surround effects vary greatly from one
type of music to another. Otherwise,
focus on the receiver's ability to pro-
vide convincing surround sound for
movies.

Along similar lines, many A/V re-
ceivers also offer a surround mode for
mono program sources, such as old
films and the many cable stations that
(still!) don't distribute in stereo. I fa-
vor settings that send a full mono sig-
nal to the center speaker and a delayed
quasi -stereo signal to the surround
speakers and then permit adjustments
to the left/right "stereo" spread. But
there are lots of other mono surround
schemes, so listen carefully.

The Powers That Be
Power is next on the agenda. How

much do you need? Generally speak-
ing, the more the merrier-especially
if you have a large listening room or a

Virtually all

new A/V

receivers
include Dolby

Pro Logic

decoding.

craving for theater -like sonic impact.
The most important power criterion
for an A/V receiver is that it deliver
equal power across the front three
channels in Pro Logic operation (and
any other mode that uses three front
channels). A balance of front -channel
power is necessary to reproduce movie
soundtracks accurately-especially di-
alogue and mid -screen sound effects.
Many receivers deliver somewhat
higher power in two -channel stereo
mode, which is fine.

Surround -channel power is another
matter. The typical A/V receiver deliv-
ers about a third as much power to the
surround speakers as it does to the
front speakers, which is usually per-
fectly adequate given the largely ambi-
ence -providing nature of the surround
channel in most movie soundtracks.
But if you have a large room or sur-
round speakers with unusually low
sensitivity, look for receivers that de-
liver more power to the surround
channels (some models deliver close
to half as much power to the surrounds
as to the mains).

In terms of amplifier performance
and stability, most A/V receivers
should be capable of driving low -im-
pedance speakers (4 -ohm nominal).
Check the literature to see if signifi-
cantly higher power output is specified
into 4 ohms compared to the norm of 8
ohms-a sign that a robust, high -cur-
rent output stage is employed. Some
manufacturers even specify stability
into 2 -ohm loads on certain models.

So how much wattage can you ex-

pect in exchange for your hard-earned
dollars? A/V receivers that deliver
about 50 watts to the three front speak-
ers and 15 or 20 watts to each sur-
round are par for the course in the
$400 to $600 price range-and they
will serve most systems well. Various
power configurations are available be-
tween this level and the $1,000 -plus
flagship range, where the typical A/V
receiver pumps out 110 watts to the
front speakers and 30 or 40 watts to
the surrounds. But keep in mind that
doubling power is the only way to gain
a meaningful increase in loudness (3
dB), so don't let 10 or 20 watts of ex-
tra power be the sole basis for an up-
grade-look at the big picture.

Hands -On Command
Today's A/V receivers are complex

beasts, to be sure, so it pays to include
thorough hands-on evaluation in your
shopping routine. Put the unit through
its paces, and be critical-that's the
only way to get a feel for how pleasant
or maddening it will be to live with a
particular model. The main question
is: Are the controls and visual displays
intuitive and easy to use and under-
stand? Or do you have to consult the
owner's manual to adjust the treble or
switch operating modes? The same
goes for the remote control, which de-
serves even closer scrutiny since it
will probably be your primary inter-
face with the receiver.

Speaking of remotes, the
wireless controllers sup-
plied with many A/V
receivers are prepro-

grammed to control other same -brand
components and can often be pro-
grammed to operate different -brand
components as well. Some have a resi-
dent memory containing control codes
for dozens of TV's, VCR's, and the
like; setup is a matter of selecting
component codes from a list and fol-
lowing a simple procedure. Other re-
motes have a "learning" mode that im-
ports control codes from other compo-
nents; typically you hold the remote of
the component you want to control
nose -to -nose with the receiver's re-
mote and push a button or two. Some
receivers even come with two re-
motes-one with only basic controls
and one that's programmable.

A growing number of topflight A/V
receivers feature a simple video inter-
face that displays characters and basic
graphics on the TV screen as a visual
guide to system operation and status-
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SHOPPING BY
THE NUMBERS

It's easy to get sidetracked and lose perspective when you're shopping for an

A/V receiver because there are so many features and options to consider. To help

ease you through the process. I've prepared a checklist of the features I would

insist on in a basic AN receiver as well as additional or modified features to look

for in two higher (suggested retail) price ranges.

5375 to $600
35 to 60 watts each for the three front speakers and 15 to 20 watts for two

surrounds

'Ll] Dolby Pro Logic decoding

 One or two music surround modes

 Three sets of AN inputs and outputs and one audio -only set

;II A preprogrammed system remote control that can also be programmed to operate

other -brand components

SE

50 to 90 watts for each front speaker and 20 to 35 watts for the surrounds

H Amplifier section also rated for 4 -ohm loads

 Automatic input balancing for Dolby Pro Logic operation

 A good mono -enhance mode and several music surround modes

n Pre-in/main-out jacks and ample AN and audio -only inputs and outputs

S -video connections for at least one AN source and the output

to the video monitor

 On -screen displays for setup and operation

 Excellent FM performance

$1,000 to $2,500
P 80 to 150 watts each for the front speakers and 30 to 50 watts for the surrounds

Two mono -enhance modes and at least two user -adjustable music surround modes

Lots of AN inputs and outputs, including one front -panel set

(handy for camcorder use)

, S -video connections for at least three AN sources and the video -monitor output

 Possibly a graphics -based on -screen interface

 A powerful full -system remote with "macro" command capability

 Tuner performance equal to that of separate tuners in the $400 to $600 range

 Possibly a multisource. multiroom option for secondary speaker outputs,

including infrared (IR) inputs for remote -room sensors -D.K

in much the same way that many new
TV's do. When you adjust the volume,
for example, the word "volume" might
appear on the screen along with a se-
ries of bars that extend upward when
the sound level is increased and go
down when it's lowered. Taking the
concept to the next level, Pioneer and
Sony now offer flagship A/V receivers
with menu -driven interfaces that dis-
play Macintosh/Windows-like com-
puter graphics on -screen. Controls ap-

pear as graphic icons that can be oper-
ated using the remote control. Sony
has even gone so far with its top re-
ceiver as to replace the conventional
remote control with a one -button
mouse -like controller that you use to
click your way through the multitude
of operating modes.

A/V Ins and Outs
By definition, an A/V receiver in-

cludes integrated inputs, outputs, and

switching for at least a few video com-
ponents. Typical facilities include a
couple of input -only A/V ports, each
consisting of a pair of RCA -type audio
inputs and a single video input jack for
such sources as a laserdisc player, an
interactive/game system, or a satellite
receiver. There should also be A/V in-
put/output sets for one or more VCR's
as well as conventional audio -only
connections for a CD player, a tape
deck, and so on. Most A/V receivers
also have a line -level subwoofer or
mono output, which may come in
handy if you think you might want to
add a powered subwoofer to your sys-
tem some day. If you plan to use a
turntable, be sure that the receivers
you're canvassing have phono inputs
-this feature is gradually falling by
the wayside.

S -video jacks are becoming fairly
common on AN receivers these days.
They parallel the standard RCA -type
composite -video inputs and outputs
and maintain separate electrical paths
for the color (chroma) and brightness
(luminance) parts of a video signal to
keep it as pure as possible. Of course,
to take advantage of this subtle pic-
ture -quality refinement, you must have
a source component with S -video out-
puts-like an S -VHS or Hi8 VCR or
camcorder-and a TV with S -video
inputs. S -video connections from a
laserdisc player may give subtle im-
provements, too, but only if the play-
er's video comb filter is superior to the
one built into your TV.

While you're thinking about the re-
ceiver's back panel, get out your crys-
tal ball and ponder your future for a
moment. If there's a possibility that
you might want to upgrade power out-
put some day, make sure the unit has
pre-out/main-in audio jacks. They'll
enable you to supplement the resident
amplifier with a more powerful out-
board model.

Beyond the sheer number of inputs
and outputs that a particular model of-
fers, it's also important to pay close at-
tention to how it handles source selec-
tion and switching-there are many
variations on this theme. For example,
some receivers let you route audio and
video signals independently (impor-
tant if you record "simulcast" con-
certs). Others let you dub a hi-fi video-
tape from VCR 1 to VCR 2, or a CD
to cassette, while viewing or listening
to another program. Are the switching
options flexible enough to suit your
needs? How about operation? It
should be simple and swift.
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HI-FI Remember That?
Finally, we come to the question of

basic audio performance and radio re-
ception. (We're assuming, of course,
that your receiver won't spend all of
its time locked in Pro Logic mode.)
Obviously, an A/V receiver should be
held to the same standards as any other
audio component for distortion, noise,
frequency response, and so on. The
type and effectiveness of basic preamp
controls-volume, tone, balance, etc.
-vary quite a bit from model to mod-
el, as do the usefulness and quality of
such extras as bass equalization, a
"cinema" EQ mode, loudness compen-
sation, and more. Don't forget to ex-
amine these features carefully and crit-
ically-often they'll turn out to be far
more valuable (or irritating) than a
heavily promoted but seldom -used
surround -sound feature.

Comparing tuners is always a tricky
proposition, because the only fair
comparison is one in which all candi-
dates are connected to the same
"house" antenna system. Even then,
because of differences in topography,
the antenna used, etc., in-store differ-
ences aren't necessarily a reliable indi-
cator as to how the radio will perform
at your house. (Tip: $100 spent on an
outdoor FM antenna, or just $50 spent
on elevating an existing one 25 feet,
will almost always produce better re-
ception than an extra $300 spent on a
receiver that has a "superior" tuner.)

To get an idea of a tuner's FM per-
formance-unfortunately, you can
pretty much write AM off-find a
good strong National Public Radio sta-
tion on the left end of the dial and lis-
ten for clarity, musical balance, and
hiss. Then try a few fringe college sta-
tions to gauge weak -signal perfor-
mance. Finally, find a few strong pop
stations crowded together on alternate
channels (say, 100.7, 101.1, and 101.5)
and listen for interference.

There are, of course, many
other areas worthy of in-
vestigation while you're
hot on the A/V receiver

trail. Topping the list are some obvious
criteria: quality of construction and
finish, appearance, and warranty, to
name but three. They are every bit as
important as any technical considera-
tion, so don't just brush them aside.
After all you've been through, you de-
serve a component that is well made,
that you like the looks of, and that will
provide years of trouble -free audio -
video enjoyment. o
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Yamaha's flagship RX-V1070 ($1,349) features three Cinema modes. including enhanced Dolby

Fro Logic. four music -surround settings. on -screen g:aphics and a teaming -emote control.

Fower output is 110 watts per channel across the trort and 3) watts to each surround speaker.

P oneer's VSX-37 ($2,600) uses a computer -like on -screen interface to

snide you throe gh its wealth of AN processing options. including

adjustable surround and EC) parameters. Power output is 70 watts per

channel across the front and 45 watts for each surround speaker.

..'IC's RX-509VEN (5400) features two video inputs. a Hall surround mole, and a

remote that also controls other JVC components. Power output is 80 watts each to the

Train front speakers and 20 watts each to the center and surround speakers.

Unwood's KR -V8050 (5549) has two 3SP Logic thea:er mopes and fou

music modes. Power output is 75 watts per channel across tne front and 20

watts to the su-round speakers. or 120 watts each in two -channel mode.
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ou've brought your new Dolby Pro Log-
ic A/V receiver home and set it up with
your hi-fi VCR or laserdisc player, and
you like the impact and excitement of
movies in surround sound. But after a
while you notice the extra buttons on the
remote: "Hall," one says, and "Club" is
on another, and perhaps there's a third la-
beled "Stadium." Pushing them changes
the sound, but what exactly is going on,
and why are those buttons there in the
first place?

Nowadays, almost all AN receivers
and amplifiers include a Dolby Pro Log-
ic decoder and power for the five speak-
ers necessary to reproduce a Dolby Sur-

round movie soundtrack properly. Dolby Surround encodes
four channels of sound-three front channels played through
left, center, and right speakers, plus a surround channel nor-
mally played through a pair of speakers to the sides or rear
of the listening area-into the two used for conventional ste-
reo. Dolby Pro Logic recovers the center and surround chan-
nels, as best it can, from the left and right channels for full
surround sound. If you play an ordinary, unencoded stereo
recording through a Dolby Pro Logic decoder, you will al-
most always get something from the center and surround
speakers, but the overall effect will not necessarily resemble
anything the recording's producers might have intended (see
"Music and Pro Logic" on the next page). It may sound
good, or it may not.

The purpose of those extra buttons on your remote is to
provide surround processing that is optimized for regular
two -channel music CD's. Even a theoretically perfect two -
channel system provides only a window into the space
where the musicians actually played. But sophisticated am-
bience -enhancement surround processing can use the extra
speakers installed for home theater to pull you through that
window into a realistic and involving virtual performance
space. Digital signal processing (DSP), which is used in
some surround decoders, turns out to be especially well suit-
ed to that task.

The Sound of Live Music
In order to mimic acoustic spaces, the designer of a sur-

round processor has to know what they do to the sound. The
listener in a typical performance space, such as a concert
hall, hears the sound coming directly from the performers
first, followed by reflections from the stage enclosure and
the floor and then, many milliseconds later, by sound return-
ing from the side walls, the ceiling, and the rear wall. The
side reflections, especially, are important to giving the sound
a sense of spaciousness. After these initial, discrete reflec-
tions, a good hall also generates additional reflections, too
many to be individually discernible, that blend into a smooth
reverberant "tail."

In the early 1970's, two Boston -area research firms built
big, multichannel systems in an attempt to recreate the
sound of a classical concert hall. The multichannel simulator
had tape delays and equalization calculated to match the
characteristics of reflections in actual halls and a separate
amplifier and loudspeaker for each direction. The listener sat
in the middle of a hemispherical array of ten or twelve
speakers suspended from the ceiling on strings.

The sound of those systems was quite convincing, but the

hardware obviously had to be drastically reduced for home
use. The key function was to delay the sound by varying
amounts and then deliver it to the listener from all around,
not just from the front. Signal delays are the main ingredient
in the simulation of acoustic spaces. How plausibly those
spaces are recreated depends on how many delays the hard-
ware can generate and how skillfully they are deployed, but
it takes least four channels to do the job well.

Levels of the Game
Pro Logic decoders at all price levels achieve fairly simi-

lar results, with minor differences, until you reach the most
expensive gear with Home THX or other enhancement op-
tions. But the music programs in these audio computers vary
widely in their ability to create plausible acoustical spaces,
and the differences are both obvious and pretty well correlat-
ed with price.

First of all, you can always listen to music through the Pro
Logic circuit, though, as we've already noted, with uncertain
results. But it's easy to get one fairly good music mode out
of the Pro Logic chip-and many manufacturers do-by
simply switching off the center channel, the Pro Logic
"steering" circuit (which directs specific sounds to the center
and surround speakers), and the Dolby B chip in the sur-
round channel. The difference signal between the channels
(left minus right, or L - R) still goes to the surround speak-
ers, with the usual 15- to 30 -millisecond delay. Pro Logic us-
es this delay to insure that any dialogue leaking into the sur-
round channel is masked by earlier sound from the front. In
this music mode,
however, the delay
adds spaciousness
to the sound. Since
much of the rever-
beration in both
classical and rock
recordings is un-
correlated in phase,
a high proportion
of it ends up in the
surrounds, produc-
ing a mild but be-
lievable hall effect.

At the next level
of music surround
we find longer de-
lay to the side or rear speakers and maybe a little recircula-
tion, meaning that the delayed signals are fed back to simu-
late complex multiple reflections. A typical A/V receiver of
this design might have a Club setting, with a total delay to
the surround speakers of 40 to 60 milliseconds, a Hall set-
ting with 80- to 140 -millisecond delays, and an echoey Sta-
dium setting with delays up to 300 milliseconds or more,
useless for anything but in -your -face in-store demos.

The best receivers of this grade use digital delays, which
have the big advantage that longer delays and recirculation
involve no sacrifice in sound quality. The results for the
Club and Hall settings can be quite satisfying with good sur-
round speakers carefully set up. (As with film sound, the
harder it is for you to hear where the surround speakers are,
the better the effect will be.)

At the top of the heap, in both quality and price, are high -
end separate surround -sound processors. The best of these
come from companies with long experience of making all -

A home theater
system can be

good for
more than just

movies.
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digital reverberation devices for audio
professionals-companies like Lexi-
con, Yamaha, JVC, and Sony. Their
enhancement circuits are all digital,
with not just a few additional delays
but tens or hundreds, forming a
smooth, dense field of simulated re-
flections that can generate really con-
vincing spatial illusions. With these
devices you can create several kinds of
spaces (some modeled after actual
halls and clubs), modify the prepro-
grammed modes in interesting ways to
create new spaces of your own, and
store your creations in the processor
for instant recall. (The exception to
this pattern is Fosgate, whose quite
different approach has been to make
inventive use of the steering circuits
designed for Pro Logic to place indi-
vidual sources in the left, right, and
surround loudspeakers.)

For maximum effect from these
high -end processors you will need not
just a single two -speaker surround
channel but two or three sets of addi-
tional stereo speakers at various loca-
tions. This all-out approach demands
lots of money and space, but at its best
it can rival the multichannel simulators
that started this whole trend, produc-
ing intriguing simulations of every-
thing from an intimate club to a giant
stone cathedral.

Shopping for Music
Surround

How do you evaluate the music -en-
hancement modes in an audio/video
receiver or processor? Before you
leave home, check recent issues of
STEREO REVIEW, which have included
detailed evaluations of the surround
programs in reviewed A/V compo-
nents. Because store demonstration fa-
cilities for surround sound are often
poor (or nonexistent), these reviews
can be extremely helpful guides.

In the store, try to listen to the
equipment in a surround -sound setup.
Audition each music -enhancement
program using a CD player as the
source, and use the remote to pause the
player. Whatever you hear after the
player goes into pause is the sound of
the enhancement. (Even more power-
ful as a diagnostic tool is a test CD
with a single pulse repeated every sec-
ond or two.) With the simplest circuits
you'll hear a single rapid repeat; the
middle -level processors will give you
a slightly longer and distinctly spacy
sound (a pulse input will be repeated
ten to twenty times in rapid succes-

sion); and the high -end units will cre-
ate a realistic and smooth decay of
sound whose character depends on the
selected program (a pulse will echo
and decay as though you had clapped
your hands in a room).

Like the change from mono to ste-
reo, your first experience with music
surround sound can be spectacular
even with crude circuitry and rudimen-
tary playback equipment, but the best
long-term results come when a high -

quality system is adjusted for more
subtle and realistic effects. The short
version of this story is that the extra
speakers in the best music surround
systems are not obvious until they're
turned off-and then you'll want to
turn them back on immediately.

E. Brad Meyer. an audio consultant
and recording engineerlproducer, is
president of the Boston Audio Society.

MUSIC AND PRO LOGIC

Most homes with theater systems have

cable, too, and that means MTV, VH-1, and

other music channels. What happens when

you switch to cable with the Pro Logic

decoder on (as we increasingly do, from

simple laziness if nothing else)? What

happens when the decoder encounters a

track mixed for two -channel reproduction?

It depends on the mixing engineer and

on the type of music. In a classical -music

production, the center speaker will repro-

duce instruments in the center of the stage.

That stabilizes the stereo image in a helpful

way, enabling off -center listeners to hear

the stereo soundstage more accurately. But

if the center speaker is not the equal of the

left and right, there will be a mismatch in

timbre between the center and the sides.

Also, the slight high -frequency rolloff in tie

front channels of some Pro Logic decoders

can make them sound noticeably less clear

and transparent. Most classical recordings

contain enough out -of -phase ambience

information that the surrounds tend to

reproduce more hall sound than the fronts,

creating a plausible kind of spaciousness.

Pop and rock producers almost always

mix the main vocal equally in both chan-

nels, so a Pro Logic decoder will "steer" it

to the center loudspeaker. As with classical

music, that's okay if your center speaker is

good enough to carry the burden of the

vocals, but some, designed primarily for

speech, are not up to the job. Pop record-

ings typically have artificial reverberatior

added, usually generated in stereo, so it,

along with any other uncentered element in

the mix, will be audible to some extent in

the surrounds. Some producers deliberately

introduce out -of -phase elements in a mix to

create unusual imaging effects for listeners

seated exactly between the speakers, with

sources apparently located to the sides or

even slightly to the rear of the listener. A

Pro Logic decoder will interpret those

effects as surround signals.

While working on this article I listened to

a variety of music using both Pro Logic

decoding and various music -enhancement

programs. The Pro Logic decoding was

usually fairly interesting and sometimes

more involving than the straight two -

channel sound. The combination of the

surround speakers and a slight high -

frequency rolloff in the decoder I used

made most music sound both larger and

more distant, which was sometimes desir-

able and sometimes not. Special imaging

effects produced by phase manipulation

were audible from the surrounds to all

listeners, not just to the one in the sweet

spot, but for that centered listener the

placement of the phantom sources was

much less accurate than in a two -channel

presentation.

As you might suspect, the very best two -

channel recordings were most effective

sonically and musically without Pro Logic,

listened to as the producers intended,

through just two loudspeakers of top

quality.

One final hint came out of this research:

If you like to listen to MTV through your

home theater system, and if your cable box

has its own volume control, turn the cable -

box volume all the way up and regulate the

sound level at your TV or receiver. Turning

down the cable -box level control cuts the

input to the TV's MTS stereo decoder,

collapsing the sound to mono. -E.B.M.
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YOU STILL DON'T GET IT?

}1

or most people, audio is mainly about listening to music. But

there is an undeniable appeal to the equipment and the tech-

nology behind it, and many of us nonengineers delight in any

chance we get to look inside the boxes and get some sort of

handle on what's going on in there.

Sometimes the handle's a bit wobbly, however. Audio in-

volves some very sophisticated electronic and digital concepts, mixed in

with that old devil psychoacoustics, so it's hardly surprising that some of

the things that go on inside the boxes are difficult to grasp. On the fol-

lowing pages are half a dozen of them that seem to cause confusion.

BY IAN G. MASTERS

Making
sense
of six
slippery
audio
concepts



I'LL BE WITH YOU IN A MILLISECOND

ARRIVAL TIME AND SURROUND
DELAY

Every Dolby Pro Logic decoder con-
tains circuitry that delays the sur-
rctund-channel information by a small
amount, typically 20 milliseconds
(ms) but usually variable from 15 to
30 ms to accommodate different rooms.
It may be natural to suppose that this
delay is a sort of "reverb," like that
added to old pop records to create a
spurious sense of depth.

Nope. It's a clever way to overcome
one of the most sophisticated process-
es in human hearing. We detect the di-
rection from which a sound is coming
by differences in level and arrival
time. Localization based on level dif-
ferences is fairly imprecise, but it does
allow some spatial adjustment by way
of an amplifier's balance control. Our
ears are far more sensitive to differ-
ences in arrival time, however. If a
sound reaches one ear a tiny fraction
of a second before it gets to the other,
it will be perceived as coming from that
direction even if its level is substan-
tially less than that of the later sound.

A Dolby Pro Logic decoder extracts
a mono surround signal that has been
mixed in with the main audio and?
ideally, feeds that, and only that, to
the surround speakers. Nothing's per-
fect, however, and often significant
amounts of front -channel information
leak into the surround channel. That
might not matter except that the sur-
round speakers are often closer to the
listening area than the front speakers,
especially if you follow Dolby's rec-
ommendation and place them on the
sides rather than at the rear of the
room. To prevent localizing some of
the main -channel sound at the sur-
round speakers, enough delay is added
to the surround channel that, whatever
their relative levels, the front signals
will always arrive first. Dialogue will
remain in front. A delay of 20 mil-
liseconds is roughly the equivalent of
placing the surround speakers 20 feet
farther away from your chair.

PUTTING SCI WARZENEGGER

IN HIS PLACE

SOUND LOCALIZATION
AND THE CENTER CHANNEL

Just how sensitive we are to such time -
related matters is evident up front as
well. The original surround decoders
for home use simply relied on ordinary

The decibel is

notoriously

hard to

comprehend.

stereo imaging for putting the dialogue
in the middle of the screen (and the
"phantom" mode does that today in
Dolby Pro Logic decoders). That's
fine for whoever happens to be sitting
on the line that is equidistant from
both speakers, but most of us choose
to watch side -by -side with friends and
family, at least sometimes. If you are
sitting off the center line, the path
lengths from the front speakers are dif-
ferent, so the sound from the closer
one arrives first and you localize the
sound there. Simply adding a speaker
in the middle helps a little, but not
much. Dolby Pro Logic extracts equal -
level in -phase material (dialogue and
other mid -screen sounds), deletes it
from the left and right front speakers,
and directs it to the center. The result
is that the dialogue seems to come
from the center no matter where you
are sitting because it really is being
produced by its own speaker-there's
no imaging about it.

SOFA, SO GOOD

BASS LOCALIZATION AND
SUBWOOFER PLACEMENT

Elsewhere on the psychoacoustic
front, some sounds are very difficult to
localize, and more and more audio
systems are taking advantage of that.
Most of the localization clues we de-
tect are acoustic events: changes in
frequency or level, percussive noises,
and so forth. Steady-state sounds, such
as prolonged tones, are very hard to
pinpoint even at fairly high frequen-
cies because the time cues are missing.
The lower the frequency, the more
pronounced the effect because the
wavelengths of the sounds are very

long compared to the distance between
our ears (a 50 -Hz signal is about 20
feet from peak to peak, compared to
the 7 inches or so between our ears).
As a result, the lower couple of oc-
taves of the audio spectrum (below
about 100 Hz) give almost no direc-
tional clues.

Thus, there is no real need for the
speaker that produces the deep bass to
be anywhere near the rest of the speak-
ers. As long as it has a relatively low
crossover point and is not placed
where it will interact unfavorably with
the room surfaces, a low -frequency
speaker can go anywhere that doesn't
result in poor tonal balances-behind
the sofa, at the far end of the room, un-
der the coffee table. And, although in
some systems there are good reasons
to have multiple bass speakers (often
called "subwoofers," often erroneous-
ly), there are many fine -sounding
home theater installations with five
tiny satellite speakers for imaging and
directionality, and one lone woofer.

PLUS OR MINUS
TNI sICIBIL

If there's one thing calculated to fur-
row the brow, it's the decibel. It's
everywhere in audio but notoriously
hard to comprehend. In the first place,
the decibel (dB) per se is not a unit
like a watt or an inch, but a way to ex-
press the ratio between two signal lev-
els that could otherwise be measured
in such units as volts or watts.

Two signals that differ in level by,
say, 3 dB bear the same ratio to each
other whether they are loud or soft.
Positive dB numbers simply indicate
that one signal is larger than the refer-
ence level, negative dB numbers indi-
cate it's smaller, and 0 dB indicates no
change. Which of the two signals is
taken as the reference can be arbitrary,
conventional, or tightly specified by
international standards.

Suppose you are talking about an
amplifier driving a speaker. Changing
the sound level +3 dB using the vol-
ume control would mean doubling the
number of watts fed to the speaker,
and changing it by -3 dB would mean
halving the wattage. That is an exam-
ple of an arbitrary decibel reference.
Such wattage ratios could be stated in
the form "2:1" or "1:2" respectively,
but the decibel's logarithmic notation
has several important advantages.

Most significant is that over a wide
range of intensity decibels correlate
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very well with perceived sound level.
For example, repeatedly increasing the
level of a signal by equal decibel steps
(say, 3 dB at a time) produces-to the
ear-equally spaced increases in loud-
ness, even though the wattage deliv-
ered to the speakers doubles with each
step. Also, 1 dB is a "just noticeable
difference" in the level of a pure tone.

Another advantage, this one directly
related to the operation of audio equip-
ment, is that cumulative gains or loss-
es in level can simply be added or sub-
tracted. If you connect two amplifiers
in series, each having a frequency re-
sponse that is down by 3 dB at 10 kHz
compared to its output at 1 kHz, the
response of the combination will be -6
dB at 10 kHz. The response of five
such amplifiers in series would be -15
dB at 10 kHz (referred to the 1 -kHz
level). Note that you don't have to
worry about the actual signal levels or
their numerical ratios to figure this out
-or to reach the conclusion that all
the amplifiers have pretty crummy fre-
quency responses.

A third advantage of decibel nota-
tion is that it "compresses" into an
easy -to -manage 120 -dB scale the ap-
proximately 1:1,000,000,000,000 in-
tensity range of human hearing. And
within that range you can discusss
loudness by adding and subtracting
decibels instead of multiplying or di-
viding ratios.

What might confuse things unneces-
sarily is that some uses of the decibel
do result in actual units. That occurs
when the reference level for the deci-
bel reading has been standardized. The
"dBf' found in tuner measurements,
the "dB SPL" (decibels of sound -pres-
sure level) of a loudspeaker sensitivity
rating, the "dBA" (A -weighted sound -
pressure level) in environmental noise
tests, and the "dBFS" (decibels rela-
tive to full scale) of digital audio are
examples of such standard units,
though they are still logarithmic ratios
like other uses of the decibel.

ROUNDING THE CORNERS
OVERSAMPLING AND DIGITAL

RECORDING

Because digital recording encodes a
series of instantaneous voltages mea-
sured at regular time intervals rather
than storing the continuous variations
of a soundwave or an analog signal,
the first step in playback is the produc-
tion of a sort of "step" waveform. For
each 16 -bit word, the digital -to -analog

converter (DAC) produces the appro-
priate output voltage and continues to
produce it until the next word comes
along. The result is a sort of up-and-
down staircase pattern that has the
same overall shape as the original ana-
log signal but is made up of straight
lines and right angles-square waves
rather than smooth sinusoidal curves.

Square waves can be thought of as
sine waves with massive amounts of
spurious harmonics. Like all harmon-
ics, these are higher in frequency than
the wanted signal. The first of them
(quirkily called the "second harmon-
ic") is one octave above the funda-
mental-that is, double its frequency.
Therefore, if a "squared" signal is fed
into a filter that lets the audio band
through but chops off everything
above it, the result is a replica of the
original "rounded" signal.

Trouble is, one octave is a very
small space in which to roll off the un-
wanted harmonics adequately, and an-
alog filters that can do it while main-
taining flat response at the top of the
audio band tend to be expensive. Also,
such a sharp filter so close to the audio
band tends to create phase shifts in the
upper frequencies. The shifts are small
enough in magnitude to be inaudible,
but since digital information is rela-
tively easy to manipulate, it's no big
deal to interpolate intermediate volt-
ages between the initial steps of the
DAC's output, and even further steps
between those-two-times and four -
times "oversampling," respectively.
That effectively doubles or quadruples
the sampling frequency, enabling a
more gradual analog filter to be used
for the final rounding, and the filter
can be placed farther away from the

audio signal. The amount of oversam-
pling is theoretically unlimited, and
eight-times-oversampling is common.

The advent of 1 -bit conversion has
given a new role to oversampling. The
1 -bit technique has inherently high
noise levels, but the noise is spread
evenly over the spectrum-not just the
audio portion of it, but up to half the
sampling frequency. The higher the
oversampling rate, then, the less the
noise in the audio band, so 1 -bit con-
verters have oversampling rates many
times higher than those of convention-
al units.

GETTING STRAIGHT
TAPE BIAS AND ANALOG

RECORDING

Magnetic recording has been with us
for a century, amazingly enough, but
for its first four decades it barely
worked. Only when a high -frequency
signal called AC bias was added to the
normal audio did the system produce
good sound.

Any audio device must be "linear"
at all operating levels: That is, the rela-
tionship of one part of the signal to an-
other must be the same coming out as
it was going in. Any
by definition, distortion. Most compo-
nents, including tape recorders, have
an upper limit beyond which distortion
becomes unacceptable, but low-level
signals are usually easy to handle.
With the early magnetic recording de-
vices, however, there was reasonable
linearity at middling levels, but as the
level dropped toward zero linearity fell
apart. Since most audio signals spend
most of their time near the bottom of
their range, there were gross amounts
of distortion in early tape recordings.

Enter AC bias, a tone with a fre-
quency much higher than the audio
band-typically 100 kHz or more-
that's added to the audio being fed to
the recording head. The bias has the
effect of raising the overall level into
the linear range; the recorder doesn't
know that the bias isn't music. Be-
cause of its high frequency, we would
not hear the bias in playback even if
the tape heads could reproduce it.

The devices we use to entertain our-
selves are complex, to be sure, and the
ideas behind them are often hard to
grasp. They are worth figuring out,
however, if we're to choose the best
equipment and make the best use of
that equipment when we get it home. o
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BIAMONTII
Bill Lloyd's Power Pop Masterpiece

" et to Pop" is just about as fine a pop
album to come along since Marshall
Crenshaw's 1982 debut. Bill Lloyd,
formerly the better half of the new -
country duo Foster and Lloyd, has
crafted a power -pop primer that will

make even the most jaded listener perk up
and take notice.

The Crenshaw analogy is not that far
out, since the opening song, I Went Elec-
tric, which explodes in a frenzy of surg-
ing twelve -string hooks, gives way to a
bridge sung in a familiar voice that turns
out to be none other than Marshall Cren-
shaw. It's an appropriate cameo, for
Lloyd picks up where Crenshaw left off
with his nearly perfect first album, after
which he strayed somewhat from the
pure -pop path. Lloyd manages to stay the
course, keeping focused on guitar -based
music that's smartly crafted, tuneful, and
heartfelt. There are more jangly guitar
hooks on this album than you'll find in a
Byrds boxed set, and they effectively un-
derscore Lloyd's bittersweet first -person
narratives of lovesick blues. Hummable,
heart -tugging songs like The Man Who
Knew Too Much, In the Line of Fire, and
(especially) Forget About Us are bursting
with raw feeling.

"Set to Pop" is fleshed out with nods
toward kindred genres that Lloyd draws
into his pop -centered universe. There's
Niagara Falls, a droll and rootsy rocker
from the Rockpile school; In a Perfect
World, a heart -on -sleeve pop -country
number that can hold its own against a
classic like Poco's Bad Weather; and This
Is Where I Belong, a choice Kinks obscu-
rity for which Lloyd deserves a Grammy
for Best Cover Song (if such a thing ex-
isted). He demonstrates a social con-
science on S.WA.T. Team of Love, which
sounds like it was aimed at the more fa-
natical elements in the pro -life move-
ment: "Yeah, you may wanna pass but
they won't let you through / They'd
rather that they make up your mind for
you." He's also written the most, well,
sensible song about Elvis Presley to come
along in a blue moon. Channeling the

,, King is a mannerly jangfest in which the
i singer makes a supernatural connection
9 with Elvis, causing him to opine, "He
i used to be a man not a sacred cow / It's

time to take the trash out and let the truth
back in / Now I'm channeling the King."

The album is further bolstered by
track -to -track segues that include tantaliz-
ing snippets of unfinished songs, string
instruments being detuned, a mock -heavy
instrumental with power chords and man-
dolins that fondly bows to AC/DC, and a
twangy speedball of a tune with the recur-
ring line "Don't ever change" that I wish
had been developed into a full-length
number. But that's all part of this album's
charm-it leaves you hungry for more.
Take my advice and lay hands on it pron-
to. You won't hear a better one any time
soon. Parke Puterbaugh

BILL LLOYD
Set to Pop
I Went Electric; This Is Where I Belong.
Trampoline: In the Line of Fire; / Know What
You're Thinking; Forget About Us: Allright; The
Man Who Knew Too Much; Niagara Falls: In a
Perfect World: S.WA.T. Team of Love; A
Beautiful Lie; Channeling the King; Out of the
Picture; Anything Less Than Love
ESD 80892 (56 min)

STEREO REVIEW'S

CRITICS CHOOSE

THE OUTSTANDING

CURRENT RELEASES

Uand's Beethoven

Just Gets Better
Gtinter Wand's new live recording of
Beethoven's Fifth and Sixth Sym-
phonies with the NDR Symphony
Orchestra on RCA Victor brought
to my mind the birthday -card an-
nouncement, "You're not getting

older; you're just getting better!" Wand
apparently feels that the live setting itself
can take him nearer to the elusive goal of
a perfect recording. All of his recent
recordings have been derived from con-
cert performances, among them Brahms,
Bruckner, and Beethoven symphonies he
had already recorded with distinction not
long ago. His live "Eroica" was quite an
advance on the impressive one in his inte-
gral set of the Beethoven symphonies
with the NDR orchestra; the new Fifth
and Sixth, taped in 1992 a few months af-
ter he turned eighty, not only supersede
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BEST WO

Conductor Gunter Wand

his own earlier recordings but offer the
strongest challenges to all other current
versions.

While it may not be realistic to cite any
single recording of so well represented a
work as the "Pastoral" Symphony as be-
ing the absolute "best," Wand's new one
does seem virtually all -surpassing. The
interpretation is essentially the same as
before, but it is unarguably more fully re-
alized in the live context. The opening
phrase is given a more caressing shape
now, the "Shepherd's Song" at the end is
more radiant, and every note is made to
count without distorting the natural flow
in the slightest. No detail is left unreal-
ized, and none is thrown into exaggerated
prominence; throughout the five move-
ments the momentum is so natural that
such matters as tempo and phrasing do
not seem to be calculated choices but to
result from an unerring instinct. Ardor
and elegance, rather than offsetting each
other, go hand in hand, and the Hamburg
players, with a bloom on the string sound
and the richest and smoothest of wind
playing, are on a par here with their more
celebrated colleagues in Vienna, Berlin,
and Amsterdam.

The Fifth, sensibly placed second on
the well -filled disc, is every bit as satisfy-
ing. It's as dramatic as one might wish,
straightforward and subtle at once, with
plenty of thrust and excitement in the tru-
ly blazing finale. Because Wand, as al-
ways, refuses to compromise musical val-
ues to achieve dramatic ends, the jubila-
tion is noble rather than merely hectic.

There is no recorded applause to break
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the spell after either performance, and the
vivid recording does them full justice in
respect to both richness and detail.

Richard Freed

BEETHOVEN:
Symphonies Nos. 5 and 6 ("Pastoral")
NDR Symphony Orchestra, Wand
RCA VICTOR 61930 (79 min)

Intraca Berg

Gets in the Illood
Three years ago, singer -songwriter
Matraca (that's Ma -TRACE -a) Berg
recorded an all -but -ignored country
album, "Lying to the Moon," that
wowed the critics but didn't click in
the real world. Alternatingly hard -

edged and romantic, it established Berg
as a writer far too talented and insightful
to settle for country formula (she later
contributed a number of memorable and
intelligent songs to the repertoires of Re-
ba McEntire, Patty Loveless, and Trisha
Yearwood).

Magraca Berg: blues with feeling

Now, for her second album, Berg has
changed gears. She recorded "The Speed 1'

of Grace" in L.A. with a spare and lean
core band that includes Jim Keltner on
drums and Freddie Jackson on bass, and
she gives full attention to the blues side
that occasionally emerged on her debut.
But instead of the song album one might
have expected, she's created-with the
help of producer Stewart Levine (Simply
Red, Hothouse Flowers)-a mood piece.
With few exceptions, the songs here are
about deceit, regret, disappointment, and
forgiveness in love, but it's the feeling
you remember more than the lyric.

Berg can effectively play the California
pop game, as in Slow Poison, a seductive
blues about jealousy, / Won't Let Go, a
pledge of trust to a wounded lover, and a
reprise of the timeless Lying to the Moon.
She begins to lose her focus on the Holly
Near-ish Guns in My Head, an ambitious
call to brotherhood sparked by the L.A.
riots, and Tall Drink of Water, which
sounds more manufactured than anything
else she's ever done. But while "The
Speed of Grace" is occasionally uneven,
it's nonetheless an impressive album that
begs repeated plays. Anyone who can
transform Dolly Parton's Jolene into a
dark, bluesy threat of spilled blood is al -
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BEST MONTH
ready an artist to remember, and when
she really hits her stride Berg should be
unstoppable. Get in on the ground floor
now. Alanna Nash

MATRACA BERG
The Speed of Grace
Slow Poison: Tall Drink of Water; Let's Face
It; I Won't Let Go; Jolene: Guns in My Head;
Waiting for the Sky to Fall: Lying to the Moon;
Come to Momma: River of No Return
RCA 66351 (43 min)

Bold, Jazzy Bach
Skip Sempd is an American harpsi-
chordist who lives and works in Eu-
rope. He is famous (in Europe at
least) for his lively improvisatory
performances of French and Italian
music-both solo and with his en-

semble, Capriccio Stravagante. In a new
CD on Deutsche Harmonia Mundi, he
takes on Bach in the same manner.
There's an improvisation based on the fa-
mous Chaconne in D Minor for solo vio-
lin, a wonderfully hyper version of a key-
board partita, and dashing, intimate per-
formances of two harpsichord concertos
(themselves arrangements by Bach of his
own works).

As far as we can tell, this kind of jazzy
performance was the norm in the seven -

Harpsichordist Skip Sempe

teenth and eighteenth centuries but is
common today only in jazz and rock. Few
contemporary classical musicians have
the ease, the freedom, and the boldness
that it demands. It is amazing to hear
dances that dance-a courante that flows
and a gigue that jigs. Even the concertos
rock and roll with a life-giving force that
never flags.

The energy of these performances is
incontrovertible. More controversial is
the scoring and balance of the concertos:
Solo strings are placed in front of the
harpsichord, with an entirely unexpected
effect-more like string -chamber -music -
with -keyboard than a vehicle for an out -
front soloist. Like it or not, the in -your -
face sound is certainly intentional.

Semi* a performer with a deep feeling
for Baroque style and practice, puts his
stamp on everything he does. That's truly
the only logical place for period -music
performance to go, and the result here is
certainly much closer to the spirit of the
music than the supposedly "correct" per-
formances we usually hear. This is simply
some of the most exciting old -music per-
forming around. Eric Salzman

BACH:
Chaconne in D Minor; Harpsichord
Concertos in D Major and A
Major; Partita in D Major, No. 4
Sempd: Capriccio Straagante
DEUTSCHE HARMONIA
MUNDI 77222 (69 min)

NOW ON CD

POPULAR
 GEORGE BARNES: Plays So
Good. CONCORD JAZZ 4067. Romantic
standards (Night and Day, Honeysuckle Rose)
performed by guitarists George Barnes and
Duncan James, with Dean Reilly on bass and
Benny Barth on drums (1978).

 THE BUDDAN BOX. ESSEX
ENTERTAINMENT 7060. Forty-five hits
and near hits (on three CD's) from the
pioneering bubblegum label of the Seventies.

 THE STANDELLS: Dirty Water.
SUNDAZED 6019. Why Pick on
Me. SUNDAZED 6020. The Hot Onesl
SUNDAZED 6021. Try It. SUNDAZED
6022. Complete LP catalog of the Sixties
garage -punk pioneers, with bonus
tracks and mastered in the original mono.

 TRUE BELIEVERS: Hard Road.
RYKO 40287. The Austin -based roots
rockers' 1986 debut, expanded to include the
previously unreleased 1987 follow-up.

CLASSICAL
 BEECHAM CONDUCTS HANDEL.
VAI AUDIO 1045. Historic mono recordings
from 1929 to 1940 of popular excerpts and
three suites derived from a variety of
Handelian sources by conductor Thomas
Beecham, all with the London Philharmonic
or London Symphony Orchestra.

 BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto No.
5 ("Emperor"). RACHMANINOFF:
Piano Concerto No. 2. Clibum; Reiner.
RCA VICTOR 61961. A Living Stereo
reissue of recordings from 1961 and 1962.
"Van Clibum's 'Emperor' is majestic in every
way" (September 1970, review of cassette).

 SATIE: Parade. MILHAUD: Le
Boeuf sur le Toit. AURIC: Ouverture.
Other works. Doran. MERCURY 434 335.
A Living Presence reissue of recordings from
1960 and 1965. "Elegantly performed,
with a particularly fine attention to musical
detail, and Mercury's sound and stereo
treatment are excellent" (April 1967).
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Remember the time your neighbors
asked you to turn down your stereo?
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ADRIAN BELEW
Here

CAROLP I I -48 (45 min)
Performance: Enthralling

Recording: Very good
On his new album, Adrian Belew accen-
tuates his pop side, shelving his more

experimental tendencies for another time.
"Here" is a collection of sophisticated
miniatures that dance around in the head
like the bouncing blobs in a Lava Lamp;
you can listen endlessly and hear something
new with each spin. Belew has packaged
twelve concise songs very much in the spir-
it and sound of the pop -psychedelic mid -
Sixties. The Beatles are the obvious icons,
from the melodic, looping McCartneyesque
bass and startling Paperback Writer-Har-
risonisms on guitar to the compressed,
Lennon -inspired vocals and dreamy lyrics.

Cheap Trick: the thrill is gone

All the above elements come together to su-
perb effect in such standouts as May 1,
1990 and 1 See You, which open the album
in an allusive way that leaves no room for
misinterpretation.

Toward the second half of the album,
Belew turns his attention to more contem-
porary concerns, specifically ecological
holocaust. Here, his lyrical grasp doesn't
quite match the reach of his music; lines
like "The people of Holland ride ecological
bikes" (Postcard from Holland) and "Tech-
nology is a double-edged sword" (Brave
New World) seem stilted and obvious. But
the injection of real -world issues into a
lush, inviting pop dreamscape does prove
that Belew is a realist as well as a dreamer.
"Here" draws upon elements of the Sixties
and the Nineties in an effort to synthesize a
new way of addressing the future, and it
does so quite listenably. P.P.

JOHN BERRY
LIBERTY 80472 (35 min)
Performance: Haunting
Recording: Very good

Country newcomer John Berry doesn't
wear a cowboy hat or dress in spangles,

but you'll remember him after one spin
through his debut. Not especially for his
uptempo songs, like Kiss Me in the Car and
Somebody, although those snake along like
the sexy charmers they are. What makes
Berry burrow in the brain is the way he de-
livers three killer ballads, More Sorry Than
You'll Ever Know, You and Only You, and
When Love Dies, all of which bring the
singer to his knees in the kind of desperate
moments of truth and pain usually reserved
for the psychiatrist's couch. Coupled with
power melodies, soaring choruses, and a
tenor so big and expansive you get the feel-
ing he had to hold back in the studio so as
not to blow out the mike, it makes for a
one -in -a -thousand debut. Country seems to
be going more adult -contemporary these
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days, but if this is middle-of-the-road, look
for Berry to start stopping traffic. A.N.

CHEAP TRICK
Woke Up with a Monster

WARNER BROS. 45425 (49 min)
Performance: Disappointing

Recording: Good

Cheap Trick's first album for Warner
Bros. is being touted as a comeback, but

it's really just more of the same-only less
so. Somewhere along the way this quartet
lost the ability to write the sort of sparkling
rockers that deftly married hummable and
headbanging. In the hands of veteran hard -
rock producer Ted Templeman, they come
off like a second-rate Van Halen, complete
with joyless guitar crunch, grating vocals,
and stiff rhythm tracks. But the blame can't
be laid entirely at the producer's feet.
Cheap Trick wrote this batch of half-baked
material, which ranges from the passable
(Didn't Know 1 Had It, Tell Me Everything)
to the cretinous (Girlfriend, My Gang).

Annoying, bratty backup vocals and uni-
son chanting of juvenile hooks call to mind
the worst tendencies of groups like Lover -
boy during the arena -crock dead zone of the
Eighties. Gimmicky stabs at this 'n' that-
the ZZ Top blues -funk of Ride the Pony,
some jarring Latin percussion in Love Me
for a Minute, the Led Zep-circa-Kashmir
modality of the plodding title track-reveal
Cheap Trick to be grasping at straws. Bereft
of the wiry yet fresh -faced power pop that
made their early albums worth owning,
"Woke Up with a Monster" is a bogus at-
tempt to reinvent Cheap Trick as a kind of
humorless lite-metal act. Too bad. P.P.

CRACKER
Kerosene Hat

VIRGIN 39012 (73 min)
Performance: Crackling

Recording: Good
Igloo mainstream for the alternative

crowd? Too alternative for the main-
stream crowd? Or sharp, savvy, and likable
enough to please both camps? That last
conjecture would seem to explain the
mounting appeal of Cracker, a four -man
band that is recognizably rootsy but doesn't
really sound like anybody else. Head
Cracker David Lowery formerly led
Camper Van Beethoven through all sorts of
eclectic fiddle-faddle. Cracker is no less
fearless but decidedly more streamlined in
its plundering, which ranges from the
punky Movie Star to the high lonesome
Gram Parsons -style confessional of / Want
Everything.
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Cracker's secret weapon is guitarist John
Hickman, a Bakersfield -bred country -rock
firebrand who packs a lot of six -string
spunk. His glossary of thorny riffs and salty
licks keeps "Kerosene Hat" hopping like a
twelve -wheeler down a back road, giving
Sweet Potato its lewd bump 'n' grind and
propelling his own Lonesome Johnny Blues
off on a rockabilly blue streak. Throw in a
little surreal lyricism from the school of
Captain Beefheart (Kerosene Hat) and a
moody rocker that's fast approaching an-
them status (Low) and you've got an album
that may well be looked back on as a clas-
sic of its kind, inscrutable and hard to clas-
sify though it may be. P.P.

RODNEY CROWELL
Let the Picture Paint Itself

MCA 11042 (37 mini
Performance: In a reflective mood

Recording: Handsome
f6nce the leader of Nashville's progres-
Ysive country songwriting pack, Rod-
ney Crowell is now mellowing into middle
age-but not without a fight. On his last
outing, I992's "Life Is Messy," Crowell
was healing from his divorce from singer
Rosanne Cash, and for the most part, his
songs were as wobbly on their feet as
Crowell was himself. This offering reunites
him with producer Tony Brown, who pilot-
ed Crowell's most commercial album, "Di-
amonds and Dirt," in 1988. As with that re-
cord, this is a countrier album than Crowell
might have come up with on his own. But
as such, there's plenty here for country ra-
dio, like The Best Years of Our Lives, a
rocking shuffle with Patty Loveless on har-
mony vocals, and / Don't Fall in Love So
Easy, a gorgeous Everly Brothers -like bal-
lad with Trisha Yearwood.

Crowell is especially reflective about
Cash and their years together on four songs:
Stuff That Works, a folky ballad with a
beautiful, lyrical stanza that not many men
would write about an ex-wife; That 01'
Door, which uses the fortress gate that once
fronted their house as a symbol of their re-
lationship; The Rose of Memphis, which
pays tribute to Cash's vocal abilities; and
the elegiac Once in a While, which proves

John Hammond: lost in the blues

Crowell has lost none of his gift for haunt-
ing melody. The singer -songwriter may
have recorded more exciting albums before,
used his voice in more expressive ways,
and written better songs overall. But when
this one works, it stays with you. Crowell
isn't exactly a Nashville maverick any-
more, but he's still holding his own. A.N.

JOHN HAMMOND
Trouble No More

POINTBLANK/CHARISMA 88257 (42 min)
Performance: Black and blue

Recording: Good

here are two schools of thought aboutw
John Paul Hammond, the blues -minded

son of the legendary talent scout who
signed Billie Holiday, Bob Dylan, and
Bruce Springsteen. One is that the junior
Hammond, who's been making records for
thirty-two years and whose intense guitar
and harp accompaniment rival his sandpa-
per vocals for emotional vibrancy and ex-
pression, is one of the finest interpreters of
Delta blues. The other is that Hammond is a
well-intentioned white boy who looks a lit-
tle foolish in his desperate attempts to emu-
late his heroes John Lee Hooker and Howl -
in' Wolf. Of course, the truth is somewhere
in between. Maybe he doesn't sound this
way naturally, but so what? And when he's
on top of his game, as he often is on this
band -oriented recording with Little Charlie
and the Nightcats, Hammond casts spells,
works miracles, and cures the gout. He
makes Charles Brown's Trouble Blues (one
of two songs where Brown himself supplies
piano) a moody and seductive lament, and
he turns Blind Willie McTell's Long
Changin' Blues into a tour de force, his bot-
tleneck guitar sustaining an acoustic moan,
and often rising to a piercing scream.
Rarely does a singer bond so intimately
with a guitar, so that it's literally a second
voice. That may be only a white boy's mag-
ic, but it's magic nonetheless. A.N.

MIKE HENDERSON
RCA 66324 (30 min)

Performance: Twitch and twang
Recording: Raw and honkin'

Mike Henderson's name might not be
immediately recognizable, but the

songs he's written for others are (Powerful
Stuff for the Fabulous Thunderbirds, Mr.
Man in the Moon for Patty Loveless, The
Restless Kind for Kevin Welch, to name a
few). A former member of the band The
Snakes, Henderson has spent the last few
years as a much -in -demand country -blues
session guitarist. On his solo debut, the em-
phasis is more on writing and singing than
on picking, although there's plenty of
heavy -string, high -action Silvertone twitch
and twang here between the words. Often
evoking a Levon Helm -like attitude and vo-
cal quality, Henderson veers from the old-
style, self-pitying ballad of Prisoner's Tears
to the carnival tale rave-up of Fountain of
Youth, working in the high -lonesome blue-
grass flavor of That Train Don't Stop Here
Anymore. Henderson knows how to weave
a hillbilly fantasy (If the Jukebox Took
Teardrops) and spin a mood. What's miss -

SOUNDS OF
THE STREETS

iihe pre-
sent day

greaser refus-
es to die,"
Frank Zappa
once noted in
tribute to
doo-wop, the
vocal -based
music that was
one of the prin-
cipal strains of
Fifties rock.
And in fact,
back in 1960,
Zappa himself
wrote a memo-

rable coo-wop song, Memories of El
Monte. for the Penguins, one of the
genre's greatest groups. Memories
isn't o -1 "The Doo Wop Box" (Rhino
71463, three CD's), a fabulous new
antholDgy devoted to a style that still
gets less critical respect than it
deserves. But the Penguins' epochal
Earth Angel is included, along with
one hundred other songs by the likes
of the Orioles, the Crows, the Cadil-
lacs, the Flamingos, the Five Satins,
and just about every group of note
that ever harmonized a cappella on a
city st-eet corner. Great, innocently
romantic stuff, beautifully remastered
and fleshed out with detailed histori-
cal no:es and cool photos. I'll bet
Zappa would have loved it. S.S.

ing from this passel of good songs and pas-
sionate performances is an immediately
identifiable persona. When he finds that,
Katy, bar the door. A.N.

LATIN PLAYBOYS
SLASH/WARNER BROS. 45543 (38 min)

erformance: Unpasteurized
Recording: Good

Stop making sense? Hey, the Latin Play-
boys didn't start out to make sense. This

off -shoot of Los Lobos exists because of
musical necessity. It began when David Hi-
dalgo and Louie Perez couldn't break their
momentum after working on "Kiko and the
Lavender Moon," a rather arty effort from
the lupine East L.A. outfit. As Hidalgo puts
it, "Ideas kept coming in and we didn't
want to shut them off." Neither did they
want to edit them, so "Latin Playboys" is
more than a little rough around the edges.
In fact, some of these tunes seem more like
the idea of a song, or perhaps the dream of
a song that is only half -remembered in the
light of day.

Aided by Mitchell Froom and Tchad
Blake, who (respectively) have produced
and engineered Los Lobos albums, Hidalgo
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and Perez take the music in directions that
wouldn't be taken by that very accom-
plished band. Chinese Surprise, for exam-
ple, sounds like Captain Beefheart on a
Mexican holiday. And If takes the riff from
John Coltrane's A Love Supreme and ex-
pands it into a skeletal blues about love on
the most elemental level. A lot of "Latin
Playboys" sounds like a work in progress,
but coming from Hidalgo and Perez, who

normally craft their songs for Los Lobos to
the nth degree, such in-between-ness can be
fascinating. Consider this a musical sketch-
book from a couple of masters-powerful
because it is raw, revealing because the nits
have not been combed out. So what if the
big picture isn't quite in focus? The indi-
vidual brush strokes pack a wallop. R.G.

NRBO
Message for the Mess Age

FORWARD/RHINO 7045 (43 min)
Performance: NRBQ reborn

Recording: Very good
NRBQ is the world's best live band. Fun

and unpredictable, they're the one
group above all others you'd want playing
your party. But their infrequent, indifferent
and tentative studio recordings have, espe-
cially over the last decade or so, fallen way
short. "Message for the Mess Age" an-
nounces that NRBQ has swallowed their
misgivings about the studio and decided to
give it their best shot. They sound worked
up about the state of the world and hellbent
on remedying the grievous inattention paid
to them by the general public. "Message for
the Mess Age" is a wake-up call-to them-
selves, to their fans, and to their fans -to -be
(this means you).

It's a 40 -minute tag -team special, with
keyboardist Terry Adams coming at you
hard and angry (Over Your Head), guitarist
Al Anderson trying to coax some innocent
thing into his corner (A Little Bit of Bad),
and bassist Joey Spampinato-NRBQ's in-
curable romantic-trying to win the match
with his kinder, gentler brand of seduction
(Ramona). Drummer Tommy Ardolino is
like the manager in the corner who prods
things along when the ref isn't looking; his
swinging, big -stick backbeat will send you
reeling to the mat. The band is feeling
downright feisty, delivering their "Message
for the Mess Age" in no uncertain terms-
stumping for personal freedom in Don't
Bite the Hand ("Live your own life / Stay
out of mine"), satirizing the robotic corpo-
rate music scene in Big Dumb Jukebox
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("Now hold on, you know something's
wrong when you never hear a real song"),
knocking conformity and the deathly men-
ace of tobacco in Everybody's Smoking.

Of course, it wouldn't be an NRBQ al-
bum without time-out for silliness, and they
deliver in spades with Spampinato (a name -
game singalong to the bassist's last name)
and their ode to Girl Scout Cookies. But for
the most part they ask tough questions and
set them to music that gives no quarter. Ul-
timately, like the Sex Pistols, they mean it,
man. Don't miss this message. P.P.

DAVID LIB ROTH
Your Filthy Little Mouth
REPRISE 45391 (48 min)

Performance: Savvy
Recording: Big

Your Filthy Little Mouth" finds Diamond
Dave doing battle with Manhattan and

emerging scarred but savvier. Maybe, like
many lapsed Left Coasters, he no longer
subscribes to the notion that we are living in
the Pacific Age-after fires, riots, earth-
quakes, mud slides, and endless rending of
the social fabric, he sure picked the right
time to say goodbye to Hollywood. The one-
time Van Halen frontman has reinvigorated
his muse by relocating to New York City,
which he refers to as "Calcutta on the Hud-
son." His street -level tales of excess may not
exactly lead to the palace of wisdom, but he
uncorks a barrage of witty one-liners
("Money talks, I should know, mine always
says goodbye") and cultivates an overview
that's both roguish and sage. Best of all, pro-
ducer Nile Rodgers has given Roth's music
a hip urban groove, a pedestal upon which
he can pontificate with confidence.

Though the whole thing rocks with a fe-
rocious swagger, Roth and company have
thrown in enough changes of pace to keep
things interesting: an ancient Willie Nelson
saloon -style ballad (Night Life), a driving
rocker that could grow hair on your guitar's
neck (Big Train), a bit of hip -hop (You're
Breathin' It (Urban NYC Mix/), and a
Southern -style country rocker sung with
Travis Tritt (Cheatin' Heart Cafe). Any al-
bum that can find room for David Lee
Roth, Travis Tritt, and Nile Rodgers, and
make it all work, gives evidence of a gov-
erning intelligence that's greater than your
average rock star. In fact, Roth is one smart

David Lee Roth: urban wiseguy

cookie, and his versatility and wit make
"Your Filthy Little Mouth" a crackling hoot
from start to finish. P.P.

FRANK SINATRA
Live in Paris

REPRISE 45487 (74 min)
Performance: C'est si bon,

Recording: Surprisingly good
griped at the Paris Lido during a 1962 in-

ternational tour (and locked in the vaults
ever since), "Live in Paris" captures the ace
Ring-a-Dinger soon after he left Capitol
and began recording for Reprise, a period
some feel remains his vocal and stylistic
peak. Instead of the usual big Nelson Rid-
dle or Billy May bands, Sinatra toured with
a sextet of jazz veterans (led by pianist Bill
Miller), most of whom had worked with
him over the years in the L.A. studios.

The two opening numbers are tossed off
a bit lackadaisically, but with the third
song, At Long Last Love, things come to-
gether toot sweet-and from then on Sina-
tra's in prime form. Most of the songs are
in the brightly punchy, easy -swinging vein
that no one has ever done better than Sina-
tra, and the sextet backing him shows it can
make as big and driving an impact as any
full orchestra. Sure, a few notes start to go
awry here and there, but Sinatra is a master
at covering them quickly in ways that make
sense both musically and lyrically. And,
yes, he takes a few typically debatable lib-
erties with some of the lyrics, but almost
never at the expense of a song's intent.

All of the twenty-six selections appear
on other Sinatra studio albums, but the
arrangements for many of them vary here in
intriguing ways, including as poignant a
Night and Day as you'll ever hear (with Al
Viola's sole guitar accompaniment) and a
world-weary 01' Man River that's light
years away from Sinatra's dreadful MGM
version. "Live" Sinatra albums have been
more infrequent than you might expect, but
what a gem this one turns out to be! R.H.

SONIC YOUTH
Experimental Jet Set, Trash and No Star

DGC 24632 (48 min)
Performance: Scattered

Recording: Okay
The difficulty in commenting on some -
thing that presents itself as avant-

garde-or "artcore," as Sonic Youth terms
their latest-is that it almost by definition
defies critical scrutiny. If you don't like it,
"you don't understand it" is the standard re-
buttal. For the most part, I neither like nor
understand "Experimental Jet Set, Trash
and No Star." It seems like backsliding on
the band's part to affect the subdued, atonal
artnoise on this, their tenth album. Maybe
they're honestly reflecting what's going on
in their lives without filtering or formatting
it in any way for mass consumption. But it
makes for difficult listening that's ultimate-
ly not challenging so much as defeating.

"Down to the bottom and oh what a bot-
tom it is . . . uh-oh," bassist Kim Gordon
moans in a foggy funk in "Skink," as in-
struments circle, founder, and sink into an
aerobic muck. Songs never even try to
come up for air, suffocating in the swamp-
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like environs of the group's collective cata-
tonia. Gordon's petulant. breathy vocals
and Thurston Moore's beyond -the -grave
whine are set against a static backdrop of
guitars caught up in a web of inertia that
envelops the whole project. Maybe Sonic
Youth is trying to slough off some of the
growing audience they've acquired since
going major label in order to hang onto pre-
cious alternative credibility. But they sound
like they're collapsing in on themselves and
have chosen to document the turmoil. The
process itself is fascinating. but the album
is a self-indulgent drag. P.P.

Collections
ALL MEN ARE BROTHERS: A

TRIBUTE TO CURTIS MAYFIELD
\ RNFR BROS. 455(101Th min i

Performance: Very enjoyable
Recording: Very good

You never know with a tribute album. In
the rock era, with the dominance of

tunesmiths who are the primary interpreters
of their own material, the song cannot al-
ways be successfully separated from the
songwriter. This new Curtis Mayfield pro-
ject is a mixed bag, although that bag is
made of the finest cloth. Mayfield's tunes
epitomize soul in all the important ways.
Musically, they can be funky and buoyant,
exciting and soothing; spiritually, they cap-
ture humanity in all its rich complexity.
Listening to them, though. is always great
fun, and on this album Gladys Knight,
Whitney Houston. the Isley Brothers. B.B.
King. and Stevie Wonder go straight to the
heart of Mayfield. Tevin Campbell. with his
velvety rendition of Keep On Pushin', goes
even farther, almost making the tune his
own. Steve Winwood, Eric Clapton, and
Rod Stewart turn in workmanlike versions
of It's All Right, You Must Believe Me. and
People Get Ready, respectively. And al-
though Bruce Springsteen goes seriously
wrong with a brooding, somewhat dull anti -
version of Gypsy Woman, even this misstep
is fun to hear. Tribute albums may not be
the true measure of songwriting greatness.
but "All Men Are Brothers" shows that
Mayfield's writing is not just universally
appealing, it's downright indestructible as
well. R.G.

BRACE YOURSELF: A TRIBUTE TO
OTIS BLACKWELL

SIIANACIIIE 571)2 (42 mini
Performance: Great fun

Recording: Fine

 f there had been no Otis Blackwell.
 would Elvis Presley have seduced a na-
tion? It's a fair question. For not only did
Blackwell write several of Presley's signa-
ture tunes (Don't Be Cruel, All Shook Up),
but Presley was also known to copy Black -
well's demos, sometimes down to the
smallest stylistic nuance. Yet that was hard-
ly Blackwell's only claim to fame; this is a
man who counts Fever. Hey. Little Girl.
Handyman. and Great Balls of Fire among
his thousand or so songs.

On first listening to this irresistibly spir-

ited collection of his tunes, recorded by
old-line rockers, blues vets, and alternative -
rock turks, it's a jolt to hear Tom Verlaine
hallucinate through Fever and Kris Kristof-
ferson transform All Shook Up into a cow-
boy campfire lament, complete with har-
monica. But there's no denying that this is a
romp from start to finish-lots of raw,
chumin' guitars and heavy backbeat-and
it's a delight to hear how such disparate
performers, Brits and Yanks alike, interpret
Blackwell's timeless material. It's also no
exaggeration to say that Blackwell, who
grew up in Brooklyn idolizing Tex Ritter,
helped pour the very foundation of classic
rock songwriting, and every artist here per-
forms with full knowledge and appreciation
of that fact. Blackwell suffered a stroke in
1991, and half of the royalties on this re-
cord will be donated to him. Go ahead, give
a little back. A.N.

THOMAS
PYNCHON IS
LISTENING...
He's the most famous phantom in
American letters, the brilliant

novelist (Gravity's Rainbow, Vineland)
who's never divulged the least bio-
graphical info or been interviewed or
photographed at any time in his ca-
reer. Now, however. comes a clue to
what kind of music Thomas Pynchon
plays at home (wherever that is).
Seems the legendarily privacy -ob-
sessed author was asked (via his
agent) if a mention of him could be
written into a recent episode of NBC's
The John Laroquette Show. Surpris-
ingly. Pynchon agreed-but on condi-
tion he was said to be wearing a T-
shirt with the likeness of Roky Erick-

Pynchon (pre-psychedelia) in 1955

son. Erickson, the often -institutional-
ized Sixties Texas psychedelic rocker
(You're Gonna Miss Me) who inspired
"Where the Pyramid Meets the Eye," a
1990 tribute album (Sire 26422) featur-
ing ZZ Top. R.E.M.. Doug Sahm, and
the Jesus and Mary Chain, is currently
in the studio with guitar -whiz Charlie
Sexton. No word yet whether Pyncho'i
will drop by. S.S.

JAll

ROSEMARY CLOONEY
Still on the Road

CONCORD JAZZ 4590 (55 min)
Performance: Bright and breezy

Recording: Very good
What is it with Rosemary Clooney? Un-
like other singers whose voices fall

apart the older they get, hers gets better and
better. This latest album finds her in a gen-
erally jaunty mood, with even the quieter
ballads having a genially easy -swinging lilt.
The fifteen songs are loosely tied together
by a travel theme similar to two of her best
late -Fifties albums with Bing Crosby. This
time her route takes her from Willie Nel-
son's On the Road Again to Dave Fish -
berg's Let's Eat Home, with international
stops along the way via Kern, Porter, and
Jobim, plus a couple of vocal duets with
arranger Earl Brown and trumpeter Jack
Sheldon. It's a first-class trek. R.H.

CYRUS CHESTNUT
Revelation

ATLANTIC JA// 82518 (60 min)
Performance: Revelation, indeed

Recording: Excellent

Baltimore-born
pianist Cyrus Chestnut

Wilms worked with some of the finest of
the new breed of New York jazz musicians,
as well as with Betty Carter. On "Revela-
tion," Chestnut's trio-with fellow Carter
alumni Christopher J. Thomas and Clarence
Penn-breezes through a program that is
varied in both selection and approach.
Chestnut is an exceptional musician who
combines flawless technique with engaging
inventiveness. Whether immersing himself
deeply into a blues (Lord, Lord, Lord),
swinging furiously (Macdaddy), making a
spiritual solo statement (Sweet Hour of
Prayer), or lovingly updating Debussy
(Elegie), the young Berklee graduate is
thoroughly absorbing. C.A.

JACKIE MCLEAN
The Complete Blue Note 1964-66 Jackie

McLean Sessions
MOSAIC 150 (tour CD's, 243 min)

Performance: Involving
Recording: Excellent

inlike most of Mosaic's limited -edition
boxes, this one includes no previously

I unissued titles, and just one alternate take.
But it does what such a collection is ideally

o.
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Here's your chance to cut out
for exotic, ew places

1834 $19.95/$8.98

ARTHUR LEHR
tot Lismt

RRMR

REVEALED

FIRLAI1U

GIME

[NON
8607 $23 50411 98

Barlow 's
Guide to
Ext6

3400. $21 00/$9.98 3118.-. $22.00/510.98 6916

1362 $14 95 $8.98 3392 572 00310.98

111 Vs.1 it1 1111

4895 Nightside the 3483 521.0049.98
Long Sun, Lake of
the Long Sun

$43.901411.90

IK16DRW'SAl (Milli

7

3426 521.00/59.98 8615'5:3 00 $10.98

Thy lost Shordst
IN. I Ira Iti71

I ht. Too Soorth:
ihe Second Triad
byEadNistyp

7260 Woundhealera 5017 Farslayer's
Story. Sightblinder's Story, Coinspinner's
Story, Stonecutter's Story, Mindsword's
Story Story

845.850/512.98 050.85/413.98

PffEilEAC.11

f I \ N-4tEERS
YONG ,tJi

di W.
2279 590 00 29.98

POOL 4NOERSCAV

MAWS

3475 $21.0049.91 8375522.95411.9E

7609' The Book of ,

the Damned, The the Dead. The Boob
Book of the Beast of the Mad

$39.90#/$10.90 539.904/510.93

x Hardcover edition exclusively for Club members I Combined publishers' editions ' Explicit scenes and/or language
+ Copyright ®1993 Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved. STAR TREK is a Registered Trademark of Paramount Pictures... Jacket photograph: STAR TREK 0 and 0 1993by Paramount Pictures.
t Superman and all related indicia are trademarks of DC Comics. Copyright m 1993. All Rights Reserved. 0 0 and 0 1993 Lucasfilm Ltd All Rights Reserved. Used Under Authorization.

TN(
DARMANGit TRILOGY

3191 15.00/811.98 3673 $22.00/29.98 3343 522.95/58.98

SC ENCE
FICTION

aikMODERN

CLASSIC
SHORT

.11;CIP46.

\lillaV
ROGER STERN

2113' 527.95414.98 3376 52715614.98 9118f 519.95/$9.98

01.t 141
( I I I

I

III II I -
MIDI I)

TERRY
BROOKStfrr;
'4

1107 611.911s 6213 518 95:510.98 8656 $22 00610.98

WI TlIRKITE.

SCIENCE

FICTION
AND FANTASY

1826 12.95610.98 8680 18 98

6835 The Darkanger. 3384 The
A Gathering of Oathbound.

Gargoyles, The Pearl Oathbieakers
of the Soul of the 88.980
World

544.85/413.98

HOMECOMING.
HARMONY

IMMF
MOVING

61-4
3327 523 95 512.98

6383 The Memory of 8623
Earth, The Call of
Earth. The Ships of
Earth $66.850/511.98

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET WHEN YOU JOIN...
A GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION. Once your membership's accepted,
we'll send your 5 BOOKS and FREE CLUB TOTE. If you're dissatisfied with
the books, return them within 10 days at our expense. Membership will be
canceled; you'll owe nothing.

HUGE DISCOUNTS ON HARDCOVER BOOKS. Save as much as 65% off
publishers' edition prices. Club books are sometimes altered in
size to fit special presses.

THE FREE CLUB MAGAZINE. You'll receive up to 16
issues a year. Each reviews the Featured Book
Selection(s) plus dozens of alternate books.

SHOPPING MADE SIMPLE. To get the Featured Book
Selection(s), do nothing-it will be sent automatical-
ly. If you prefer another book-or none at all-return
your Member Reply Form by the specified date. A
shipping and handling charge (and sales tax, where
applicable) is added to each order.

AN EASY -TO -MEET OBLIGATION. Take up to 2 years
to buy 4 more books at regular low Club prices.
Afterwards, you may resign membership anytime.

RISK -FREE RETURN PRIVILEGES. If you get an
unwanted book because your Club magazine was
delayed and you had less than 10 days to respond,
simply return the book at our expense.

FREE TOTE
with membership

Prices in fine print are publishers' hardcover editions.
Prices In bold print are Club hardcover editions.

SCienCe
Fictigin B°C31(CLUB'

MAIL TO: The Science Fiction Book Club
6550 East 30th Street
P.O. Box 636?
Indianapolis. IN 46206-6367

I YES! Please enroll me in The Science Fiction Book Club
according to the risk -free membership plan described in this

Iad. Send me the 5 BOOKS I've indicated-plus my FREE CLUB
TOTE. Bill me just $1, plus shipping and handing.

SAVE MORE-BUY TOUR FIRST BOOK NOW FOR $2.90 (write book number)

0 Send me the book I've indicated and reduce ny
commitment to only 3 more books. Bill me an additional
$2.98 plus shipping and handling 47337 06

$8.98x

Please write book
numbers here:

47338 05
Mr./Mrs.
Miss/Ms.

,ton vnn
Address Apt.

ICity State Zip

If you're under 18, your parent must sign here

LMembers accepted in U S.A. and Canada only. Canadian nembers serviced from Canada, where offer is slightly
different Sales tax added where applicable. We reserve the right to reject any application. STRE 6/94
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Technics SA-GX170
Audio/Video Receiver

 100 watts per channel *Special class H
'curt provides greater headroom AM/FM

 ,ner with 30 presets *Wireless remote

179950nce (TEC SAGX 17C

Sherwood RX-1010
.35 woos/channel. 30 station presets $119"
.NC RX-315
i 05 wattsJchannel, remote *19995
Technics SA-GX470
no watts/ channel surround sound $26993
Technics SA -11X1550
iib5 watts r 3 Home Theater. Doib. s2 99°5
Technics SA-GX670

Ig wattbchanne main: surround. remote $349"
Sherwood RV -6030R
i 05 vans/channel. Dolby Pro Logic 'SOW-

Cassette Decks/Mini Disc

Technics RS-BX606
3 Head Cassette Deck

2 motor digital servo guard transport *Dolby
B & C noise reduction Dolby HX -Pro
headroom extension Bias fine adjustment
.Full logic feather -touch transport

'3"Puce249" (TEC IRSBX6061

Teac V-370
-Dolby FL nose reduction $69"
Tose V400
Dolby B/CAIX-Pro. lull -loge controls $149"
JVC TDR-441
 Auto -rev. Dolby KW -Pro tine bias $ 1 8 9"
Aiwa AZ/F-810
:-Reads. Dolby EVC/HX-Pro. fine bias $26 9°5
Aiwa XKS-9000
.4 -motors. 3 -heads. Dolby S 11/C/14X-Pri $69 9°'
JVC XIAD1
-Mir, Disc Recorder/Prayer remote CALL

(0)

TOP
RATED

Wharfedale Diamond V
ifth Peden/lance Compact Speakers
VVhere space is limited but performance can
not be compromised, these are the
speakers of choice *5' woofer 100 war
power handling *Black ash cabinet

n '19995/pairce (WhIA DI Ahir rtr

AudioSource LS1
way Micro. "Rather -resistant shielded. pair$7 9$$

Design Acosties PA -55-81(
 :--way. 5 25" woofer pair 8129"
Advent Graduate
*1--waY 8" woofer. black finish pair $149°'
Recoton W-440 s 4 Ca Q

Sirstem indriodual controls pa,

Advent A1052/25' Antra/1aq ,k,,,
.. 9nai claw, IT wooferparpar -59 - -

Advent New Vision 500
- .r.an; ;Oruro w buillesubwooler pair -11.1VU-

Technics IL -P0440
Remote Compact Disc Player

MASH 1 -bit D/A converter 20 -track
programming 30 -key wireless remote control
Edit guide for taping *Peak level search
*Headphone jack with volume control

4$13995 (TEC Si ne.,1,-

RCA CD1051M
16 -bit. 20 -track programming. remote

Tose P0-435
.18 -bit. 20 -track programming. remote

JVC XLV-112
.2x OverSamPng. 32 track programming

Technics SL -P0340 $

$Ei 9 95

:9995

*1 1995

*MASH 1 -bit D/A, 20 track programming 129'
Tem AD -400
-CO Playectassetle Deck Combo. remote $24995
Technics SL -P5840
40ASH 64r mersamohng 32-trEk prog remote V rIL.$$

Double Cassette Decks

Technics RS-TR777
Double Auto -Reverse Cassette Deck

*Deck 1 double auto -reverse play. Deck 2
play/record -2 motor full -logic control *Dolby
B & C. HX-Pro Bras fine adjustment ...rape
program search

r,rice '24995 (TEC RSTR7771

Tose W-410
-Dolby B relay -play 599°5
Technics RS-TR232 d
*Deck 12 Auto -reverse. Dolby B/CMX-Pro - I UW --

JVC TDW-309
*Dual Auto -rev. Dolby 11/C41X-Pro, pitch $199"
Technics RS-TR535
-Dual Auto Rev ReciPtay. Dolby B/C/HX-Pro$ 1 99"
Tem W -800R
-Dual auto -averse. Dolby B/CMX-Pro $224"
Tose W6000R
 Dual Auto -reverse. Dolby Bit -MX -Pro tch$429"

Yamaha NSA -
3 -Way Speaker System

*Acoustic suspension design 8 inch woofer
Ferro -fluid cooled midrange & dome tweeter
*Power rating 10-140 watts 8 ohm
impedance

s9995/pair
Price

Technics SB-LX3
 2 -way. 10" woofer

Technics SB-LX5
. 3 -way, 10" woolei

Technics SB-LX7
. 3 -way. 12' woofer p.$149"
JBL Pro III

Perlormance nun, 2 -way sheided parr$ 1 7 9"
JBL 3800
.3 -way. if woofer titanium tweeter pay $299"
JBL 4312SK
.3 -Way Pro Studro Monitors pair *599"

pa $99"
pan $11 9"

11W:11.1r7=111111.11

Fisher DAC-2403
Studio 24 CD Management System

*Vertical loading system holds 24 discs
7 category presets/24 programmable
categories 1 -bit D/A with 8 x oversamplinq
*Wireless remote

}Our

527995
,nce IFIS DAC24031

Magnavox CDC -79417 8, m...
45-dsc Changer. 30 -track programming I UV--
Use POD -880
45 -disc Changer. 32-trek bag .18-bil remote $1 79"

Technics SL-PD867
4dsc Ghana* MASH. 32 -track prop remora $199"
JVC XLM-415
4641 single disc Changer, remote $2 1 9"
Technics SL -P0967
*MASH. 5 -disc Changer. pitch control $249"
JVC XL-MC100
,00 dsc 2 -pace Changer System remote CALL

Mini Audio Syste

It:
- -

Oft

Aiwa NS -X3500
Mini System

3 -Disc CD changer with RX oversampling
30 select program Karaoke mixing play wit.
digital echo Remote Auto reverse cassette
- 32 AM/FM presets 3 Way speakers

D4'trice $44995 (AIW NSX3500)

Casio MS-101CD
AM/FM. CD Auto -Rev Cassette '119"
Sharp CMS-1200AV
.120 wadsth. 5-bsc CD Changer. Duce Gasser. $299

tors

Fisher DCS-993
NW/FM. Dual Cassette. 24-dsc CD Change -6499°3

JVC MXCB
.41494. Dual AebRev Cassette 6.1 CC' Change' s499"

Aiwa NS-XD707
-3,CD Changer. Dual Cassette. remote $599"
Yamaha CC -70W
41.41RA Dual Auto -Rev Cassette, 3 -CC Change' CALL

Loudspeakers

Bose 301 Series NI
Direct/Reflecting Speakers

Enjoy full stereo almost anywhere in the
room 13' woofer .2 3' tweeters in Free
Space Array 150 watt power rating 8 ohm
impedance -Walnut grained cabinet

ris31800/pairPrice

Pinnacle PN2+
. 2 -way. Mrs 4 woofer, draduct per sir $9993
Pinnacle PN5+/Oak
*Compact Speakers. 2 way. 5.25" water pa .r $12995
Bose 101
elAini Speakers. indoor/outdoor par $1 49"
Pinnacle Pf18+/Oak
-2-wa.), woofer. dual daducts Dar $24995
Cerwin Vega H712
.12" Subrwooler. bu 0 -in crossover each $29995
Cerwin Vega AT -12
.3 -way Speakers. 12 woofer pa., $399$$

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD

This Month's
New Jazz CDs

FaN?7,7§§,.
al,

tgAPA4=
Metheny-Scofield

S 11 p9.,9C0 $699Pe/ Cassell.

Also Available :
Dr. John: Television
GRP 4024 per CD $11.99

per Cassette $6.99
Bheki/Mseleku: Timelessness
VER 521306

Eyesi9999Mulgrew Miller. With ur r:DDO
NVS 63171

per Cassette $6.99
The Benoit -Freeman Project:
GRP 9739 per CD $11.99

per Cassette $6.99
Bob James: Restless
WB 45536 per CD $12.99

per Cassette $7.99
Joe Lovano: Tenor Legacy
BN 27014 per CD $11.99

per Cassette $6.99
Roy Hargrove & Antonio Hart:
The Tokyo Sessions
NVS 63164 per CD $11.99

er Cassette $6.99

Turntables & Cartridges

Thorns 180
3 -Speed Belt Drive 7Y/ratable

-33.45. 78 r p.m. *Automatic shut-off & auto -
retract Synchronous motor *Adjustable anti -
skating External power supply Includes
Stanton cartridge

(T.04

Audio Technics AT-331LP
X,annege. universal mount. knear contact stylus -4.1&$

Stanton 680EL
-ltscoCartnage wren" stylus .. '6495
Gemini XL-BD10
Semi -Auto Turntable. bed. pitch ..... *84"
Technics SL-BD22K
Semi Auto Ben -Drive Turntable

Shure V15-VMR
-Standard Mount Cartridge $1 29$$
Morena TD280MK-IV
erigh Performance BetrOme Tunitabie w ceridge $34 993

k ,4N 1Y111 - :

ORDER TOLL FREE

1 -800-221 -818024 HOURS A DAY Outside U.S.A. Call:
7 DAYS A WEEK 1-718-417-3737
J8R Music World, Dept. SR0694, 59-50 Queens -Midtown Expitessway, Maspeth, Queens, NY11378
FAX 718-497-1791

rkaas,C and
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Super Specials!

Madonna
`he Girlie Show -

Live

Also Available at $16.95
Bad Lieutenant Bob Roberts
Chaplin The Crying Game
*Glengarry Glen Ross *Reservoir
Dogs

New On Laser

Also Available at $34.95
Remains of the Day (in)
A Bronx Tale (NS on uriu Age of
Innocence (LTy) The Fugitive Flesh

Bone (P/S or Lug Beverly Hills
Cop (LTX-THX) *Perfect World (m)

Koss Electrostatic
Headphones

Super Special]

;a.KOSS'
=ELECTROSTATIC

Koss ESP/950
Electrostatic Headphones

IleaJohories that reproduce evey nuance
with lifelike realism *Ultra -flat response
ensures that you will hear the deepest bass.
natural warm midrange 8 crisp clear highs
Includes E/90 Energizer/Amplifier which
allows system to be connected to virtually any
music source *Also included are connecting
cables. AC adaptor, battery pack 8 calfskin
carrying case with enough room for a portable
CD player Formerly $1499.95
Ou,r, $49995r'rrice (KOS ESP950)

A OUT OU

High End Audio

POMMIUX 3400
Reference Power Amplifier

*300 watts per channel *Enormous power
transformers can produce peaks over 900
watts. MOSFET outputs *Silver finish

r $299995.e PUO 3400,

Perreaux E110
44cAer Amp 100 wads per channe *999"
Perreaux 2400
*Reference Power Amp 200 watts ch $2249"
Perreaux SAM
4Line Level Preamphfier 9799"
Teac D10 (Mr UM Pins 52000I
.0/A Converler. for CD transports or upgrade -oww--

Tow VRDS-10
IP5trearn Audiophile CD Player, P5c-c lamp CALL

TDL FITL1
*Relief, Transmisson Lire Speakers ta $399"

(....99
. .

- -
Gemini PIRX-15

Scratchmastor DJ Mixer
-phono/2-line/1-microphone inputs
;-removable crossfader control & channel

ide controls LED meters *Master volume
intro'

$9995
15)

Gemini HP -100 $39"44eaephenewreenon- " .. .

Audio Technica AM200
51 59'6

Gemini DS -824
$17995tr

Gemini CD4000
c[r.i,.., otch: - $299"
Gemini PDM-6008
*NU! DJ Mixer Ewa ,:t. $329"
NESS Disco Lights
41Ne offer a huge selection. for information CALL

Sennheiser Headphones
Audiophiles

Choice

Sennhe sow HD -580
Circumaural Headphones

*Precision headphones deliver ultra -wide flat
frequency response *Velvet covered ear
cushions provide maximum comfort Si excellent
isolation without adding weight 10 foot cord

rgi,e$29995
Sennhelser HD44011
40pen -Aare'lor InAtvreght comfort. Le :.(7;

Sennhelser HD -45011
rlighlwegnl. dual plugs, urea! ha,

Sennhelser HD -520 II
t .roxnaurai tor deep toss icr Si 1 995
Sennhelser HD540 II
 Carcumaural 7119190e response Poe t

514995
Sennhelser HD -2501I
Searedcnamber pro Quality dual plops $ 1 5995
Sennhelser HD55011
Top.ol.lhe in fana-rucned drovers dal . S1 9995

$5995

S7995

Video Recorders

I ,

FA!:

JVC HRS-4700
S -VHS Video Recorder

4 -head system with auto -cleaning *Digital
tracking 181 -channel tuner *On -screen
programming *Flying erase 1-year/8-event
program timer *Unified remote

$44995
Samsung VR-3703

7- 4 -event. remote S169
JVC HR -J200

ear 8 -evens r,e-e-, $19995
General Electric VG -4210

JHS Recorder. 4 -heads $26995
Aiwa HV-FX1000
VHS Hi -En mid -size 4 -heads '29995
Sony SLV-750HF
77)11h Stereo 4 -head VCS. . 5399"
Go Video ox -3060X
oDuai Deck 97-Fi Stereo VHS Recorde.

es

579995

Remotes/Antennas

Teak AM -F140
Powered Indoor Stereo AM/FM Antenna
2 -modes m wideband it enhanc,- :.Lo
broadcasts. in narrow a unique . Jot
pre -tuning capability locks in on
frequencies to minimizing noise 8 interference

Our $9995
(IRK AMFM0)

Sony RIP4V11
+reprogrammed Remote Control

Gemsta VCR Pius 
$1995

VCR Aslant Programmer S2995
Terk AF3000
.AM/FM Amer, '

One -For -All URC-6885
VCR F, .7 . ^w0 remot,

Sony AN 1 0
*Amp .Ana

Terk TV20

53 495

'49"
$5995

'69"
Audio/Video Accessories

AudioSource LLC3
3 in 1 Utility Disc

An easy to use. narrat, especially
useful for owners of Dolb,ii.pc Surrou^.1
systems 2 -precision brushes gently Clean
laser lens

I,:;, $1659nce
(ASO LLC3)

Case Logic CVC-1
Camcorder Case

ler
. . iera

Nks. puL.K.2! Molds
spare tapes and
accessories *Compact
size, easy to carry

$2889nce

Sony CCD-FX310
8mm Handycam Camcorder

8:1 variable speed power zoom lens
10 -bit digital camera signal processing
2 -Lux sensitivity High speed shutter
*Full -function wireless remote
Og.r s54995

(SON

Samsung TTB-1340
13' Color TeiewSion remOle

Sony KV-20TS29
20' Stereo Coior TV. on -screen Arno?.

Panasonic PV -M2043
20 Color NNHS Recorder

Fuji P701
LCD Video Protector 130 wan bud.

Sharp VL-E30
*Vie...cam 8mm 9/3- LCD Color yyy

Mitsubishi CS -35301
*35 Stereo IN4Aorutor, P -I -P

517995

`349"
'479"
559995
:899.5

CALL

Cameras
Pao

Nikon N90-
35mm SLR Camera

Wide -area 3-D
matrix i progr, system
*Advanced T1 L ^ sensor flash control
InClude5 Nikon USA limited warranty *Body
only

513995

'13995
Compact (Arne, _II. .,11,1' en Si 89"

'369'5
Olympus IS -10
{.9mpact Zoom Lens Rene. SL R Camera '39995

CAI.L. (NKN N90)

Minolta Freedom AF1OR
ully Automatic

57995
Nikon Lite Touch
Ultra -Compact 35mm 28mm 13 5 ens

Polaroid Captiva
*SLR/Instant Cam.' . '

Olympus Stylus Zoom

Canon EOS Rebel X Kit
.94ra-compact 35rnm Camera

JAR Catalogues

For FREE Catalogue, Please Check:
EAudioNitleo/Music "Computers
Or Call Toll -Free 1-800-221-8180
Write To:

J8R Music World
Department SR0694

59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway
Maspeth. NY 11378

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD
TO ORDER BY MAIL:

SEND MONEY ORDER. CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK. MASTERCARD. VISA. AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (Include Interbank No
expiration date and signature) To: JAR MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. SR0694, 59-50 QUEENS -MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY, MASPETH, QUEENS, NY 111378.
Personal and business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipping handling & insurance charge is 5' of total. order
with a $4.95 minimum for orders up to 5500 for orders over $500 to $1000: 3', for orders over $1000 For heavy oversized dens or shipments
by air please call for information. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry. no COD's.NY resicents please add sales lax

ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION 8 ACCEPTANCE. SOME QUANTITIES MAY BE LIMITED. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW. FACTORY FRESH, AND 100'o GUARANTEED. Copyright 1994 JAR Music World

IMMUSIC
WORLD
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POPULAR MUSIC

QUICI
JIM BASNIGHT
Pop Top
PRECEDENT 1003 (73 min)
Very nice solo album by a Seattle power -
popper (formerly of the well -regarded
Moberlys) going against the commercial
grain of his hometown scene, and more
power to him. Lots of requisite chiming
guitars here; ditto strong tunes and mucho
heart. Pick hit: Asphalt Field, which rocks
out more convincingly than usual for the
genre. S.S.

BLUE MURDER
Nothin' but Trouble
GEFFEN 24419 (56 min)
Slick but basically forgettable hard rock
from a bunch of unapologetic Guns 'n
Roses wannabes. Mitigating factor: a cov-
er version of the Small Faces' Itchycoo
Park that cuts anything on GNR's recent
"The Spaghetti Incident?" S.S.

KEALOHA KONO AND HIS
ORCHESTRA
Sounds of Hawaii
LASERLIGHT 228 (35 min)
Sounding like the dance band in a tourist
hotel at Waikiki Beach, this CD perfectly
evokes my one carefree visit to Hawaii.
Perennial hits like Blue Hawaii, Lovely
Hula Hands, and Aloha Oe are played at
the right tempo for the Box Step or Busi-
nessman's Bounce. A bit square, a bit
corny, and I love it. William Livingstone

CARIB NORMAN
The Beauty of the North
DORIAN 90190 (60 min)
The sound of a wooden flute, button ac-
cordion, fiddle, guitar, and bass blend with
a tang of authenticity in twenty-eight
short, atmospheric, traditional dance tunes
from Scotland and from Quebec, Nova
Scotia, and other parts of Canada. These
are virtuoso performances of unfamiliar
folk music. Ingratiating. W.L.

THE PAPER
Original Motion -Picture Soundtrack
REPRISE 45616 (37 min)
Randy Newman is a genuine pop genius,
and his music for "The Natural" constitut-

ed one of the few possibly great American
film scores of the last decade. His latest
effort, however, is as middlebrow and
fluffy as the film it accompanies, kind of
like a Nineties update of Leroy Anderson.
Of course, maybe that was the idea, but
it's disappointing nonetheless. S.S.

SCHOOLY D
Welcome to America
RUFF HOUSE/COLUMBIA (49 min)
Public Enemy's Chuck D once called rap
music the inner-city equivalent of CNN.
But these days rap more often resembles
the Fox network. Exhibit A: "Welcome to
America," a bunch of foul-mouthed rape,
murder, and revenge fantasies that (even if
meant ironically) are so dumb they make
Married with Children ook like after -din-
ner conversation by Noel Coward. S.S.

SIRIAL MOM
Original Motion -Picture Soundtrack
MCA 11052 (39 min)
Leave it to writer/director John Waters-
Baltimore's pre-eminent trash esthete-to
mix L7's all -girl punk racket (Gas Cham-
ber) with Barry Manilow's shopping -mall
sentimentality (Daybreak). The orchestral
score (by Basil Poledouris) for Waters'
latest cinematic affront is equally droll.
sounding like some Fifties weepie directed
by Douglas Sirk. A hoot of an album. S.S.

SEXY WAYS-THE BEST OF HANK
BALLARD AND THE MIDNIGHTERS
RHINO 71512 (55 min)
A nice greatest -hits package from the guy
who wrote and recorded the original The
Twist, among other accomplishments. This
may not be the slickest R&B vocal group
imaginable, but by and large what's
here-including the epochal (and for its
day salacious) Annie trilogy-is highly
entertaining. S.S.

STEVE YOUNG
Switchblades of Love
WATERMELON 1016 (49 min)
One of the finest progressive country
writers of the mid -Seventies, Steve Young
all but disappeared in the Eighties, a
predictable turn of events for a writer of
his caliber in the "Urban Cowboy" era.
Now, on his first studio album in ten
years, he's backed by Van Dyke Parks.
Katy Moffatt, Benmont Tench, and Bobby
Neuwirth, and displays all of his old
songwriting fire. Superb. A.N.

supposed to do, putting an important chap-
ter in a major performer's recording career
into sharper focus. The music here dates
from a period when alto saxophonist Jackie
McLean was one of only a handful of es-
tablished musicians who had absorbed the
innovations of Ornette Coleman. Compared
to what came just before them-McLean's
pianoless quintet with vibist Bobby Hutch-
erson and trombonist Grachan Moncur
III-the thirty-two tracks collected here
were more bound to convention in terms of
both instrumentation and harmonic contour.
Yet they hardly marked a retrenchment on
McLean's part. He attacked these numbers
with reckless abandon, twisting a jagged
path through chords and modal vamps on
the uptempo pieces and biting into the oc-
casional ballad (such as trumpeter Charles
Tolliver's beautiful but rugged Wrong Num-
ber) in such a way as to rid it of all senti-
mentality. The participation of such lumi-
naries as Hutcherson, Lee Morgan, Herbie
Hancock, Roy Haynes, Billy Higgins, and
Jack DeJohnette on these various dates fur-
ther enhances the set's value, as do the late
David Rosenberg's insightful liner notes.
[Available by mail-order only from Mosaic
Records, 35 Melrose Place, Stamford, CT
06902; telephone 203-327-7111.] F.D.

BOB MINTZIR
Only in New York

DMP 501 (68 min)
Performance: Excellent

Recording: Excellent
ooted in the past and framed in the pre-

Rsent, Bob Mintzer's arrangements offer
big -band fans a refreshing alternative to the
"ghost" bands that refuse to die but some-
how sound as if they had. "Only in New
York" is the saxophonist and leader's sev-
enth big -band release, and his creativity is
as obvious as ever. All but one of the ten
selections are Mintzer originals, the solos
are by some of New York's finest studio
musicians, and the ensemble is propelled by
a superb rhythm section featuring pianist
Phil Markowitz, bassist Jay Anderson, and
drummer John Riley. The most original
arrangement is Good Morning, Good Day,
Good Night, which features trombonist
Mike Davis; it begins with a free -form
wake-up time on the farm and smartly
evolves into a pulsating urban affair before
the cows come home. Mintzer's vocal on
TV Blues is the only part of this set that
doesn't work for me; the rest is a delightful
harmonic weave that swings like mad. C.A.
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JVC MX55M ORIG. $7:41
Compact Shelf System NOW OW
 6 Disc magazine changer
 Full function remote control s 4 7 9
 Dual cassette deck  Digital AM/FM tuner

A
A

iwa NSX3500 Denon 0200 Panasonic SCH5
iwa NSXD707 Sony FHB50CD Technic, SCCM55

RECEIVER SPECIAL

Technics SAGX550
Dolby® Pro Logic Receiver LIS:11,1
 75w,ch x 3 for let/right/center
 30W/ch for rear
 Learning AN remote control
 Center/AR level control w/variable dela

$2 8 9

BBE ARS Sonic Maxiir izer
 Helps restore the sparkle & clarity and add
warmth and natural musicality to digitally

$1 99recorded material, old LPs and tapes

Hughes AK -500 SRS
 Simulates 3D/full surround sound vrth
2 -speaker s_ystems. $9 9
SSI5000 Dolby Pro Logic
 Remote controlled 5 channel Dolby0 CALLPro Logic surround sound processor
Audio Source SSThree II
 Remote controlled 5 channel Dolby< CALLPro Loiic surround sound rocessor

Celestion 3
Bookshelf Speaker
 2 -Piece titanium dome tweeter
 5" Micirbass woofer
 Vented box system
 75 Watts power handling

ORIG. $269 $169NOW ONLY

JBL PS120 Sub CALL Pinnacle PNB '249
JBL L7 Tower spiv CALL Advent P1060 '169
Advent Ss -x Vs o 531 ,Ix.s..at soeie,wm n,b-399

HUNDREDS OF
BRAND NAMES

a/d/si PC110.2
4 Channel Car Amplifier
 Bridgeable power amplifier
 40W x 4 onto 4 ohm
 45W x 2 +90W x 1 into 4 ohm
 90W x 2 bridged into 4 ohm

4.25X 4 -Channel 10011 Advable cor power amplifier Closeout
P020.2 4 -Channel 320W Adgeable or potter amble, DEAL

ORIG. $449
NOW ONLY

$299

ROCKFORD FOSGATE AMPS
Rockford Fosgate 4060X
4 Channel Car Amplifier-
 30wich x 2 into 4 ohms
 60W/ch x 4 into 2 ohm
 12CW/ch x 2 into 4 ohms
 Buit-in crossover

ORIG. $300 $19 9NOW ONLY :t1

ROCKFORD 2060X Orig $199
2 -Choral bridgeable or power miller 30Nlidi 12 into 4

ohm  &Mich x 2 ^a2ohm  r20wmom nto4ohm 699

Hunnuniirr

JVC HAD990
 DO reference phones
 Oxygen tee copper wres
 24K gold plug S8 9

SONY MDRV600 '69
Digital stereo headphones

Beyerdynamic DT811'18 

JVC
stereo headphones

JVC HAW55
Cordless stereo headphones

KOSS PortaPro '39
Collapsible digfajohores

Sennheizer HD435 '39
Open air stereo headphones

Sennheizer HD560 CALL
Open or sic= headphones

CALL FOR OTHER MOM .3

vrclAml I MITNTFR CH
ADS C300IS
Vdeo shielded 2 -way

ADS C400IS
2 -wry w/6 dryer

Altec ITW260
suPatoer

JBL S-4
6 VC 2 -war in -wan

Brand Name
Imall spear system

CALL

FOR

LOW

PRICE

19"
FULL LINE OF NILES

EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE

JBL SC305la, 5 -CALL
Pinnacle PN50

FORVCec 2 -way "Jr,
Advent Al 090
/a 525' own OUR
Monitor ludic CC200
- o....afto 7n:er or LOW
Atlantic 153C
54 35. I'w.1 PRICE
Audio Sato VS One

Oa 4' dr ers

r/1n "LULL

Altec Lansing
ALC11
Aclive/Passive EQ/Xover
 Allows separate controls
for ley and right channels

ORIG. $129 $59
NOW ONLY

Bazooka Tubes
Bass Tubes For The Car
Adds that extra punch your
system is starving for.
Available in powered or
passive 6 1/2", r & 10"

CALL

CARTRIDGE
INCLUDED

Brand Name
Turntable

 Semi -automatic
 Belt drive system e
 Low mass tone arm
 Servo controller motor

ACT FALT
LI MITE)

OUANTI- ES

BEST SELECTION ON DISPLAY
PANASONIC  SONY  JVC  HITACHI

MITSUBISHI  PROSCAN  SHARP

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
 ADS  Advent  Audio G.  /-
 AKG  Altec Lansing  ALL. .guest
 Acoustic Research  Audic Source
 Atlantic Technology  B&I'.  B&O
 B&W *Bazooka  BBE  Beyerdynamics
 BellOpetti Brother  Canon  Carver
 Cerwin Vega  Celestion  Cliff Design:
 Canton  Code Alarm  CWD  Denor
 Dynamat Grado  Haller  Harmon
Kardon  Hitachi  Hughes  Infinity
 Jamo  JBL  JVC  K40  Koss
 Lexicon  Luxman  M&Ic  Mitsubishi
 Monitor Audio  Monster :,able  Niles
 OmniMount  Orion  Panasonic
 Philips  Pinnacle  Pioneer
 Panamax  PPI  Proscan  PS Audio
 Rane  Rockford Fosgate  Runco
 Soundcraftsmen  Soundstream
 Senheiser  Sherwood  Sharp  Sony
 Sonance  SSI  Stewart  Target
TechnicsTerkThorens  Triad & Morel
CALL FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD

N11111 ri 1..kALL
a Order Phone

1.8 0.542.7283
To Order x:

1201 838 *2516
CI. Send Check Dashers Check or Money arse, -

Mail Order Hours:
Mon - Fri 9-9 Sat 9-6

MOM

IMOOM On OWNS ONOM gee "UM MISmin j moi  es'

Haller MSE-88
4 -Ch Car Power Amp
 Gold RCA inputs w/adj sensitivity
 76W/ch 2 Into 4 ohm
 Runs mono/stereo simultaneously
 MOSFET Weans nova circuitry

ORIG. $280 S 5 9
NOW ONLY

P

MSE44 22W x 2 '69 Soundstream 010011.199
PPI2030 6CON '129 MSE200 .alwx2 '269

CAR AUDIO SPECIALS

Pioneer CDXFM35
 6 -Disc CO changer
 FM modulator
 Remota 5/24 5
Orig $549

.ALL FOR ITt

Snoe 1996,Jr 1 _
gm.:.; (

Ii-...
?ASO

ssf

lMrq SEPIlICE Se Habla
FOR ORCER INJURY

1.201 .838 .2653
For Returns or claims
Monday - FridaN 9-5

Espanol

We Ship
To Canada

Pioneer DEH730

coin car RF CD chaarP29911
JVC XLG3700
Pall -eat AMU CI '249

10W z 2 cu amplttler '129

AWFWCass Pellet '125

Soundstream D6011

Sony EXR25

Retch feel IM/Flall CALL
JVC XLMG700RF

r ,,RE INFO
Meadtown Shopping Center
Rt 23, Kinnelon NJ 07405
Call 2018383444
Mon -Fri 9-9  Sat 9-6

FOR A FREE CATALOG CALL 1800GET-HI Fl
THrS NUMBER FOR CATALOG REQUESTS ONLY

Fon Adtaime bed birds m sl  MI emembbtalipaymtkil mem 110mMiltentikearce elmo goicla
Medea:ha Wow km die almelpgeoplea Elm meldMAllebermaelleamillhbMilraidetetel

in baestelirlielansmilMie amilmief rallevahlret
yak*
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011.  /1/1111  I B milnin NEW RECORDINGS

()COUNTERPOINT sA220
HYBRID TRUE TUBE POWER AMPLIFIER
:KgeWIntuot Can -000 W into 4 Ohms

RPu  irlOeCtProtection Circuitry

101
,,,pookouTDor:FAKERs
F7erfto;ket, $12_41
 Water Resistant

ADVE\I
GRADUATE
140 WATT 2 WAY

 8' ong-Throw
Wooer  1/2
Ferrottuid-Filled

La
ooled Poly-
rbonate Dome

IS
A BRANDS AT TOMO:t
WE DWILL BEAT ANY ADVERTIS

li

YOUR HOME THEATRE SPECIA ST

A L_TE
LANS!

A. HAFLER 9300THX - 300 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER
 12 MOSFET!.-14put Devices  2 Channels  150 Watts x 2 M.S.R.P '1250
B. ALTEC LANSING AHT2100 PR. -3 WAY 150W THX SURROUND SPEAKERS
 THX Design  4' Woofers 3" Midranges .7/8" Tweeters M.S.R.P. '900 Pr.
C. ALTEC LANSING AHT2200 3 PCS. - THREE 150 WATT SPEAKERS

5"" Carbon Filled Polypropylene Woofer  Magnetic Shielding M.S.R.P. '900 3Pcs.
ALTEC LANSING AHT2300 1 PC. - 100 WATT DUAL 10" SUBWOOFER

 2x10" Carbon Fiber Cone Woofer  Freq Response 20Hz-180Hz M.S.R.P. '1200 Ea.

CALL NOW WE'LL BEAT YOUR BEST DEAL !!
CD PLA YER.

.,,artion HD7400
REMOTE CONTROL CD PLAYER
 4X S  Dual 18 Bit DAC
 32 rack Programming

4r
 Remote Control
PHILIPS CD -920 119
PHILIPS CDI-220 INTERACTIVE CD CALL
COUNTERPOINT DA -10/ DA -11 CD TRANSPORT

100'S OF CD CHANGERS & PLAYERS IN STOCK

ev PHILIPS CDC -935 !AI
5 -DISC CAROUSEL CD CHANGER
 Dual 1 -Bit D/A Converter
 20- Track Programming 4I,
 Random Play  Remote
SHERWOOD COC-503OR 199
FISHER DAC-2403 24 CD CHANGER
MAGNAVOX CDC -794 ....159

couNTEmpouvr
TEAC P-495 TURNTABLE 99

um 1110RENS TD -180 3 SPEED TURNTABLE 349
AUDIO LAB 8000P 200W Power Amp 599
AUDIS SOURCE SS THREE MKII.Sound ProCeSSOr 249
COUNTERPOINT SA -30Q0 TUBE PRE -AMP
HAFLER 945 REMOTE PRE -AMP TUNER 449
PARASOUNO HCA-500 249
TEAC E0A-110 Equalizer 79

100'S OF SEPARATES -ALL BRANDS
PRO LOGIC THX PROCESSORS IN STOCK

Fi IVEA

11(11110( HI RV -5030R
DOLBY' PRO LOGIC RECEIVER

Watts Rear  DAS  Unrhed Resole
 85WPC  65 Watts s 3 Plus 20

FISHER RS -727 200W PRO LOGIC 249
SHERWOOD RX-4030R UPGRADE OF RX401OR 169
SHERWOOD RV -6030R BEST BUY' 349

100'S OF RECEIVERS -ALL BRANDS IN STOCK

TAPE DECKS

TEAC. W480C
DUAL CASSETTE DECK
 Dolby. NR  High And
Normal Speed Iketing
HARMAN KARDON TD4800 DOLBY' S 599
FISHER CRW-983...DUAL DECK AUTOREVERSE 149
TEAC V-370 59

$99

THE
NEWEST
TECHNOLOGY,

WIRELESS HOME THEATRE
"rAKEtioYSTEMS

MUSIC i music 2
MAGIC 1 '' 11-t ' MAGIC 2

, MOVIES 1 MOVIES 2

COMPLETE
SYSTEM

$299

111-11H1
0 0 0 0

111
0'

harman kardon
HARMAN KARDON HK -3300
70 WATT AUDIOPHILE RECEIVER
 2 Tape Monitors  CD. Video Inputs
 Subwoofer Output With Level Control
 16 AM/FM Station Presets
JBL J-2050
100 WATT 2 -WAY SPEAKERS
 5"- Polvmoer-Laminate Woofer  1/2"
,r4nPigzn9 8n8edTBweg;  8Fhli7r0s- 23.000 Hz-

CERWIN VEGA
L78
160 WATT
SPEAKERS
 2 -Way Design
 7 -In. Woofer
 1-In.Polymer
Dome Tweeter

BEST BUY

PAIR 169
SPEAKER PRICES PER PAIR

ALLISON AL -115 ._ 329
ALTEC LANSING MODEL 83 BEST BUY ! 149
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY 253C BEAT YOUR
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY 154SR BEST PRICE
CELESTION MODEL 1 189
CELESTION SL-6SI Audiophile Sjeaker
CELESTION CS -6 BEAT YOUR BEST PRICE
CERWIN VEGA VS -100 399
CERWIN VEGA VS -120 . . 499
CERWIN VEGA VS -150 599
DESIGN ACOUSTICS PS -24 EA 119
JBL LC310 3 Way Boorstancling 249
JBL SC -305 Center Channel 149 EA
JBL L-7 TOP OF THE LINE LACQUER FINISH
JBL J-2045 100W 2 WAY BOOKSHELF 99

ALLISON
200 WATT 2 WAY
FLOORSTANDING
SPEAKERS
 Acoustic
Suspension Design

h NN
$369 PAIR' I

temFr..y,

IDAHLQUIST
DQ301

250W AUDIOPHILE 3 -WAY SPEAKERS
 Vertical, Decoupled Phase Array Design
With 10' Woofer  Polypropylene Woofer
 5" Polypropylene Midrange
 7/8" Alloy -Dome $999Tweeter wtih
ButylSurround PAIR

DAHLQUIST DQ6CI
150W 2 -WAY BOOKSHELF$399P0
DAHLQUIST DQ28
200 W 3 -WAY FLOORSTANDING $799118

_BOSE'
10.2 SII
180W SPEAKERS
 3 -Way  Ported
Direct Reflecting
Design  Acousfimass
Technology

9AI9799
SPEAKER PRICES PER PUR

BOSE MODEL 21 BEST VALUE 89
BOSE 22 SERIES II 198
BOSE 6.2 399
BOSE 901 VI CLASSIC ...WITH EQUALIZER .. 1398
BOSE VS -100.... ..... .CENTER CHANNEL EA 89

1)I
I 11111

SUB/SAT SYSTEM
 2 -Way Bookshelf
Satellites  8" Woofer
 Dome Tweeter

$299
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY MODEL150 IN STOCK
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH ATHENA 299
BOSE AM -3 SERIES III JUST ARRIVED ! 399
BOSE AM -4 449
BOSE AM -5 SERIES II 749
BOSE AM -7 HOME THEATRE 899
JBL PRO III PLUS 399
KLH 2503 3 PIECE SATELLITE 129

CALL FOR ALL BRANDS NEW TECHNOLOGY - HI END SPEAKERS IN STOCK I

AUT
DEAL

OD PH
N;

AI
A [

_ASII

I.

DAH
DC

4H
harm

rPF
Afs
RC
To!Q.
ZE

SOON

MuE
Sh
F

OCOUr

KLH
Cerw

CAS

vt
BLI

Sc
& Mar

Wei -e min
New York Retail

1030 6th Avenue
New Yorki NY 10018
BETWEEN 38' & 39 STREET OPEN 7 DAYS

M/T/Var & SAT 9-6 30 . THUR 9-8  SUN 11.5
:TY OF NY CONSUMER AFFAIRS LICENSES K589,

New Jersey Retail
331 Route 4 West

Paramus, NJ 07652
6 DAYS  SATURDAY 9-9

MONDAY  FRIDAY 10-10

Springfield, NJ 07081 10 DAY
SATURDAY 9-9 SUN 10-6 BACK

MONDAY -FRIDAY 10.10 & 30 Elr DE E(

21 Route 22 West GUARA
New Jersey Retail SAT1SFA

Authorized Dealer Fee All Advertised Items. All Advertised Items Include Manufature's USA Warranty. We Weico-ne VISA MAS
Typographical Errors. Pictures are for Illustration Only. V No Dealers, Page tl Referral a Must for Guaranteed Lowest Price. Does Not ,
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 BLAUPUNKT
DETACHABLE FACE
AM/FM CD PLAYER
 18 FM/6 AM Presets
 RCA Pre -amp Output
 2 x 25 Watt Integrated
Amplifier  PLL Tuner

$249

LAGUNA

CAR STEREO

TOSHIBA TX203
DETACHABLE FACE AM/FM CASSETTE
 18 AM/FM Presets  25W X 2 Channel Max
Output Power  Electronic
Controls  Auto Memory
 Autoreverse  Seek
TOSHIBA TX -902A REMOVABLE AM/FM CD 199
BLAUPUNKT TORINO DETACHABLE AM/FM CAS 99
BLAUPUNKT LEXINGTON DETACHABLE AM/FM CALL
BLAUPUNKT CDC -M5 10 CD CHANGER 349
NAIWAICHI TUNER DECK III PULL OUT WM CASS 249
SANYO MAX -6600 SMALLEST 6 CD/FM MODUL 359
SHERWOOD XR-3814 AM/FM CASS/CD CONTROL 129

GT-963
6X9

-W'AY 140W3
SPEAKER

 Cone Woofer
 Titanium Tweeter
 2 1/2' Midrange

$99PA1R
NAKAMICHI SP-80/SP-1010 . FULL LINE IN STOCK
BLAUPUNKT ZL-653 DVC 6 1/2'3 WAY PAIR 79
CELEST1ON AP -12 ...17 AUDIOPHILE WOOFER EA 99
JBL 1500-GT1 1000 WATT 15' WOOFER CALL

MTX BP -X10 CALL

PrecisionPower 2300AM
600 W POWER AMP
 2 Channels  Pulse
Regulated Power
Supply  Solid Stat

$549
40%
OFF

BLAUPUNKT BSA -60......_2 X 30 AMP 59
BLAUPUNKT BOX -300.......4 X 50 AMP 229
JBL GTO-100 4 X 25 AMP 129
PRECISION POWER 2050AM 2050 AMP 229
PRECISION POWER 4200AM 4X50 AMP 399

100'S OF NI -END CAR STEREOS/SEPARATE SPEAKERS
6 ALARMS  ALL FAMOUS BRANDS IN STOCK

RAZ T82SII
150 WATT 8' BASS TUBE FULL
 8' Drivers In Bass -Reflex LINE INEnclosures  11P' Voice STOCK !!Coils  28 Oz. Magnets

TEL 'IS ONS
GENERAL ELEC
31GT657
31' STEREO REMOTE TV
 181 Channel Cable
Compatible  On
Screen Program

$099 4
MAGNAVOX CCR-190 19' TVNCR COMBO 399
ZENITH SLS2751 27' STEREO 399
RCA X-25101 25' REMOTE 279
RCA F-35720ST . . 35' P -I -P 1499
TOSHIBA CF -26C30 26' STEREO 399
TOSHIBA CF -35C40 35' STEREO 1399
TOSHIBA TP48C50_ 48' P I P 19* DEEP 1999

100'S OF TV'S-ALL BRANDS IN STOCK

'7AMCORDERS

VLE3OU
8MM VIEWCAM
 3' LCD Color Screen
 Flying Erase  8X Zoom
 Remote Control
SALE PRICE S999
SHARP REBATE $100

AFTER 9S
CANON UC-S5 HI -8 24X ZOOM IMAGE STABILIZER
CANON L-2 PRO LINE IN STOCK
MAGNAVOX CVR-3' 5 FULL SIZE VHS 499
RCA PR0-808 8MM 549
RCA P80030 8MM TOP RATED!
SHARP VLL-63U TOP RATED VHS 599
SHARP VL-E4OU '150 REBATE
SHARP VL-E1000 '200 REBATE

RADAI

635i
RADAR/LASER
DETECTOR
 Detects X,K Super
Wide Band KA
Integrated

$199
BEL 645511 TOP RATED
WHISTLER 780 . . BEST BUY
WHISTLER 1130 X. K , KA

vAuthorized Dealer For
PIONEER

Full Line of Audio S Video In Stock

279
59
89

the electronics store.
Mail Order 800 394-6283
. OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK MON-FRI 9AM-7PM & SAT 10AM-6PM YiTar
NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE
FOR INFO CALL 201-467-0100  ASK YOUR SALESPERSON FOR DETAILS

AMERICAN EYYRESS, DISCOVER CARDS. CR* Registered Trademark Dolby Laboratories licensing Corporagon. Not Responsible Foe
emus, Clearance, or Limited Ouanitty items Niue Be For Identical Moder Numbers. Shipping hot Refundable. Valid Tkru 7/1/94.

WE CARRY
A HUGE
SELECTION
OF
PROJECTION
TV'S  SHARPVISION
 RCA  MAGNAVOX
 PHILIPS  TOSHIBA
 ETC...

RCA
P-52755ST
52" STEREO P -I -P PROJECTION TV
 Advanced Color P -I -P
 SRS Sound Retrieval System
 10 W/C Stereo Amp
 Broadcast Stereo With dbx NR
 Master Touch Universal Remote
BEST PRICES ONPROJECTION TV'S !

rIMOI

SIVVIY0 '-VHR-9415
4 HEAD HI Fl VHS RECORDER WITH VCR PLUS+

OWW=W:TbrilLmEl=Channel Changan 1 -Year/v99Traingual [English/Spanish/French) On -Screen Programming
h

SHARPe VCA506U
4 -HEAD VHS RECORDER

Screen Programming  Remote
 181 -Channel Cable  On

TOSHIBA M-75_9 4 READ NI- VJOG SHUTTLE
GENERAL ELECTRIC VG4210 ....4 HEAD HI-FI ... 249
MAGNAVOX VR-9262.. HI-F1 JOG SHUTTLE 349
GO -VIDEO GV-3070Z HI-FI DUAL DECK VCR
ZENITH VR-L4110 4 HEAD VHS 2491
RCA VR-800HF IMA RECORDER 399
RCA VR-601HF 4 READ M41. 299
SHARP VCA-303U BEST BUY ! 159

100'S OF VCR'S-ALL BRANDS IN STOCK

1- :10 1 r.7 t..M11.7

MULTI SYSTEM VCR
 4 Head  10 System
 Remote Control

HUGE SELECTION OF
110/220 VOLT 50.60 CYCLE

MULTI SYSTEM TV'S,VCR'S &
PAL CAMCORDERS IN STOCK

DCS-993
24 CD CHANGER/DUAL DECK MINI SYSTEM
100 W ,5 -Band E0 .0599
 Dual Deck w/Autoreversew
 Dolby." B NR  Remote
SHARP CMSR2000D-CD/DOUBLE DECK 189
SHARP CMSR4000D 5 CD CHANGER 249
SHARP CO -08 MICRO SYSTEM 399
FISHER DCM-15 10 CO CHANGER 389
SANSUI MS -6901 3 CD/110-220 VOLT 499
SANYO DC0-5 CD/DOUBLE DECK 199
RCA FV-8593 3 CD/DOUBLE DECK 249

100'S OF MINI S RACK SYSTEMS -AU BRANDS IN STOCK

MAGNAVOX FW25
3 CD DUAL DECK MINI SYSTEM
 8X OS  3 Band Graphic e.
Eq.  24 AM/FM Presets Q30299
 2 Way Speakers  Remote

BOSE LIFESTYLE LS -3
BOSE LIFESTYLE LS -5
BOSE LIFESTYLE LS -10

999
1399
1599

MAGNAVOX
AZ -6822
PORTABLE CD
PLAYER
 Stereo
Headphones
 Connecting
Cable To Use
With Home
System  Car
Base Compatible

$149
RCA
WHP-101
CORDLESS
HEADPHONES
 Portable Stereo
Sound  High Quality
Sound  Long Range
Listen Up To 100
Feet From Source
 1 Year Waranty

$149

SHARP.
MDS10
DIGITAL PORTABLE
MINI CD PLAYER
 Skip Resistance
 Digital Sound
 Shock Prof
Memory  Dot Mat'
LCD  LCD Type
Remote  Stereo
Headphones

$299

REC: ETON w -44o
WIRELESS STEREO SPEAKER SYSTEM Enaoles You To Listen $199
To Your TV, Stereo, CD,
From Another Location

SPECIAL
BUY



CLASSICAL MUSIC

Sounds Like A Perfect Match!
Allison Acoustics, Garrard and Service Merchandise

gait/La/1.d'

NE 194

ALLISON ACOUSTICS
8" 2 -Way Acoustic Suspension
Speakers Model AL115. (catalog #115LNA)

100 Watts

100 -Watt Stereo Remote AudioNideo Stereo Receiver
With Matrix Surround Sound Model 811 GAR. (catalog #811 GAR)

A BETTER WAY TO SHOP, A

We
Accept 111111

#1111,1#

BETTER WAY TO SAVE
For Home Delivery Call 1-800-251-1212 (Nashville: 615.254-2700)

Or Visit Your Nearest Service Merchandise Location

Stereo Review
SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

Place
label
here

1(303) 447-9330
STEREO REVIEW

P.O. Box 55627
BOULDER, CO 80322

MOVING? Please give us 8
weeks advance notice. Attach
label with your old address, and
write in new address below.

RENEWING? Check box
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creates memorable, at times mesmerizing
tone pictures, ranging from the unforced
folksiness of Rheinlegendchen to the under-
stated yet biting irony of Lob des Hohen
Verstandes. He captures the entertaining
rusticity of Verlorne Mille and the deep de-
spair of Der Tamboursg'sell. All these move
at unhurried and comfortable tempos-only
in Wo die Schonen Trompeten Blasen does
he sound a trifle self-indulgent.

Although Mahler did not specify the
practice of dividing the Wunderhorn songs
between male and female interpreters, it us-
ually makes good sense. But Hampson han-
dles them all very well. He is a high lyric
baritone, and what he lacks in rich sonority
is compensated for by the heady resonance
of his top range and the smooth command
of his middle voice. The exquisitely floated
ending of Der Schildwache Nachtlied im-
pressively demonstrates his artistry.

This recording also differs from its pre-
decessors in being more comprehensive. In
addition to the twelve songs originally pub-
lished with orchestrations in 1892, Hamp-
son-who uses Mahler's own piano reduc-
tions, performed by Geoffrey Parsons-in-
cludes three others: Urlicht, previously
heard only in its orchestrated form; Das
Himmlische Leben, familiar as a soprano
solo in Mahler's Fourth Symphony; and Es
Sungen Drei Engel, the alto solo with cho-
rus in the Third Symphony. Des Knaben
Wunderhorn demands a lot from its inter-
preters, and Hampson has risen to its chal-
lenges with extraordinary skill and imagi-
nation. Parsons is a worthy keyboard part-
ner, the recorded balances are exemplary,
and so is the overall sound. G.J.

MOZART. COSI FAN TUTTE
AMAMI 110000N ROM IIMSPICR ISILUNIXES

MINER TPOST 1100101, 441111 WICK MIA
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JOHN ELIOT GARDINF34460. 

MOZART: Cosi Fan Tufte
Soloists; Monteverdi Choir;

English Baroque Soloists, Gardiner
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON ARCHIV

437 829 (193 min, three CD's)
Performance: Entrancing

Recording: Excellent

Recorded live and uncut at Ferrara's
Teatro Comunale in 1992, this set em-

braces the arresting qualities of a stage per-
formance: action building to culmination,
audience laughter and applause, and occa-
sionally sounds of stage business; hearing it
is the next best thing to attending in person.
It is the most joyous and fully realized re-
corded Cosi-for me, Mozart's greatest op-
era-since Fritz Busch's legendary 1935
Glyndeboume recording.

John Eliot Gardiner, who staged the
production as well as conducting it, cast



singers with whom he has often worked-
all eminently qualified both musically and
dramatically. As founder of the Monteverdi
Choir and the English Baroque Soloists, he
is comfortably at home with these groups
and totally in control. The result is lively,
easy, propulsive opera.

The music is always the prime concern,
and rightly so, for the personalities of the
characters are inseparable from Mozart's
vocal lines. The period instruments make
transparent his delicate, witty, crystalline
orchestration, which is often obscured by
the richer, darker timbres of modern instru-
ments. The singers ornament their vocal
lines, as Mozart would have expected.

As Fiordiligi, the stronger of the two sis-
ters, soprano Amanda Roocroft conveys her
initial dominance with impressive vocal-
ism; her later weakening in Act ll is affect-
ingly poignant. Dorabella, gracefully por-
trayed by soprano Rosa Mannion, starts out
staunchly with her mock-heroic "Ah, sco-
stati!" but soon discovers the pleasures of
flirtation; her Act II "E amore un ladro-
cello" is the delighted expression of a
young woman in love with life. As the stal-
wart, confident, and ultimately disquieted
lovers, the outgoing Guglielmo and the
more reflective Ferrando, respectively, bari-
tone Rodney Gilfry and tenor Rainer Trost
sing with exemplary style and dramatic per-
suasion. The Despina of soprano Eirian
James and the Alfonso of bass Carlos Feller
are wholly engaging. Despina's clowning in
disguise is controlled, and her arias as the
maid -servant are delectably pert. The or-
chestral playing has a crispness, accuracy,
and spiritedness that are seldom experi-
enced; the choir's brief contributions en-
hance the Act I leave-taking and the Act II
finale. Heartily recommended! R.A.

SCHUBERT: Symphonies (complete)
Royal Concertgebou% Orchestra, Hamoncourt

TELDEC 91184 (four CD's. 264 min)
Performance: Strong-minded

Recording: Resonant and natural
Schubert's symphonies are such a motley
assortment of music that they've never

made for very cohesive programming as a
complete "cycle." Unlike Beethoven's,
Schubert's development as a symphonist
was fitful and loaded with detours. It could
be said that he never really found his own
symphonic voice until the "Unfinished" and
"the Great C Major"-renumbered as Nos.
7 and 8, respectively, in this set, which fol-
lows the New Schubert Edition in dropping
the fragmentary work previously called

Symphony No. 7. Nonetheless, in Nikolaus
Harnoncourt's hands the cycle seems re-
markably unified.

The beginnings of Schubert's rich, for-
ward -looking chord structures, which come
to full flower in the final two symphonies,
are apparent in the predominantly lyrical
First Symphony and to a greater extent in
the surprisingly substantial Fourth. Some of
the idiosyncratic brass dissonances and
wind writing in his last symphony are
found under the Rossinian surface of the
Sixth, the "Little C Major," which is some-
times dismissed as misguided fluff. The one
symphony that doesn't come off convinc-
ingly here is the Second.

Hamoncourt could be accused of shoe-

horning all eight symphonies into a single
sound world-particularly the bouyantly
lyrical Fifth, which is played here without
its usual ltalianate warmth. But these aren't
the sort of denatured readings usually asso-
ciated with historical -performance special-
ists. The performances may lack some sen-
suality, but their Klemperer-style weighti-
ness and freedom with tempos make them
extremely strong-minded, and there are mo-
ments that are unforgettable. The famous
second -movement climax of No. 8, for in-
stance, has a riveting, inexorable momen-
tum, followed by an equally dramatic re-
lease of tension.

Elsewhere there's a sense of long-range
harmony that results in steep peaks and val-
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
leys, made all the more dramatic by the
playing of the Royal Concertgebouw Or-
chestra, which adopts a highly transparent,
vibratoless sound but delivers substantial
body when necessary. Harnoncourt tends to
let balances take care of themselves, and
they don't always. But the naturalness of
the recording is refreshing after all the arti-
ficial "spotlighting" used in so many others
these days. D.P.S.

VERDI: Requiem; Four Sacred Pieces
Studer. Lipovsek, Carreras, Raimondi;

Vienna State Opera Chorus; Vienna
Philharmonic, Abbado

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 435 884
(two CD's, 127 min)

Performance: Very good
Recording: Mostly good

Werdi's majestic Requiem, with its alter-
nating spiritual elevation and terrifying

shudders, invariably creates a deeply emo-
tional experience. It can be overwhelming
when performed by four top-level singers
and an outstanding chorus and orchestra
under the right conductor. While that is the
case here, the overall result leaves room for
criticism, especially of the recording itself,
done live at Vienna's venerable Musikver-
ein. The sound is too reverberant, and the
spotlighting of soloists is less than ideal,
particularly in the "Rex tremendae majesta-
tis" and "Offertorio" sections.

Claudio Abbado, whose second recorded

Verdi Requiem this is, presides over a well -
controlled performance in which the thun-
derous pages of the Dies !roe are given
their powerful due without excessive hyste-
ria. The dynamics are wide-ranging in the
extreme: If you play the fortissimo pas-
sages at less than lease -breaking levels, ppp
passages are inaudible. The chorus's articu-
lation is not perfect, but the overall sound
is rich and powerful, and Abbado's tempo
choices are invariably wise.

Soprano Cheryl Studer is in radiant form
throughout, and breathtakingly so in the an-
dante portion of the "Libera Me." Studer
and mezzo Marjana Lipovsek form a lovely
blend in the Agnus Dei, but Lipovsek's vel-
vety and dignified singing here and else-
where deserves more aural presence. Rug-
gero Raimondi, a Requiem veteran, lacks
the ideal gravity of tone, but he sings with a
smooth and steady flow of consoling lega-
to, though with little emotional involve-
ment. Jose Carreras supplies that involve-
ment in abundance, and he carefully ob-
serves Verdi's frequent markings of dolce
("sweet"). The opening phrases of the Kyr-
ie sound quite effortful, and, in fact, all his
notes above the staff show some strain, but
he is in there, doing his best.

The Four Sacred Pieces rank with the
best ever recorded. Cheryl Studer does her
brief stint in the Te Deum to perfection. I
have the same reservations about the sonics
as in the Requiem, however. Of.

Collections

LATIN AMERICAN MASTERS
Simon Bolivar Symphony Orchestra, Mata

DORIAN 90179 (62 min)
Performance: Careful
Recording: Too careful

Although Latin America is a world
leader in popular music, its symphonic

music is much less known. Here are orches-
tral pieces by Cuban, Brazilian, Venezue-
lan, and Mexican composers performed by
Venezuelans under a Mexican conductor.
The musical interest of the program increas-
es as it goes on, starting with three rather
Coplandesque orchestrations by Julian Or -
ban and continuing with the complete Vil-
la -Lobos BachianaBrasileira No. 2 (the fa-
miliar "The Little Train from Caipira" is on-
ly one of four intriguing movements), Anto-
nio Estevez's evocation of the great grassy
wet plains of central Venezuela, Midday on
the Llanos, and the powerful Sinfonia India
of Carlos Chavez, his masterpiece.

With the partial exception of the Chavez,
the performances and recordings are a trifle
restrained, exhibiting more care than pas-
sion, and the misleading translations in the
track listing are annoying ("The Little Train
of the Brazilian Countryman" is wrong in
any language). In spite of those problems,
there is a lot of music to discover here. E.S.
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IFIXE111
HANDEL: Concerti Grossi, Op. 3
Les Musiciens du Louvre, Minkowski
ERATO 94354 (60 min)
It's about time Marc Minkowski and his
crackerjack group of period -instrument
specialists made a purely orchestral re-
cording. These performances of Handel's
most familiar concerti grossi are deli-
cious, and they seem downright emotion-
ally liberated compared with more stylis-
tically constricted versions. D.P.S.

RAVEL: Daphnis and Chloe;
Pavane for a Dead Princess
Atlanta Symphony, Levi
TELARC 80352 (65 min)
The various episodes of Ravel's great bal-
let are well delineated, the orchestra and
chorus respond beautifully to Yoel Levi's
direction, and the sound is prime Telarc.
But the label has abandoned its usual thor-
oughness in labeling and track access,
providing only three tracks for this hour-
long work and no subsection list. While
satisfying enough, this Daphnis is not in
the same league as the ones under Mon-
teux and Dutoit, and the tastefully per-
formed Pavane hardly tips the scale. R.F.

JUIONV411041410/ SCHIVIDIAMOtMaw.JAISSIVII.J4.1011-1147t N.11/. =1.01..

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scheherazade
STRAVINSKY: Firebird Suite
Orchestre de I 'Opera Bastille, Chung
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 437 818
(63 min)
The 1919 Firebird suite turns up less fre-
quently now that the full ballet score has
come into favor, but it makes an imagina-
tive and effective coupling for Schehera-
zade. Both works are done to a turn by
Myung-Whun Chung, who makes great
musical sense of them while realizing
their dazzling colors to the full. With un-
exaggeratedly realistic sound, this CD is a
real winner. R.F.

TCHAIKOVSKY: "Rococo" Variations;
Pezzo Capriccioso; Nocturne
SHOSTAKOVICH: Cello Concerto No. 1
Rosen; Sofia Philharmonic, Tabakov
JOHN MARKS/ALLEGRO JMR 3 (63 min)
Cellist Nathaniel Rosen takes an expan-
sive view of the two big works; he's never
in a hurry yet never lingers too long over
a phrase or in any way impedes momen-
tum. His tone is handsome, Emil Taba-
kov's conducting is fully in sync, and the
two shorter items are agreeable fillers.

The entire program is more than agree-
able in its undemonstrative way, and it's
given a considerable boost by the alto-
gether exceptional sound quality. R.F.

EMERSON STRING QUARTET
American Contemporaries
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 437 537
(68 min)
John Harbison's five -movement String
Quartet No. 2 (1987)-written in a per-
sonal, airy style, with a lot of mystery and
intriguing ambiguities-is among his best
works. The more dissonant, expressionist
Quartet No. 2 (1934) by Richard Wernick
and Gunther Schuller's Third Quartet
(1986) aren't as immediately communica-
tive, but the Harbison is worth the price
of the disc. D.P.S.

JERRY HADLEY
In the Real World
RCA VICTOR 61937 (47 min)
In an era of tenor superstars, America's
Jerry Hadley may well be the most versa-
tile, certainly when it comes to crossover
projects. Here is an exceptionally well -
planned and well -executed "cycle" of
fourteen pop standards about the plea-
sures and pitfalls of romantic relation-
ships, from a starry-eyed In a Sentimental
Mood and an insightful Lush Life to a bit-
ing I Don't Remember Christmas. Paul
Gemignani and the American Theatre Or-
chestra provide first-class accompani-
ments. Roy Hemming

MEDITATIONS AT SUNSET
English String Orchestra; others
NIMBUS 7010 (60 min)
Ten carefully chosen, well -recorded short
pieces or movements make up this pro-
gram of soothing orchestral music. The
moods vary, as do the composers-from
J. C. Bach and Boyce to Prokofiev and
Bartok-but a thread of serenity runs
through everything. Nice accompaniment
for an intimate visit in a quiet setting, it's
also excellent for stress reduction after a
hard day at work. William Livingstone

UAKTI
I Ching
POINT 442 037 (53 min)
An engaging oddity that could be de-
scribed as a combination of Villa -Lobos,
pop percussion, world beat, and Brazilian
New Age. Uakti is two percussionists and
a multiwind player, all Brazilians. The
music, conceived for dance, is very kinet-
ic but also has a certain wit to go with the
bounce. The recorded sound is close and
very intimate. E.S.
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CENTER STAGE

inc Tokyo Siring Quartet Twenty-hve Years Young
BY HERBERT KUPFERBERG

rew Japanese exports have settled
more comfortably into the American
market than the Tokyo String Quar-
tet. As its twenty-fifth anniversary
approaches this fall, the Tokyo has
finished such blockbuster recording

projects as the complete quartets of Bee-
thoven, Schubert, and Bartok, has ex-
plored some of the odd crannies of the lit-
erature, and has won acclaim from audi-
ences and critics alike for its distinctive
combination of musicianship, technical
precision, and silken tone.

To those qualities the quartet has in re-
cent years added a new musical vigor and
even boldness, which have been ascribed,
both by outside listeners and by the play-
ers themselves, to the input of Peter
Oundjian, the quartet's first violinist-
and its first non -Japanese member. Ound-
jian is Canadian by birth, Armenian by
descent, and British by education. But he
wasn't selected to further the quartet's
multiculturalism. When the original first
violinist left in 1981, Oundjian was asked
to join, cellist Sadao Harada told me
when I spoke with the quartet, "because
he was compatible and because we en-
joyed playing with him."

Violist Kazuhide Isomura, like Harada
a founding member of the quartet, be-
lieves that Oundjian's advent changed the
"chemistry" of the ensemble, all of whose
members were trained together at the To -

ho Music School in
Tokyo and later went
together to the Juil-
liard School in New
York City. Second
violinist Kikuei Ike-
da explained, "We
always played well
together, but until
Peter came with his
individual approach,
we were not able to
bring out the differ-
ences in our person-
alities."

Oundjian, at thir-
ty-seven some ten
years younger than
his colleagues, ob-
served, "One of the
great strengths of
Japanese culture is
the ability to work as
a group. But that's

only a strength up to a point, because in-
dependence is often discouraged, and in
music spontaneity and creativity are key
elements."

So successful has been the Tokyo
Quartet's musical amalgam that the group
currently averages about 125 concerts a
year. Their recording activities with RCA
Victor (with which they have an exclu-
sive contract) are almost as hectic. Rave
reviews greeted their recordings of the
Beethoven quartets, in three boxed sets.
The three -CD "Early Quartets" package
also includes such oddities as Beetho-
ven's quartet transcription of his Piano
Sonata No. 9 and his seldom -heard String
Quintet in C Major (performed with Pin-
chas Zukerman), a work that Oundjian
describes as "a masterpiece."

Other recent CD's include an offbeat
recording of two guitar quintets by Boc-
cherini and one by Castelnuovo-Tedesco,
with the guitarist Kazuhito Yamashita in
all three. The Tokyo Quartet's collabora-
tors have also included Richard Stoltz -
man (in the Mozart Clarinet Quintet), Ali-
cia DeLarrocha (in the Schumann Piano
Quintet), Barry Douglas (in the Brahms
Piano Quintet), and James Galway (in the
Mozart Flute Quartets).

Oundjian cheerfully acknowledged that
RCA has had a strong voice in the choice
of guest performers, but he said the quar-
tet is delighted to be playing with artists

of such caliber. He also pointed out
RCA's hearty approval for their release
last year of an all -twentieth-century CD
-Britten's Quartet No. 2, Barber's String
Quartet, and a work by Tom Takemitsu.
"Not every record company would be ea-
ger to produce those [pieces)," he noted
with satisfaction. "We've made many
suggestions for recording certain works,
and RCA has never said no."

The quartet has planned some special
twenty -fifth -anniversary activities for the
1994-1995 season. "There'll be some ex-
tra concerts and, I hope, some unexpected
pleasures," Oundjian said. "One project
we are working on is a six -concert Bee-
thoven series in New York-three at
Carnegie Hall, three at Avery Fisher Hall
in Lincoln Center-to benefit Classical
Action" (a nonprofit organization that
raises funds for AIDS service programs
nationwide).

Oundjian doesn't share the widespread
feeling that the chamber -music audience
is an aging one. "I think what happens is
that people graduate into chamber music
from other kinds of music, both sym-
phonic and popular," he explained.
"Many don't become interested in it until
middle age. But one of our goals now is
to somehow become more involved with
children." Everyone in the quartet is mar-
ried and has children, so their interest in
the next generation begins at home.

"I'd also like to try videotapes," Ound-
jian continued. "You can help control
people's ears with their eyes. Beethoven's
Grosse Fuge can be a complete jumble at
times, but with a camera you can bring
out the musical line by focusing on vari-
ous players. There are a lot more things
we can do than play Beethoven in concert
halls."

Even as they work on reaching out to
audiences, the quartet keeps polishing the
art of internal communication. As Isomu-
ra explained, "When you rehearse in
Japanese, you tend to imply rather than
say things. But English is a very clear and
expressive language, where you can com-
municate very plainly. Now that we've
learned more English, we are more direct
with each other. No more bullshit."

Herbert Kupferberg, a senior editor of
Parade, is the author of The Book of
Classical Music Lists (Penguin).
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MARINETTE, WI 54143-0224.
FAX#715-735-5838, phone 715-735-9002.

HIGH -END HOME. AUTOMOTIVE. NV LOUDSPEAKERS AND KITS.
WIDE SELECTION OF SPEAKER COMPONENTS VIFA DV AUDIO,
MB. PEERLESS, AUDAX OTHERS FOR BEGINNERS & EXPERTS. FREE
CATALOG. A&S SPEAKERS 3170 23RD STREET. SAN FRANCISCO.
CA 94110 (4151 641-4573.

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, sub -
woofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD,
3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702. 1
(800) 283-4644.

MENISCUS SELLS imogneering and guidance for your
speaker building and component needs. Catalog $2 2575
28th St.. SW. Unit S. Wyoming MI 49509 (616) 534-9121

LOW PRICES!! Nakamichi, CARVER, Polk, DE -
NON, Onkyo, PARADIGM, NAD, Parasound,
B&K, KEF, M&K, Snell, plus more! SOUND SHOP

206-692-8201.

SLEDGEHAMMER. AUDAX PEERLESS, FOCAL VWA & DYNAUDKD
LOUDSPEAKERS with good prices and fast service. MADISOUND
SPEAKER COMPONENTS, 8608 University Green. Box 44283,
Madison WI 53744-4283. (608) 831-3433.

EXPERIENCED. FRIENDLY ADVICE' FREE SHIPPING' MIRAGE, PS,
CWD. CARY. IONERGETICS. KEF. PHIUPS. AUDIOQUEST FRIED,
UMBER KABLE, QUAD. SPICA, STRAIGHIWIRE, MOREl! READ
BROTHERS. 593-B KING. CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
29403.1803)723-7276.

"STEREO WORLD" IS YOUR DISCOUNT SOUND SOURCE WITH
GREAT DEALS ON HOME AND CAR STEREO: PANASONIC, JBL-
Car. JVC, SONY, POLK PIONEER DENON. HIFONICS. BLAUPUNKT
AUTOTEK KENWOOD, SCOSCHE EFX AND MANY OTHERS. CALL
OR WRITE FOR CURRENT FREE SALES FLYER. FREE UPS IN 48 STATES.

OUR 7TH YEAR. VISAMC. COD ACCEPTED. P.O.BOX 596. MON
ROE. W 10950 (914) 782-6044.

FOR SALE

SINGERS VOCA 4s!
Unlimited Backgrounds'.
From Standard Records & CD's with the

Thompson Vocal Eliminator'. Call for Free
Catalog & Demo Record.

Phorw, (404) 4824189 Ea. 50 110 ..-
S'aq9'8'5 Supply.H DNiatRA

Lithonia. GA 30058

Line (404) 482.2485 Eel. 50
24 Mour Ortmoilnfo Request

5119er's Supply  We Mona Anything &

PLEASE NOTE THAT A * AFTER A PRODUCT
INDICATES THE ADVERTISER IS AN AUTHO-
RIZED DEALER FOR THAT PRODUCT.

HOME AUDIO -CAR STEREO -VIDEO  Bose 
Boston  Denon  Haler  JVC  M&K  Nakamichi 
Pioneer  Polk  PPI  Rockford  Sony  Sound -
stream  Technics  Yamaha  and More! VIDEO
F/X: 1-800-474-0002.

j7 pz,
tv I'M

CALL FOR PRICES ON VCR'S & FAX MACHINES

2 PARK
(212) 684-6363

 PIONEER
DEHP705 429

0E6905 389

0E11505 . .319

0E9405 ... . 279

0E9205 269

C0011.4121 359

C00P600.... 309

GMH100 .199

t SONY
C0045 279

COX45RF 339

C005070 249

C0)(5470 339

COXU6260 369

0R150 229

S ADS

4.25%...239
300IS 249

64210 199

6.2 139

6.25%_..349
AL5 249

ALL.219
S ICEIAY000

AVENUE, DEPT.
FAX:

CAR STEREO

KEHIA5500 389
KEHP4000 199

KEHP5000 229
KEHP9300 289
KEHP7000 349
KEH3500 189

KEH2500 169

PREMIER Call

X8340 299

X8433 399

XM10020 299

044045 219

XM4520 139

08901A811 149

325IS .389

250MX New 339
4501.4% New 569
8931.40 . New..749

RS100 New.349 or

S88 New.179
AL6 ............279

15, NY, NY

(212) 664-8046

t ALPINE
5960 329
5970 109

5957 439

7982 589

7917 429

7816 389

7815 339
7814 309

35225 139

3527S 239
3342 393

'CM for Ma
S BOSON

6.4 299

5A 279

757 89

RCA1 159

CX5 New . 59
CX7 New 49

CX9' New -89
1 CLILIPON

6770 379

5635190, 234o

6201C0......._...299

10016

7638 Cal

325 439

3215 349

75175 299

314S._._..._.279
313 239

311 ... 199

310 169

PIRVF300 299
MRVF400 379
:337 .209

Alodsle

757 99
737 148

727 89

(:(4 New . 49

OE New . 69
CX.9' New .79
13X8 299

7,760 329

,!.27405°' 229269

:060 379

KDC9030 . 419

KDC7001 339

KOCC602 239

KOCC602FM 379
HOME AUDIO

KOC6001 319

KDC5001 269

KRCSEE 359

KRUM 319

KR0,863 299
KRC580 239

KRC393 89

KRC3006 189

'2 ElL41)NKT

490k02PSG 449

KG08131426.. 209

KGC4042A 139

1AC074 349

mC823 269
KAC723 189

KAC714 159

KEC202. .159

PU

8 MAMMA
R)(V670 529

000645 239

80V870 699

* NoNEER

VSX453 249

VSX703S . 529

PC4A703...........205

8 DENON

DR8565 309

DCsA440 299

AVR2000 659

t SONY ES.

STRGX69ES Ca
CDPC601ES Call

-CWR701ES.. Call

LAGUNA 279

VENTRUA 349

HOUSTON 299

CDCM5 349
Call for
Polk -Rockford

PPI-CollIna-Inflnlly

CANCUN .... 169
MEMPHIS 199

TUCSON 229

V450 359
Prima

" MINI SYSTEMS
AMA

NSDX707 549

6053503 399

LCX7 299

Call for
JVC &

SONY
9I050 499

1.91070 629

1.411090 829

Plops on
Conn

 Factory Warranty Authorized 1 Factory Warrante-NOR.Mthorized
$NY Wholesale Wa

ASK FOR DETAILSrranAT TIME OF ORDER
-Non-Authorized

BIG DISCOUNTS!!! CARVER, NAD, POLK, B&K,
DENON, ONKYO, M&K, VELODYNE, GRADO,
KEF, VPI, SNELL, SPICA, NAKAMICHI, PARA-
DIGM, PARASOUND, AND MORE. STEREO
TECH. 414-836-2942.

FOR SALE

THREE BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS!!! THX
HOME 'HEATER!!! B&W - Alon* - Celestion* -
KEF - H ifier* - Fosgate* - Parascund* - Alche-
my* - Mirage - Harman/Kardol* - Bang &
Olutsen - Denon - Adcom - Polk - McCormack* -
Eminent Technology* - Carver* - Crown* -
Velodyre - VMPS* 29 More Brands - Honest
Advice! TECH ELECTRONICS. (904) 376-8080.
Not atfi fated with Amerisound oi STI.
DBX & AD: HARD -TO -FIND PARTS & SERVICE. CAUJWRITE RES,
5462 BU:HANAN PLACE, FREMONT, CA 94538. 1510)
4.90-1622 FAX (510)656-8878.

B&W, CELESTION, DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY,
KEF, MIRAGE, VELODYNE, ADCOM, B&O, CARV-
ER, DEVON, HARMAN/KARDON, NAKAMICHI,
ONKYO, YAMAHA, AND OTHERS. S.T.I. (800)
370-1800
B&W  CARVER  DENON  KEF  NAD  ONKYO 
POLK  OTHER LINES AVAILABLE  24 HOUR
AUTOMATED PRICING  COURTEOUS ASSIS-
"ANCE  AMERICAN THEATER SYSTEMS  (904)

321-0100.

Wholesale Connection
To order -Call: (800) 226-2800
CD PLA VER
Yoonloo SLPPAY

SL P0441
SLP01247

JVC X12451
%LIMN
XL41500
XL P207

Peons., P045552
PD121702
PD01402
MOM.
POT",

X DP214450
CoN54450
MEMO

Sony CDPC2.15
CDPC435
CDPC535
C OPC V35
CDPC010
C DPC 0100

RECEIVERS
Toohnloo SAGX 550

SAGX150
JVC RXIOS

AXE°,
AXON
5300E
RX1050
VSX452
VS0502
VSX512S
VSID5025
VSXDP224
VSXDOIN
VSX01S4

Konwoo41 MV5S50
KRVION
KRV7050
KRVE050

Sony STR0411
STROM
STR0011
STRD101 t

Monno.4 WAN
K order.
TAPE DECK
Toonnba RST21311

RSTRXIS
RSTRETI
 MOWS

JVC TOVS11
TOWNS
TOWNS
TOWN

Mono., CrW502R
CTVISO2R
CTWOOPR

oaf\ VIO<Pii KX4/4050
KXW4050
KX401050
TC0011
TCWRIN
TCWRINIS
D ECNO

CM
1N
Celt
1N
IN

CAM

CS

CM

CM
ITI

Cal
IWO

Cal
cal

CM

1.0
CM
Can
cM
236
1311

CaR

CM

110

CM
IN

CM

N UN DI. MZI cut
Ns... M4000 CM
Karden TOMO) ea

HOME SPEAKERS
Advent 1.1.11.$ 411Lau* 3M

P roMuytse na
 0 ANN ea

ALM
.104 CM
WIC LASNC CS
42

1n,1., 55325 CM
55425 OM
RS525RUNCM
Rev* Coll
W YNN.* CM1* Cal
&Unsays.. ea
VION1
1012 Ty
$61112 Ca
104122 CIOP45* ACNO
ACM tea
ACE.. CM

MINI SYSTEMS
JVC Moslol CM
K onyroo0 AN 11445444

Sony AN bias CM

CAR STEREOC KUM Ca
KSREN CM
ILEXES= CM

CD Chorvo XLNOMORF CM
K 000tood KRC2110 Cal

K RCNO
050000 CM
K005ON CM
K OCION CM

CD Chan.. ROCCO°, CM
Plonoor KUNO CM

RENNIN CO
KEMINSO CM
0E044 CM
D E21520 Coll
DEMON Ca

CD Cheneoe COXPN3S car
CON4112 CM
COMM Cal

soy, 5U220
CONON CM
CDXSNO CM
CDXSNO CM

CO Chop, COXA3MF CM
COXIJEOCOF CM

CO for Mel {p.m
CM NIPS E SPEAKERS
CANCORCARS. VCR1 I LASER DISC'S
JVC. Soo, Pansmoby I CO.
RADAR DETECTORS

CALL FOR PRICES on Models and Brands Not Listed
MRS 140.1-$01 9 AM -6 PM EST Prices Nil 10 change. Pnces exclude Yew
P00 a hendrpg Not responsible lot typooteoNcei errors. MulerCerd Yierc
Arneman E ape. and C.0 I) accepted. Products owns wM W.C.Warranty.

Wholesale Connection 6348106th St. Forest Has. NY 11370

f REMOVE ,



COMPACT DISCSTIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your
protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-
sories and rebates included in the
price.
2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the
allowable return period, who pays the
postage for returned merchandise,
and whether there is any "restocking"
charge.
3. Understand the product's war-
ranty. is there a manufacturer's war-
ranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or
foreign manufacturer? Note that
many manufacturers assert that,
even if the product comes with a
U.S. manufacturers warranty card,
if you purchase from an unautho-
rized dealer, you are not covered
by the manufacturer's warranty. If
in doubt, contact the manufacturer
directly. In addition to, or instead of,
the manufacturer's warranty, the sell-
er may offer its own warranty. In
either case, what is covered by war-
ranty, how long is the warranty peri-
od, where will the product be ser-
viced, what do you have to do, and
will the product be repaired or
replaced? You may want to receive a
copy of the written warranty before
placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondance. For phone
orders, make a note of the order
including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date
and salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not
shipped within the promised time
or if no time was promised, 30 days
of receipt of the order, you generally
have the right to cancel the order and
get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without
your express prior consent is not
allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller with all the perti-
nent information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satis-
faction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the
seller's state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the above guide-
lines, you experience a problem with
a mail order advertiser that you are
unable to resolve, please let us
know. Write to the Associate
Publisher of STEREO REVIEW
Magazine, Tony Catalano. Be sure to
include copies of all correspon-
dence.

311 o10n10 EnTERPAIISSES
(800) 451.5851 I NY (718) 438-1027
1678 53RD ST. IKON, N.Y. 11104 HOUR& MOILAII. 5-7, ANC ME
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1710 SO IN. (MOW 174. 600731 0."' LASER PLAYERS
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RECEIVERS CD PLATERShgt...
11101 139. Ill 101 IN.
1131511 IN. 11121111 199.
111151111 111. 11911111 011.
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'OVER 15000 USED COs( $1.99 - $9.99. Send $2.00 for 28 page
catalog (refundable) or 510.00 for 12 issues. 11th Year,
Buy. Sell. AUDIO HOUSE. 4304B Brayan. Swartz Creek Michigan
48473 810-655-8639."

INVENTIONS WANTED

THE LOGICAL PROCESS' Inventor& Call for free advice. Your
first step is important. Complete patenting and markefing
service. APSI in Washington DC 1-800-458-0352.

BLANK TAPES

TAPE WORLD 1-800-245-6000 Orgy 4.95 Shipping,
We'll beat any total price! FREE CATALOG Fo. 4I22E: -

SONY MAXELL

.31M 2699

'10 799
2.99
3 49

YI Yr

OVER 400 DIFFERENT F: DISC naNnSAMENG sDIAkIYII'SIIIIPAPING

TDK FUJI
.19

-- ;
SA -90 16
SAX -90 2.1G

HI -8-120 5.99
DAT-I20 699

JVC

SVPS:

1800' AMPEX Reels Used Once -Sample: $3.00. New Maxell
Reels/Cassettes. TDK SA90: $1.69. AUDIOTAPES. BOX 9584-12
Alexandria. VA 22304. (703) 370-5555. Free List!

3M BLACKWATCH TAPE (Authorized Dealer)-- Video. Audio.
and DAT. VIDEO F/X 1-800-474-0002.

CAR STEREO

LATEST MODELS - CHEAP PRICES - FREE SHIP-
PING ON ALPINE, SONY, KENWOOD, ADS, BOS-
TON, PIONEER, MB QUART, CLARION,
BLAUPUNKT, INFINITY, PPI, FOSGATE, JBL,
JVC & MORE. CALL SOUND IDEAS, P.O. BOX
124, COMMACK, NY 11725. (516) 864-6548,
FAX (516) 864-6437.

AUDIO VIDEO STORAGE

CD STORAGE+
SORICE SYSTEMS Include...
Video, Cassette, LP, Laserdisc
and Component Storage Units.

Our A300 Model shown stores 300 CD's.

Impeccably crafted in these Premium Solid
Hardwoods: Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry.

4. Adjustable Shelves store any combination of
CD's, Videos & Cassettes - all in One cabinet.

Adjustable Solid Brass Bookends keep Discs &
Tapes upright and in place.

 Cabinets can be stacked, wall mounted or left
free standing.

Optional Wood or Glass Doors are available.

Enclosed back provides dust protection.

Compact size: 391/2"H x 231/2"W x 71/2"D.
Cabinet comes assembled.

No. A300 (Shown in Solid BTDOW11 Oak)

somce
PO Box 747.21, Nutley, NJ 07110
Credit (;ards. Checks and Money ( )rders accepted.
3t.' Day NIoney Back Guarantee and a Fsoil (Ins

Warranty on all Models.

For FREE Color Literature & Prices
on our Full Line of Quality Products

Call: 1-800-432-8005
Fax: 1-201-667-8688



RETAIL MART CD CABINETS

We don't sell
perfect systems.
After 15 years, we've learned no perfect system exists.

It has to be built -to your specifications, within your budget.
To help you, we've selected the 60 companies that offer

the finest equipment, at the best value.
We'll proceed step by step until you're satisfied that

the system you purchase is the perfe or you.
To get started, call us today

310 517-1700
310 517-1732 fax
18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT S
GARDENA, CA 90248 10/1444%

.f-dr.mbo

REFERENCE

AUTHORIZED DEALER: AIAG  ATLANTIC TECH N01.01,
AUDIO ALCHEMY  AUDIO covrhoi,  BEYER DYNAMIC 

CELESTION  CLEARFIELD  COUNTERPOINT  CIVI)  DAD 1.0TIST  DC

AUDIOVIDEO

ASK Us HOW.

I 001.1 EST

BS  CARVER
VI  I:OS(1AM  GENESIS

GRADO  HAFLER  HARMAN KARDON  HUGHES/SKS LABS  IN Fl IT)  JAMO  JIM  LEXICON
MAGNUM N AL,AB  MELDS  MERIDIAN  NAD  NEsTono% If.  NILES  ()NMI).

PARASOUND  P1111.1 l'S  PIONEER  POWER WEDGE  PROTON  P1101C  PSB  BOOMTUNE
SONANCE  SONIC FRONTIERS  SONY  sTA x  TARGET  THOR ENS  TicE  VPI  XLO

WANTED TO BUY

LP's a CD's. BOUGHT & SOW: Classical. Rock. .1612. Audi-
ophile, Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE. 20 Tulane
Princeton, NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881.

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP BUYING and SELLING by
PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Since 1984.
The Stereo Trading Outlet 320 Old York Road Jenkintown. PA
19046.

McIntosh and Marantz tube type Hi -Ft and old JBL Altec,
Tannoy, EV Patrician and Western Electric speakers. David:
1-800-356-4434.

MISCELLANEOUS

TERMPAPER assistance. 19278 papers available! 306 -page
catalog rusts --$2.00. Reseorch.11322 Idaho, #206SX Los An -
gales. 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: 800-351-0222. (or
310-477-8226).

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS EXCHANGE*. Nationwide link be-
tween unattached music lovers. Write CMLE. Box 31, Pelham.
NY 10803. (800) 233-CMLS.

LOUDSPEAKERS

SPEAKER lc:
CATALOG 4%1
Parts Express is a full -line distributor of electronic
parts and accessories, geared toward the
consumer electronics industry, and the technical
hobbyist. Stocking an extensive line of speaker
drivers and accessories for home and car. Call for
your free 172 page catalog today.

Dayton, Ohio 45402

Parts Express
340 E. First St.

0 0

STATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS. UPGRADE ANY
SPEAKER SYSTEM . FREE DESIGN GUIDE. ALLPASS TECHNOLOGIES

INC.. P.O. BOX 453, /*WALE. NY 11701 (516)598-1320.

SAVE 75%! HSS' LMS/LEAP designed highend speakers. 15 day
trial. FREE literature. HSS. Box 30136. Des Moines. IA 50310. (515)
277-1446.

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES? LOWEST PRICES, BEST WARRANTY
Speaker reconIng Dff Foam Surround Kits. Vlso/MC/Dboover.
SIMPLY SPEAKERS 1-800-767-4041.

REPAIR FOAM ROT
FOR YOURSELF!

SAT will save you hundreds of dollars! All
sizes including AR. Advent. BOSE. JBL
Surrounds. adhesive 8 Instructions
827.95/pr BOSE 901's S67.95/or (Inc.
S/H, No COD's) Do it yoursen with SAP

STEPP AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES
800-747.3652 MC/VISA

704-697-9001 24 Hr
PO Box 1088. Flat Rock. NC 28731 Ind make & model w/order

WATERPROOF SPEAKERS. The industry's finest sounding wa-
terproof speakers bring true high fidelity sound to your
outdoor patio, pool, or spa. Call now for your FREE COW
brochure. BOYNE AUDIO, INC. 1-800-625-6551.

FACTORY DIRECT SERVICE on OHM Brand
speakers up to 22 years old with many upgrades
available. OHM Acoustics Corp., 241 Taaffe
Place, Brooklyn. N.Y. 11205 (718) 783-1111.

WORLD'S FINEST OUTDOOR SPEAKERS. Totally Waterproof! Pat
ented Technology. lest Sound. Metal Drivers. $318-S1200 pair
NEAR.12 Foss Rd., Lewiston, ME 04240. 207-795-3609.

Storage Solutions
1;

CD, Audio and Video Storage . Fully Assembled!

Call or were for a keg color brochure  100% Solid Oak!
.30 Day Money Back

Guarantee!
e Made in US.A.

AGM Woodworking . Smoked Glass Doors
870 Capitolio Way 05 v Ajustable Shelves
San Luis Obispo, Ca. 93401 sim . No Hidden Costs
(805)544-8668 wifYinge Just One Logiggs!

1-800-858-9005

CABLE TV

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS, DESCRAMBLERS. Scientific Atlanta,
Zenith, Jerrold, Pioneer, Oak. Replacements for most mod-
els. Quarry, Priced Service. Arnex/DisoVisa/MC. Dealer
Inquiries iravited. EAGLE Electronics Inc.. 1-800-259-1187. #1,
1301 Railhead Blvd., Naples, FL 33963.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE MONEY,
DON'T RENT! NOBODY BEATS OUR PRICE! CALL

US LAST FOR THE BEST PRICE!! ALL BRANDS 24

HOUR SHIPPING. VCI 1-800-677-0321.
CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS. Jerrold'. Zenith, Pioneer, Oak. Scr
entific Atlanta. And Many More! 12 Years Experience Gives
Us The ADVANTAGE. Visa/MC, Amex, COD. ADVANTAGE ELEC-
TRONICS, NC.; 1-800-952-3916: 1125 RNERWOOD DR., BURN-
SVILLE. MN 55337.

ARE YOU TIRED OF PAYING A HIGH MONTHLY
CABLE FEE? WE STOCK ALL MAKES & MODELS
OF CABLE EQUIPMENT. FOR FREE CATALOG
SEND SASE INC., 450
SHAGB/.RK, ALGONQUIN, IL 60102 OR CALL
(800) Z32-5017. VISA/MC/COD. NO ILLINOIS
ORDERS.

Reach proven mail order buyers!
They turn to us when they are looking
for purchasing information and advise.
Advertise your products and services in

a low-cost environment that sells.
Millions of your prime prospects can

be found in the industry leading titles of
Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.

To place a classified ad, simply call
Toll -Free:

1 (800) 445-6066
9am to 5pm EST

In Canada call (212) 767-5750

Copies of articles from
this publication are now
available from UMI
Article Clearinghouse.

A Beu 8. Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor. MI 48106 USAU-M.I

800-521-0600 toll -free

313-761-4700 collect from
Alasl,a and Michigan
800-243-5299 toll -free from
Canada



Stereo Review
INFINITY

IIMINITUINAL 4
MICRO II SYSTEM

1113111100PERS

881610 511210

551212

VIDIO 1 CTR CEAMMIL

KAPPA CTR CEAMMIL

RS 625 RS 525

il8 425 IS 325
IS 225 RS 125

RS SUBS CALL

RS VIDEO CALL
SS 152 SM 122

SM 112 SE 102
816 82 SM 62

KAPPA 8.1

KAPPA 7.1

KAPPA 6.1

KAPPA VIDEO
ERJ 820 iRS 620

RENAISSANCE

AND MORE CALL 1

INTINTY CAR

CALL!

JVC VIDEO
Q S 6900 SALE CALLI

IRS 49000 SOPER SALE
IIVP 700 Elm 606
IIRVP 604 ERJ 600

NEW 404
OAS 505

S RO 990 355

JVC AUDIO
8X1050 11511050

11511050

XD11010TN
RX905Vm
Rx515vTM
8120855

AxV1050
Rx015VTM
Rx715VTE
Rx315TE

X151509110

XLM415715 11.0451116

XLP211TN T13E315E11

TDV661TN 1I17091I6

SYSTEMS
MiC98 113(C7

MILS MX54

BOOMBOXES

& DISCMAN

JVC CAR
AUDIO

ILE° 1800 389

X10 10055 345

1010 7007Y 295

IUII 500 239

JED0T7 CALL

XL0 3900 279

ILO 2900 225

KEIT 70 179

ICSRT 80 229

KITS 200 115

KERS 835 469

KSDP 100 349

MORE CALL I

*HITACHI
VTP772 vTir551

5177462 vTP372

vmE30 vME38

v11$200 V10E57

AND MORE!

C; I! . CALL

*RICOH CALL

'RCA
V11800 VR667

V11462 V1657

VR.526 v1526

P50930 P50883

P5840 P50130

ARID MORE

AUTHORIZED
RUDIO/VIDEO/CRR
1-800-348-7799

BRAND NEW FACTORY COMPLETE

MANUFACTURERS FULL
USA WARRANTY
FAST DELIVERY

WHEN YOUR DONE SHOPPING AROUND,
WE'LL BEAT ANY OTHER AUTHORIZED

DEALERS ADVERTISED PRICE!!

SHARP

CALL
VIDEO CALL

512 162 VIDEOTAPES
CM 70 SY TO 11011101 ONLY

SONY VIDEO PIONEER CAR
Zvi 30 SALE CALL! 1LV700l7 SLV75011P ,H8 75A
XVI 2S0 STOCK SLV900IP SLV11000 DII 990 041.

KW 10 MALE CALL SLS800 515117360 DII 555

117300 SAIL CALL 5LE02000 515EY2100 DIN ISO

vim. 100 CALL MDP800 MK CALL DEN 780

XGE 500 env,. MDP605 Immo DII 730

PRO LISS LCD T.V..S CCDNI3 CCDTR101 DMS 520
CCDTI300 CCDTR500 OKK 1400
CCDT261 CCDTR21 011-170

CCDPX710 CCM/620511' 5555

SONY
DAT 120

L750 SO.

L750 IS

LA30 IS

L750 PROI

7.99

3.59

2.09

4.29

6.99

6 120 SO 5.39

SER 120 III 7.39

120RISEVAP 12.29
ilma 60 EIS 5.59

Owm 60 EISEVA, 9.19

T120 EVES 7.49

MAXELL
120 EIPI 3.49
160 IIGX 3.89
120 MS ILI 7.49
160 WES 1.99

180 IVES 12.49
Omm EIS 120 6.39

Ism EIS 60 1.79

1mm SO 1.79

Sow 120 RZO 3.89

FUJI
120 SW/ 6.99

160 MS 9.99
120 A/V PRO 2.89

160 A/v PRO 3.99

TDK
T120 EEO 3.19
T120 /VMS 7.49
T160 MS CALL
T160 IMO CALL
0m1201180V1VAP 12.19
Ism 60EllavEVAP 9.39
Swm 120 EIS 7.29

5 60 EIS 5.29

JVC 120 BM 7.49

JVC 120/VISSII 10.59

RASP T160 3.29

RASP T140$0 6.29

RASP T20000 7.79

VMS VZS-C MS
BETA INN

MOREIALL TAPES

AVAILABLE CALL

ryglocio KRUM $200

mnapKIMM 7500
covT700 KEEN 7300TR

KEK146500

SONY AUDIO "21155°°
KEEN 4500

51102090 ST2331011 ERR 9591 TR
115D911 5750711 !ZS 2200428
17710611 STRD511 ERR 6969
STRD311 CDPC735 =RR,"
CDPC910 CDP-CX100 =mos
CDPC335 CDPC235CDX1430
DTC690 TC1R43511 CDX112 299
TCWR535 W1435 cram,
TCR6118 TCRX311 EQ6500
mEC610 MEC 510 am 200
MECC90 1011CC70 0001 100
NaCCSO 124101 00 840 OR 900 95
LETD220CD LETD110CD 0=44

195
TS -A 6980 125 PAIR
TS -A 6970 95 PAIR
TS -A 5705 69 PAIR
TS -A 4105 75 PAIR
TS -A 16$0 95 PAIR
TS -A 16751 CALL
TS -A 1395 65 PAIR
781688 II 105 PAIR
TETRISOO 165 PAIR
TIW 301 59 PAIR

Cm$5060 CDX5260 TIP 461 59 PAIR
CD15460 CDX06260 TEC1601 99 PAIR

CD113404 TEM/ 1000 CALL
CD=1303 CDX0500
CDIA3SRP CDXASSRP

CDX17300R7 CD:517303RP

110110

150730

110770

5,2900 PIONEER
Xml520

VUDII II
3014040

VSED7020
1110070

v5151211
ENC4000

CD11310

EDV82000
GV850

SONY LE CALL)

FULL LINE OF

BOOMBOXES AND

DISKMAN

SONY CAR
AUDIO

MDX-M
110220

IR0660

115600

510060
1362560

X116020

XMC2000

228mxii

1E700

XEC10008

XE9OKKII

MORE MODELS

CALL I I

PREMIER CALL

VII 452

X2C7008 513125
11201

XC17150
MX3A mos
FULL LINE OF

SPEAKERS

REMOTES CALL

AND MUCH MORE!

2898 N. UNIVERSITY DRIVE

#35 CORAL SPRINGS, FL 33065

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
DISTRIBUTOR AUTHORIZED
AUTHORIZED DEALER

MEANS A VALID WARRANTY
AND BRAND NEW!

14 DAN TRIAL. PERIOD FOR DEFECTIVE EXCHANGES

725

569
425

369

315

269

249
159

149

369

319

249
269
225

219

189

209
149

169

389

319

279

279

165

349

169

V819028

VAID6028

VII 502

VII 402

5111515

VSA7500

P449

MP 700D OR 777

GA 555 OR 470

VIP 333 PDTI13

PDDM902 PD0011102

PEN 702 P01 502
CTIN 625 CTwil 8028

CMS 6028 CTN., 5028

CLDD 702 CLD 502
CL01 401 CL01 301

KARAOICE

CLXV7 4 0

CLAYS 4 0

CAMCORDER
BATTERIES

CALL!!

HOME
SPEAKERS
ACCOUST IC
RESEARCH

ADCOM

ADVENT

AIWA
ALTEC LANSING

ATLANTIC TECH.

B&O

BIC

BOSE

CARVER

CELESTION

DAHLQUIST

HARMON KARDON

INFINITY

JAMO

JBL

JVC

KEF

KENWOOD

KLH

NAD

NILES

ONKYO
PARASOUND

PIONEER

PIONEER ELITE

POLK

SANSUI

SHERWOOD

SONY

SONY E.S.

TECHNICS

CAR AUDIO
ADS

ADCOM

ALTEC LANSING

BAZOOKA

BEL RADAR

CLARION
HAFLER

INFINITY

JBL

JVC

KENWOOD

KICKER

NILES

PIONEER

PIONEER PREMIER

POLK

PYLE

SHERWOOD

SONY

TOSHIBA

BOSE
LIFESTYLE MUSIC

SYSTEMS
Alt7 AK511

AM4 MOH
901VI 601111

501 IV 401

301 III 201 III

151 Ill WALL 5PRAX111

100 101
AM POWERED

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

L7 CALLJBLL5 CALL
L3 CALL LI CALL

LX 600 LX SOO

LX 410 LX 300

J1080 J2060

P 5120 RS 100

PRO 3 PLOD PRO 1

HP.,P.SLAILS CALL

MUSIC 1 CALL

ADVENT
E ASY III 129 PAIR

LEGACY III 219 PAIR

PRODIGY 209 PAIR

=RITA= SALE CALL

LAUREATE SALE CALL
1 PAIR MIMI SPRAJUIRS

410211MOOPMR 225ST8TZ1

CDR= CRAXIL CALL

GRADORTM 179 PAIR
DRIALL SPEAKERS CALL

KIWI DEARER" 115 PR

RETAIL MART

Authorized Dealers Fog_

JVC Panasonic
mtMITSUBISHI

In
'MM" c"O_BOSE

Canon
SONY.

phi delliWALL

(Sorry No Catalog.)
13 EA Cr VFw parietia

'

In BUgin*Sti ter SO Years
1-800-562-9020

SEE US
LAST

WE WILL

BEAT ANY
PRICE

PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE
ON HOME & CAR STEREO'

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725
Full Mtrs. Warranty / Auth. Dealers Only'

AUTHORIZED(800) 368.2344
DEALER

iv_rar.` EncoreII
k314111WW1114(MMIJ
Aud.C.,mcW,Im

Dipole
Surround

For the ultimate
home theater. the ambient sound should
he realistic and fill your room yet never

give a clue where the speakers are!
We've refined the design of the dipole

surround speaker for 50-1009f less than
competing systems! Superb sound and
build, unsurpassed value!

11111..

Audio Concepts. Inc Authorized Dealer Since 1977
901 South 4' St., 1,a Crosse.WI 54601
Voice (608) 784-4570 Fax:1608) 784-6367
ask for a free catalog on our full line of loudspeaker.
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RETAIL MART
1 (800) 229-0644

RE ORD PLAYER NEEDLES
AND CARTRIDGES. World's
Largest Selection and
Lowest Price!!

Oltibt....111

_ 7:111==.,,,,,' II w

-.4, 1

>.---,

Proud to promote ADC, AT, Audioquest, B&O,
Denon, Grado, Ortoton, Shure, Signet,
Sumiko, Stanton, Nitty Gritty, Last,
Discwasher and more!
M -Sat 10-7 Sun 12-5
419 14th Avenue SE

Jerry Raskin's

Minneapolis, MN 55414 Needle Doctor

L,(612) 378-0543 FAX (612) 378-9024

we're our best deal...

 ALCHEMY  NAD
 APATURE  NILES
 GRADO  PARADIGM
 HAFER  PS AUDIO
 KIMBER  SONY
 LEXICON  SONY ES
 MARANTZ  SUMIKO
 M & K  MOONS

 HARMAN - KAIEDON

AMBRIDGEMASSACHUSETTS

617-547-2727

AUDIO

Q AUDIO
95 Vassar Street

arnbridge, MA 02139

Mon -Fri 10-7  Sat 10-6

Gel More Than The LOWEST PR/CE....
Friendly, Hones/ Knowledgeable Staff
CALL ABC 1-908-780-6600

We otter the name brand equipment. lowest possible pnces.
service after the sale. and a ten day money -back guarantee.

HOME STEREO CAR STEREO
Acoustic Research

Adam NAD

BC Nakamich

Bose

Carver

Denon

Elite

Heel
Harman Kardon

onlirmy

JVC

Kenwood

Klopsch

Meage

Onkyo

Paradigm

PhaPs
Poneer

Polk

PS8

Sony

Sony ES

Technics

Volodyne

van, 4,1

JBL

Kicker

LA Sound

MB Quan

MTX

Phase boor
Pioneer

Polk

PPi

Sixty

Soundsinsam

Alpine

AucloConlrol
Autolek

Bazooka

BEL

Blaupunkl

Boston

Claret
Colons

Caustic

Irenty

Home Theater
Installation

SALES 1-800-354-1324
ABC 116 Craig Rd., Englishtown, NJ 07726
prod., at itt.t. USA menitandi. co.rd y %Ii.111...ts mgrao)

rccluase 10..1 ,vase, aid my bark.' U ae IU,kn Slam) Rai tm.

HomeThea-treSystems
Do expressions like THX, Dolby

Pro Logic, DSP, Laser Disc,
In -Wall, multi -zone, and

sub -I% miler lea e you dazed?
Don't II orry, you're not alone. \e
specialize in explaining, all of these

expressions so understand.

We at Home Theatre Systems aril help you!
From a single center channel to a multi -room multi -zone system, H.T.S. II ill
proN ide the best Ai ice and the best price to perfectly fit your needs. We are
complete entertainment integrators.

Our professionals have installed
home theater systems for some of
the most recognized names in the
music business - from the satellite

dish to the headphones on their
heads. Our consultants will be

more than happy to help you
through the maze of components

so you can get the system that
does what you want it to do at the

price you want to pay.

We carry most major brands of
audio and video speaker, receiver,

projector, T.V., VCR, laser disc,
CD -player, pre -amp, power -amp,

cassette deck, satellite dish and
accessory. Even hard to find

brands that most dealers don't
carry! So if you don't see the

merchandise you've been looking
for in our ad - please cal,

we'll probably have it in stock.

d.

JVC NV55BX4
55 inch widescreen
Dolby Pro Logic TV
$3599

VMPS TOWER II S.E.
2-12" Woofers, 51/4
Midrange, 1" Ribbon
Tweeter, 300 Watts, FR
22-40,000Hz, 92dB spL
$1,796

JBL L1
2 -Way, 6 1/2" Woofer, 1"
Titanium Tweeter, 200
Watts, FR.47-27,000Hz.
$396 spL
$39

BIC V52 PLUS
2-5" Woofers, 1" Tweeter
$126

PINNICLE PN5T
2 -Way 5 1/2" Woofer,
1' Tweeter
$109

JAMO SW600
2-10' Woofers, 100 Watt
Power Amp
$699

SONY STRD1011S
285 Watt Dolby Pro Logic
AudioNideo Receiver
$396

50cY0OFF

1-'

oncy Back 'u arantec
on FN,rhin., 5(111

EXTENDED WARRANTIES
COVERED BY OVER 9000 SERVICE CENTERS
NATIONWIDE

HOME THEATRE SYSTEMS
44 ROUTE 23 N., LITTLE FALLS, NJ 07424

1-800-978-7768
For Information Call 201-890-5959

For Fax Transmissions Call 201-890-9142
ALL PRODUCTS SOLD WITH FULL MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY - FULLY AUTHORIZED



Complete
Home

Installation

Audio/Video
Theatre
Systems

Where Audio -Video Connect

Grand Opening Celebration
OVER 100 NAME BRANDS AT PRICES TOO LOW TO PRINT!

NOW YOU CAN BUY QUALITY AUDIO / VIDEO AT WAREHOUSE PRICES!
NEW MANUFACTURERS AND MODELS ARRIVING ALL THE TIME

CD -PLAYERS
CARVER

...111/1111111MIL _

CARVER

DENON DCD 615
JVC XLV 261
JVC XLM 416
HAR KAR FL 8400
KENWOOD DPM 5550
KENWOOD DPM 7750
ONKYO DXC 210
PHILIPS CDC 935
PIONEER PDM 702
PIONEER CLDM 401
SONY CDPC 535
SONY CDPX 100
TECHNICS SLPD 847

Cfll

Always The Best Service
The Best Selection  The Best Brands

AND THE BEST PRICES

RECEIVERS !IL ELECTRONICS
CARVER

..1111N1.4.1.1.1

519 PHILIPS 209

410

LOW

MIME
ot; 1,4.,1Mil.,1111

147
215 CARVER TDM 55 LOW PHILIPS FR 940 388
298 DENON PMA 880R 399 PIONEER VSX 452 254
188 DENON DRA 635R 428 PIONEER VSX 512S 379

CALL DENON AVR 1000 549 PIONEER VSXD 602S 476
293 HAR KAR HK 3350 299 PIONEER VSXD 902S CALL
256 HAR KAR AVR 15 466 PIONEER VSX D2S NEW
198 JVC RX 515 258 SONY STRD 611 LOW
488 JVC RX 815 V 412 SONY STRD 10115 CALL

CALL KENWOOD KRV 8050 416 SONY SAV A3 LOW
LOW ONKYO TXSV 414 PRO 293 TECHNICS SAGX 350 243

187 ONKYO TXSV 717 PRO CALL TECHNICS SAGX 550 319

All The Famous
Brands You've
Always Wanted

Are Now
Available

- Please Call -

THE FINEST IN
AUDIO GEAR

The Best Prices
With The Best

Customer Support...

With Our
30 Day

Money Back
Guarantee!

TAPE DECKS
AIWA ADF 810 249
CARVER TDR 1550 406
DENON DRS 640 243
HAR KAR TD 4200 CALL
JVC TDR 661 261
KENWOOD KX 5550 213
KENWOOD KXW 8050 229
ONKYO TAR 301 242
PIONEER CTW 302 R 148
PIONEER CTW 602 R 219
SONY TCWR 635S CALL
TECHNICS RSTR 333 158

We are dedicated to delivering the finest
in home electronics at affordable prices

in factory sealed cartons and
manufacturer's warranties

WITH YOUR 1000/o
SATISFACTION GURANTEED

Amps CAR STEREO Speakers

BLAUPUNKT 337 BAZOOKA '

V

kia-fq_. 0=
canon

CLARION 5671
JVC KDG 17

311

548
JVC KSR T35 149
JVC XLMK 500 263
KENWOOD KRC 560 258
KENWOOD KDC 5000 283
KENWOOD KDCC601FM 398

PANASONIC COR 65 322
PIONEER KEHP7000 347

PIONEER DEH 505 318

PIONEER CDXP 600 295

SONY XRU 500 NEW!

SONY XRU 700 CALL

TOSHIBA TX 903 LOW

THE BEST IN QUALITY AND

HIFONICS ,JUL

INFINITY CS 4 II
INFINITY 692 K
JVC KSA 164

SPEAKERS
ADVENT LEGACY III 346

AR 349
BIC V 52 129
BIC V 12 SUB NEW

BOSE ALL MODELS CALL

BOSE AM5 II SPECIAL

CAMBER LS7 398
CERWIN VEGA HTS 6 288
DAHLOUIST DO 18 LOW
HAR KAR TWENTY 497
JAMO SW 300 SYSTEMCALL
JAMO SW 600 SUB 795
JBL LX 500 LOW
JBL L7 CALL

PINNACLE AC 500 NEW

Trained experts
to help select,

match & integrate
components and
systems - our full

team support!

III In Wall Speakers
II Powered Sub

146 Woofers
 Custom Wiring
MI Speaker Selectors
 Volume Controls
 Multi -Room

Remotes

168

234

198
KENWOOD KAC 744 263
PIONEER TSA 168811.138
PIONEER TSC 1301 106
POLK MM 2265 195
PYLE DW 1220 52

SONY XEC 700 S 153

COMPETITION CAR STEREO

251

196

156

218

JVC GT 962 108
JBL GT 5203
JBL 1500 GTI
KENWOOD KGC 6042A

Home Theatre  Dolby k Surround
Laser Disc  Powered Subwoofers
DAT  Separates  Interconnect

SYSTEMS

AIWA NSX 3300
AIWA NSXD 707
JVC DC ME 5
JVC MXC 7
KENWOOD MS A5
KENWOOD UD 751M
ONKYO PCS 70
PIONEER CCS 370

SONY MHC 610

324
527

439
634
336
898
776
497

CALL
SONY MHC C70 STOCK
TECHNICS SCCH 455 488
YAMAHA CC 70W CALL

Returns may be subject to a restocking fee - shipping & handling non-refundable - No home trial on car stereo
Carver, Denon, Harman Kardon & Onkyo not authorized but come with full manufacturers' warranty

100% Satisfaction Guarantee - Everyday !
564 Route 15 South  Sparta, New Jersey, 07871  MON-FRI 10-7  SAT.10-5

1 -800 -USA -1002

Stereo Review

RETAIL MART

For the Musical DifferencC
Authorized Dealer For:

 NAD
 GRADO

C PROA
 APATURE
 PSB
 CWD
 STAX
 SANUS
 M & K
 KEF
 ONKYO
 SONY ES
 ADCOM
 THORENS
 TARGET

 CARVER
 LEXICON
 ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
 NAKAMICHI
 AUDIOCONTROL
 CELESTION
 ALTEC LANSING
 NILES AUDIO
 NITTY GRITTY
 SOUNDSTREAM
 HARMAN KARDON
 MONSTER CABLE
 ROCKFORD/FOSGATE
 POLK AUDIO

2808 Cahill Road, P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143

1-800-826-0520 (715) 735-9002

AUTHORIZED
DEALERS FOR:

 ADS  KENWOOD
 ADVENT  NILES
 ALPHASONIK  ONKYO
 BAZOOKA  PIONEER
 BOSE  ROCKFORD
 CARVER  SONANCE
 DENON  SONY ES
 INFINITY  AND MANY MORE

SEE US FOR BEST PRICE

THE SOUND APPROACH

800-368-2344
6067 JERICHO TPKE., COMMACK, N.Y. 11725

4°( ,,, (um, Lk, mon( A

mput Ability
HOT RS:it

Mon:Fri./lam-Rpm

Cat.9am.5pm

HI Fl E  ui  ment
(41) r3io cera.

NEW '94 Models! JVC
Cassette Decks AA Recisers CU Balers

TD-VHbITN RX.51:7TN XL- \15,191.N

TD-W7IIRTN RX-715Tti XL-M415TIS
TD-RAITN RX-815TN XL-F2IITN

MAIC100
IN Doc (D chIMPT

XM-DI
511.11/4/Rece4Ph7

Audio / Mini Systems
SONY
CD Boom Boxes

CW-445 CFD-580
CFD-560 CFD-758
('FD -570 CFD-76g

JVC
Compact &Mini System
MXS20 MXC77
MXC33 MXC99
\INC55 more

VCR'S & Camcorders

Canon
Authorized Dealer

TOSHIBA

Panasonic SONY JVC
STORE: 201-383-8455 WE ACCEPT ALL MAJOR SERVICE: 201-383-2170CREDIT CARDS VISA 800-554.2183



Stereo Review LOOK NO FURTHER OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST!

RETAIL MART

audio
EXCELLENCE
audio video

Phone us for expert advice,
personal service,

and great prices!

SPECIALISTS IN

Mini Disc  DAT  D/A Converters

Transports  CD Players  Receivers  Amplifiers

Loudspeakers  Turntables  TV  VCR's

Camcorders and more!

FROM ALL MAJOR MANUFACTURERS

Full manufacturers warranty plus audioEXCELLENCE

extended warranty available - phone for details!

(212) 229  1622
143 West 26th Street  N.Y., N.Y. 10001

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

Straight Talk....
106 Brands Available!

AUTHORIZED DEALER

AWARD WINNING
DEALER

for
34 YEARS

We are not aware of any
one facility that has
the unique combina-
tion of physical size,
depth of inventory,
and number of
quality lines to

complement our
approach to display,
demonstration and

competitive pricing.

KANSAS UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS I ALUMNI

ASK ABOUT OUR

SPECIALS

Mon-Thur loam -Rpm. Fn &Sat: 10am-6pm

lio

913-842-1811
24TH & IOWA Lawrence, KS 66046

I

THORIZEr?
BICE:011E5 egir

SAMMANS ELECTRONICS 1166 HAMBURG TPKE. WAYNE, NEW JERSEY
All prices quoted include Manufacturer's standar 1 accessories & U.S. Warranty.

All units r ory sealed. We ship within 24 hour.. Customer Service 201-6%-6531

HOME THEATER SYSTEMS

ISN ( I: 11 1()

111
35"- 55' 16 X 9 Cinema Wide TV's
50' Dolby Pro Logic Rear Projection TV
35" MTS Stereo TV w/ Surround Sound
31' Steller) TV w/ Pictue In picture

CD & COMBO PLAYERS

Karaoke Players CALL
CD player, 18 disc/3 magazine . $299
CD Laser w/sveci'al eflects& auto reverse . $699
24 Disc CD Changer $229
100 Disc CD Chan er $489

CASSETTE DECKS

Dual Dec w 6+1 Mu ti Cassette, Auto
Reverse, Dolby 8/C & Hx Pro $269
Dual Cassette Play Record & Dubbing $109

BOOKSHELF AUDIO
TECHNIC

FISHER

AIWA
JVC

& MORE!

10 Disc Charger, Dual Cassette 30 Watts
Romete Control $299
24 Disc Chaver, AM/FM Stereo, Arno Reverse,

Dual Cassette, Equalizer, 200 Watts $459

CAR STEREO SYSTEMS
DENON
JVC
ADS
& MORE!

-

AM/FM CD is dash, DIN, Noise Reduction,
detachable face, 8x4 watts/channel $199
AM/FM Stereo .7assette w/CD Controller . $149
Toshba AM/FM Cassette, 25 watts/channel,
detachable face $98
Remote 6 CD Changer, w/laser dig outout & RF
adapter for use with ANY FM STEREO $289
Power Amps:
220 Watts $119 400 Watts 4/99
Call Now For Your Best Delivered Legitim

Immo' Home Theater reproduction requires
a Large Screen TV, Pro Logic Receiver,
4 Sallite Speakers, 1 Center channel

Speak N., Sub -woofer, and a Hi Fi VCR.

T1 System can be further enhanced
with a Laser Combo Player and

a DAT Deck for the highest
Shipping! quality Audio and

_._$1999 sharpest Video
$1149

$699 reproduction.

HI Fl RECEIVERS

Dolby Pro Logic' 30 watts per channel,
multi -room capaay $279
Dolby Pro Logic' 100 watts per channel
multi-rcrom capacity ,349
Dolby Pro Logic' 125 watts per channel,
.005% 7HD, multi-room/multi-source
"to enjoi 2 different program sources
in 2 rooms" 5 speaker outputs: A, 8
subroom, rear & center $669
Multi room remote sensor kit $3 9

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Ifir aura Mho inikkk /a / MirsitOmbr4wkss 1

Center Channel Black Laquer Finish with Two
Rear Suround Speakers Package $98
Front Channel Bookshelf Spkrs 100 Watts $79
6 pc sys, shielded, 1 center channel sppeeaker, 2
front speikers, 2 rearsioeaker s& $549
Dual Satellite & Subwoofer SPKRS $299
A/V 100i- Center Ch Inns! C ,,,her $79

101
I ,,111' . oaienier 11(1%1 tiow.lain.), i 11,,, .. 1.11

BOSE
PINNACLE
MVP! T
& MOTRE!

VCR & CAMCORDERS
HITACHI

J
TOSCHIBA
V

& MORE!

Toshiba 5 HO Hifi riS & Flying erase head ..$299
Super Bea, w/slowmotion playback $329
8mm recorder/ playback $339
CANON! LATEST 8MM W/ OPTICAL STABILIZER
0 LUX, 121'1 70041, & VIDEO LIGHT $799

ate Price! Conver lent Fax # 201-633-1476

1-41-975,`773
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30 Years Ago
Big Brother Is Watching: In
June 1964, Editor Furman
Hebb noted a ballot elsewhere
in the issue for readers to rate
the audio quality of their FM
stations. "Stations that receive
poor ratings," he added
ominously, "will be pointed
out for all to see."

New products this month
included the Empire Grenadier
speaker system, with a mass -
loaded, floating -suspension

The Empire Grenadier, 1964

woofer and a frequency range
of 30 to 20,000 cps [Hz], and
the James B. Lansing SG520
Graphic Controller, a transistor
stereo control center (preamp)
for use with a power amplifier.
In test reports, Julian Hirsch
examined the Knight KN-265

JBI's L100
speaker, 1974

AM/FM tuner ("Stereo
separation, although not too
impressive when plotted on a
curve, was satisfactory to the
ear") and the Electro-Voice
E -V Two speaker system with
a 12 -inch acoustic -suspension
woofer ("a very smooth and
musical reproducer").

In "Stereo Amplifiers: A Guide
for Beginners," Hans Fantel
divided the 161 amps (by his
count) then on the market into
five categories based on price
and quality. He concluded,
"If you are still not satisfied
with the equipment choices
available ... buy yourself
some concert tickets."

Stereo Review
DOES YOUR EQUIPMENT NEED UPGRADING?,

20 Years Ago
Those Were the Days: Contrib-
utor Sheila Keats weighed in
with the twenty-first install-
ment of STEREO REVIEW'S
"American Composers" series,
a ten -page appreciation of the
symphonist William Schuman.

Big Star: cult faves in 1974
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Among the new products were
the Transcriptors "Vestigal"
tonearm, which had a vertical
pivot near the phono cartridge
to reduce effective tonearm
mass ($100), the Audio
Dynamics WDDS-12 multidi-
rectional speaker system
($350), and the Dokorder
MK -50 cassette deck with
Dolby B ($249.95). Julian
Hirsch tested the JBL L100
speaker system ("an extraordi-
narily fine speaker for home
hi-fi service") and Pioneer's
RT-1020L open -reel tape deck
("It operated with impressive
smoothness and silence").

In Best of the Month, Eric
Salzman raved over a disc of
Debussy piano duets by Alfons
and Aloys Kontarsky on
Deutsche Grammophon ("I
cannot imagine anything better
realized, either musically or
technically"), and Steve Simels
endorsed "Radio City," the
second album by once -and -
future cult faves Big Star ("I'm
beginning to think the incred-
ibly exaggerated claims made
for them have a basis in fact").
In other reviews, Noel
Coppage had reservations
about "Wild Tales" by Graham
Nash ("I've heard wilder tales
from the parson's wife").
Richard Freed was bowled
over by a budget Musical
Heritage Society recording of
Bach's B Minor Mass
conducted by Michael Corboz
("belongs at the head of the list
regardless of price"). And the
perennially put-upon Peter
Reilly, confronting the Carpen-
ters' "The Singles: 1969-
1973," remarked that the group
"barges through the speakers

like a pair of unwelcome
Rotarian conventioneers."

Cleanliness Is Next to Noise-
lessness: In "Editorially
Speaking," William Anderson
advised readers to "Have your
stylus checked, like your teeth,
at least once a year."

SPECIAL AMPLIFIER ISSUE
HOW MUCH POWER
IS ENOUGH?

00W -PLAYED
SOUND FROM
MAMA MONSON
Ml -3 AMP

AM MAIO-
/MO ROAD NTT/

:XXX
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10 Years Ago
We noted the introduction of
ADC's LT -32 linear -tracking
turntable, with a budget price
of $99.95 including cartridge,
and Speakerlab's Bass Hose, a
trunk -mounted car subwoofer
that looked like a giant Slinky.
Craig Stark put Pioneer's
three -head CT -A9 cassette
deck through its paces,
concluding his test report by
saying, "In terms of sonic
performance, we found [it] as
capable as any cassette deck
we have tested."

The Road to Damascus: In his
special test report on the Mark
Levinson ML -3 power amp-
which had only one movable
part (the power switch) and a
price tag of $5,400-an unusu-
ally ebullient Julian Hirsch
declared, "I've tested quite a
few power amplifiers in my
day ... but the measured and
audible performance of the
ML -3 has almost made me a
convert to the high end!"

-Steve Simels



ESCAPE
Surround yourself with spectac-
ular sounds from the CD of your
zhoice and the traffic you're
stuck in might not seem so bad.

Custom designed, factory
installed Audio Systems and
compact disc "Dlayers from Ford
Electronics offer you just the
escape you need.

Available on Ford, Lincoln and
Mercury veh cles to help you
survive the hassles of gridlock.
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Klipsch Home Theater.
It fits your space. It's S999.

Now what's your excuse?
If you've been dreaming of home theater, take a look at this
unbelievable introductory price that can get you started with the six
essential speakers of a Klipsch Home Theater system.

As front and surround channels, the Klipsch KG .5 bookshelf speaker
delivers amazing power and clarity for a speaker of its size and price
category. The KV1 center channel focuses the dialogue of a motion
picture soundtrack right on the screen, just like in a movie theater.
Rumbling low bass comes courtesy of the Klipsch SW8 powered
suhwoofer, delivering authoritative performance from either a
movie soundtrack or your favorite CD.

See your participating authorized Klipsch dealer to experience a
Klipsch home audio and home theater system that will fit your
living room and your budget! Call 1-800-KLIPSCII for the
name of the participating dealer nearest you.
In Canada, call (905) 847-8885.

Corporate Offices and Customer Service: 8900 Keystone Crossing, Suite 1220
Indianapolis, Indiana U S A 46240 1-800-KLIPSCH  FAX (317) 581-3199
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